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1 INTRODUCTION 

This Cleanup Action Plan (CAP) presents the selected cleanup action for the remediation of 
four areas of concern (AOCs) at the Alcoa Inc. (Alcoa)/Evergreen Aluminum LLC 
(Evergreen) Site (Site) in Vancouver, Washington.  This CAP was developed by the 
Department of Ecology (Ecology) from information presented in the Remedial 
Investigation/Feasibility Study for the Alcoa/Evergreen Vancouver Site (RI/FS; Anchor 
2008) and the Final Focused Remedial Investigation and Feasibility Study for the Former 
Columbia Marine Lines Site (SLR 2008) and prepared in accordance with the requirements 
of the Model Toxics Control Cleanup Act (MTCA; Ecology 2007a), Chapter 70.105D 
Revised Code of Washington (RCW), administered by Ecology under the MTCA Cleanup 
Regulation, Chapter 173-340 Washington Administrative Code (WAC). 
 
A CAP is one of a series of documents used by Ecology in the cleanup process conducted 
under MTCA.  This CAP will be made available to the public for review and comment.  At 
the end of the public comment period, Ecology will closely consider concerns expressed 
regarding the planned remedial actions for the Site and issue a summary and response to any 
comments received.  After consideration of public comments, this CAP will be implemented 
pursuant to a consent decree with Alcoa entered in Clark County Superior Court (with the 
Consent Decree). 
 
The cleanup action alternatives chosen for the Site are protective of human health and the 
environment.  Selected cleanup actions chosen for the Site include solutions that consider 
treatment technologies and source removal to the maximum extent practicable.  Detailed 
descriptions of Ecology’s selected cleanup actions are provided in Section 7.  Forthcoming 
engineering designs and planning documents associated with the selected alternatives will 
provide for future monitoring of the Site in order to ensure the long-term effectiveness of all 
remedial actions in accordance with WACs 173-340-400 and 173-340-410. 
 

1.1 Purpose and Scope 

The primary state law that governs the cleanup of contaminated sites is MTCA.  MTCA 
regulations define the process for the investigation and cleanup of contaminated sites.  When 
contaminated sediments are involved, the cleanup standards and other procedures are also 
regulated by the Sediment Management Standards (SMS), Chapter 173-204 WAC.  MTCA 
regulations specify criteria for the evaluation and conduct of a cleanup action, as well as soil 
and groundwater standards.  SMS regulations dictate the standards for sediment cleanup.  
Under both, the cleanup must protect human health and the environment, meet state 
environmental standards and regulations in other laws that apply, and provide for monitoring 
to confirm compliance with Site cleanup standards.  Specifically, Ecology has determined 
that Chapter 173-303 WAC (Dangerous Waste Regulations), Chapter 173-350 WAC (Solid 
Waste Handling Standards), RCW 90.48 (Water Pollution Control), and RCW 43.21C (State 
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Environmental Policy) are applicable at this Site.  Additionally, Chapter 173-160 WAC 
(Minimum Standards for Construction and Maintenance of Wells) is a relevant and 
appropriate regulation if new wells are required on Site.  
 
The CAP outlines the steps and procedures for conducting an environmental cleanup of the 
AOCs at the Site consistent with MTCA and SMS requirements, with the exception of the 
East Landfill AOC.  A separate CAP will be issued to address trichloroethylene (TCE)-
bearing groundwater within the vicinity of the East Landfill.  Consistent with the 
requirements of WAC 173-340-380, this document provides the following information: 

 A description of the Site (Section 2) 
 The nature and extent of Site contamination (Section 3) 
 The cleanup standards for Site contaminants (Section 4) 
 A summary of the evaluated cleanup action alternatives (Sections 5 and 6)  
 A general description of Ecology’s selected cleanup action (Section 7) 
 A schedule for implementation of the cleanup action (Section 8) 

 
Pursuant to WAC 173-340-710(9)(e), Alcoa has the continuing obligation to determine 
whether permits, approvals, or other substantive requirements are required to implement the 
remedy.  In the event that Ecology or Alcoa becomes aware of additional permits, approvals, 
or substantive requirements that apply to the remedial action, it shall promptly notify the 
other party of this knowledge.  Ecology shall make the final determination on the application 
of any additional substantive requirements at the Site. 
 

1.2 Applicability 

The cleanup standards and actions presented in this document have been developed through 
the remediation process conducted with Ecology oversight.  The cleanup levels and actions 
are site-specific and should not be considered as setting precedent for other similar sites.  
Potentially Liable Persons (PLPs) cleaning up sites independently, without Ecology 
oversight, may not cite numerical values of cleanup levels specified in this document as 
justification for cleanup levels in other unrelated sites.  PLPs that are cleaning up other sites 
under Ecology oversight must base cleanup levels and cleanup standards on site-specific 
regulatory considerations and not on numerical values contained in this CAP. 
 

1.3 Declaration 

In accordance with WAC 173-340-360(2)(a), the selected cleanup actions meet the threshold 
requirements; are protective of human health and the environment; comply with applicable 
state and federal laws; and provide for compliance monitoring.  Furthermore, the selected 
remedies are consistent with the preference of the State of Washington as stated in RCW 
70.105D.030(1)(b) for permanent cleanup solutions. 
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1.4 Administrative Record 

The documents used to make the decisions discussed in this CAP are part of the 
administrative record for the Site.  The entire administrative record for the Site is available 
for public review by appointment at Ecology’s Industrial Section in Lacey, Washington.  To 
review or obtain copies of the above documents, contact Mr. Paul Skyllingstad, Ecology’s 
Site Manager at (360) 407-6949. 
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2 SITE BACKGROUND 

This section describes background information relevant to the cleanup of the Site.  
Information presented in this section includes a discussion of historical, current, and future 
site use. 
 

2.1 Site Description 

The Site is located on NW Lower River Road on the northern shore of the Columbia River at 
River Mile 103.3 in Clark County.  It is approximately 3 miles northwest of downtown 
Vancouver, Washington and approximately 3 miles due west of Interstate 5.  The facility 
covers approximately 208 acres (of which Alcoa currently owns 97 acres and Evergreen 
owns 111 acres).  It is bound on the north by NW Lower River Road, on the east by property 
owned by the Port of Vancouver, on the south by the Columbia River, and on the west by 
multiple industrial property owners.  The current land uses in the general vicinity of the Site 
are mixed use industrial and agricultural.  The Site and surrounding area are shown in Figure 
1.   
 
The Site layout and current property boundaries are shown in Figure 2.  The Site boundary 
includes the Evergreen and Alcoa properties, as well as property currently owned by Clark 
County and Clark Public Utility District (PUD).  The latter two properties were previously 
owned and remediated by Alcoa under Ecology Agreed Order DE 97 TCI032.   
 

2.2 Site History 

The Site was developed in the late 1930s, with the completion of Alcoa’s aluminum smelter 
in 1940.  The aluminum smelting operations at the Site began in 1940.  During World War II, 
Alcoa filled the eastern end of the smelter site with dredge sands from the Columbia River.  
From 1940 to 1970, Alcoa added a number of fabrication operations to the facility.  By 1970, 
the facility contained an aluminum smelter and a series of fabrication plants to form the 
aluminum metal into finished goods such as wire, rod, and extruded channel.  Alcoa operated 
the entire facility for approximately 45 years, until 1986.   
 
Thereafter, Alcoa began remediating and selling individual land parcels and operations 
associated with the Site.  In 1987, ACPC, Inc. purchased the cable mill operations and leased 
the associated land from Alcoa.  In 1987, Alcoa sold the aluminum smelter to Vanalco, Inc.; 
however, Alcoa retained the title to the extrusion section of the property known as the 
Vancouver Extrusion Company (Vanexco) and the cable mill operation, subject to the ACPC 
lease.  Vanexco was operated by Alcoa until 1991 when it was closed.  Additionally, in 1991, 
Alcoa sold a tract of land lying west of the aluminum smelter to Russell Towboat and 
Moorage Company; this tract of land is not part of the Site.  In 1994, a parcel of property 
known as the North Parcel was sold to the Clark County PUD for construction of a 
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cogeneration plant.  A cleanup was conducted in an area known as the Northeast Parcel and 
the property was sold to Clark County as a jail site in 1997.  Vanalco owned and operated the 
aluminum smelter from 1987 until late 2000 when it ceased all manufacturing operations and 
entered bankruptcy.  Glencore Washington LLC (now known as Evergreen) purchased the 
smelter assets from the bankruptcy estate in 2002.  No manufacturing operations have taken 
place at the Site since December 2000.     
 
Columbia Marine Lines (succeeded by Crowley Marine Services, Inc.) leased property and 
operated a marine repair facility on the Alcoa property west of the aluminum smelter (the 
Crowley Parcel) from approximately 1963 until 1984.  Today, Evergreen owns the former 
aluminum smelter site and the stormwater lagoons, and owns the small sanitary sewer plant 
in common with Alcoa.  Alcoa retains ownership of the remainder of the Site, including the 
river dock and loading area, the land east of the smelter (including the East Landfill, the 
former North and North 2 Landfill areas, and the South Bank Area), and the property to the 
west of the smelter (the Crowley Parcel). 
 

2.3 Historical Site Use 

The aluminum smelter, which included potlines, an aluminum casting facility, greenmill, 
carbon bakes, dock and raw materials handling system, laboratory, and miscellaneous 
support facilities, operated with only intermittent interruptions, from 1940 through 2000.  
The smelting operations required an extensive dry materials handling system for raw 
materials.  Alumina ore was received by rail or ocean-going vessel.  Other raw materials, 
including petroleum coke, coal tar pitch, anthracite coal, cryolite (sodium aluminum 
fluoride), and aluminum fluoride, were received by rail and truck.    
 
The alumina was reduced to molten aluminum in the potlines.  This reduction process 
involved the use of a carbon cathode and anode; both were manufactured on Site.  Aluminum 
salts and electrolytes containing fluoride were introduced into the reduction process to 
increase the solubility of alumina.  The molten aluminum was transferred to the casting 
facility where it was cast into a variety of products, including sow, billet, and sheet ingot.  
Many of these products required the aluminum to be alloyed with different metals, including 
copper, manganese, and magnesium. 
 
Electricity is considered one of an aluminum smelter's raw materials.  Bonneville Power 
Administration (BPA) owns a parcel of property on the northeastern side of the Site.  BPA 
supplied power to transformer banks at the aluminum smelter, located on the north side of the 
aluminum smelter potrooms.  The transformer banks contained large transformers and 
capacitors.  These units fed electricity into rectifiers housed in adjacent buildings, and then 
on to the potlines.  Prior to 1987, the original mercury-arc rectifiers used to provide power to 
the potlines were replaced with solid state rectifiers.     
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The aluminum smelter manufactured carbon anodes and cathodes, for the smelting operations 
at the Site.  The carbon storage building housed the petroleum coke and coal tar pitch 
inventory.  The greenmill mixed and heated the coke and pitch to form a paste, which was 
then pressed into the shape of an anode.  The anodes were lowered into in-ground ring 
furnaces to bake and cure.  The cathodes manufactured at the Site used either anthracite coal 
and pitch to form a paste, which was rammed into place to form the cathodic lining of the pot 
shell, or purchased cathode blocks and ram paste, which was used to form the potshell 
cathode lining.  The pot shell is where the reduction of alumina to aluminum occurs. 
 
The aluminum smelter had a complete maintenance department to support the operations.  
The maintenance department utilized land to the southeast of the carbon storage building as a 
scrap yard.  Various materials were placed in this area prior to reuse or off-site recycling. 
 
Several on-site landfills and material storage locations were operated on the eastern portion 
of the Site prior to the mid-1980s.  Materials relating to Site operations, including alumina, 
bath, cryolite, aluminum fluoride, carbon, anodes, brick, concrete, plastic, wire, paper, 
drums, aluminum metal, pallets, conveyor belts, cable, metal piping, gravel, asphalt chunks; 
contaminated waste including miscellaneous small volumes containing trichloroethylene-
bearing solvents, polychlorinated biphenyls, and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons; and 
miscellaneous maintenance activity debris, were deposited in the landfills.  Spent potlining 
(SPL; cathodes) were stored in a separate location that was remediated under Consent Decree 
92-2-00783-9 between Alcoa and Ecology.  Waste materials were transported off site 
following the closure of the landfills in the 1980s.   
 
During the 1950s, Alcoa added fabrication facilities, including the extrusion plant, rod mill, 
and cable plant, at the Site.  These fabrication facilities used large quantities of hydraulic oils 
in numerous pieces of equipment used in the manufacturing processes.  Both water-soluble 
and petroleum-based hydraulic oils were used.  Several additional expansions of the facilities 
took place during the 1950s and 1960s.   
 
From approximately 1963 to approximately 1985, Alcoa leased property to Columbia Marine 
Lines, which was succeeded by Crowley Marine Services, Inc. (Crowley).  During this time, 
Crowley operated a marine repair facility on the Site in an area adjacent to the stormwater 
ponds.  Crowley deposited wastewater, including barge slops, wash water from barge gas 
freeing operations, and tug bilge slops, were deposited into a series of three dewatering ponds 
on the property. 
  

2.4 Future Site Use and Development 

Alcoa and Evergreen intend to sell their properties to a buyer which will use the property in 
an industrial capacity.  Current plans for the Site include the development of rail lines across 
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the properties and development of a car unloading and storage facility.  In the future, a wide 
variety of industrial use activities may occur on the property. 
 
To support the development, the former manufacturing, storage, and fabrication facilities 
were scheduled for demolition and final remedial actions have commenced as required by 
Ecology through Enforcement Order 4931 (Ecology 2007b).  To date, Evergreen has 
completed demolition of the facilities on its property with the exception of the stormwater 
system.  Evergreen has also excavated and disposed of over 51,000 tons of contaminated soil 
and waste at an off-site RCRA Subtitle D facility, and 7,200 tons of contaminated soil and 
waste at an off-site RCRA Subtitle C facility.  Soils located on Evergreen property are now 
in compliance with the cleanup levels presented in Section 4.1.5.  Alcoa is in the process of 
demolishing its remaining fabrication and storage facilities.  Through a variety of consent 
decrees and orders, Alcoa has completed the remediation of several portions of the Site.  
Crowley has previously undertaken remedial actions pursuant to Order No. DE 85-591.  This 
document provides the framework for the final remediation of the entire Site.  The RI/FS 
documents provide a comprehensive discussion of the cleanup actions completed to date.   
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3 SITE CONDITIONS 

The current site conditions and conceptual site model are based on a detailed review of the 
nature and extent of contamination on Site, the exposure pathways and receptors, and fate 
and transport processes of various Site contaminants in the environment.  A comprehensive 
discussion of these key elements was presented in the RI/FS and is summarized in the 
remainder of this section.  
 

3.1 Site Hydrogeology 

Published reports were used to determine the regional geology, including U.S. Geological 
Survey reports and historical site investigation reports.  The Site is located in the Portland 
Basin within the Columbia River floodplain.  The Sandy River Mudstone and the Troutdale 
Formation are the oldest sediments in the Portland Basin.  The Troutdale Formation overlies 
the Sandy River Mudstone. 
 
The Troutdale Formation is overlain by sediments deposited during Pleistocene catastrophic 
flooding of the Columbia River (Trimble 1963).  These flood deposits have been termed the 
Unconsolidated Sedimentary Aquifer (USA) (Swanson 1993).  The USA is overlain by 
Quaternary Alluvium deposits consisting of very poorly consolidated silt and sand on the 
floodplains of the modern Columbia River (Madin 1990).  In developed areas along the river 
shoreline, the Quaternary Alluvium is overlain by artificial fill consisting primarily of 
dredged river sand. 
 
The Site geology has been determined by evaluating the findings of the investigations 
completed on Site and the findings from investigations completed on nearby properties.  
Early Site investigations by Robinson Noble and Hart Crowser (Robinson, Noble, & Carr 
1982; Hart Crowser 1987a and 1987b) identified the presence of the following geologic 
units, from shallow to deep: 

 Dredge Fill 
 Quaternary Alluvium 
 Troutdale Formation 

 
Subsequent to Hart Crowser’s work at the Site, regional investigations by the U.S. 
Geological Survey and recent investigations on nearby properties have determined that the 
unit previously identified as the Troutdale Formation is actually the USA.  The four 
hydrogeologic units identified by Hart Crowser continue to be used in current Site 
investigations and are defined below. 
 

 Shallow Zone: Dredge fill sand thickness ranges from about 7 to 25 feet depending 
upon the location.  The Shallow Zone tends to be deeper (more than 20 feet) on the 
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east side of the Site because of extensive filling activities that took place historically 
in that area.  Groundwater is present in this zone seasonally.  Groundwater in this 
zone may be locally perched on the finer grained materials in the underlying 
Intermediate Zone.  Many monitoring wells screened in this zone are dry in late 
summer and fall. 

 Intermediate Zone: This unit extends from an average of about 15 to 35 feet below 
ground surface (bgs).  The top of this zone is the original ground surface present 
before dredge fill was placed in the 1940s.  In certain locations, such as the East 
Landfill, this unit extends downward to as deep as 60 feet bgs.  The Intermediate 
Zone is Quaternary Alluvium comprised of silt, fine sand, and clay, with lower 
hydraulic conductivity than the overlying Shallow Zone.  

 Deep Zone: This unit extends from an average of about 35 to 95 feet bgs.  However, 
in the southern part of the site, the Deep Zone extends as deep as 125 feet bgs.  The 
Deep Zone is comprised of Quaternary Alluvium fine to medium sand. 

 Aquifer Zone: The top of the Aquifer Zone is about 95 feet bgs in the northern 
portion of the site down to about 125 feet bgs in the southern site area near the river 
shoreline.  The base of the Aquifer Zone has not been reached by Site borings.  This 
unit was previously identified as the Troutdale Formation, but has subsequently been 
redefined by the U.S. Geological Survey as the USA.  The Troutdale Formation lies 
below the USA.  The identification of the Aquifer Zone as the USA is based primarily 
on the extremely high hydraulic conductivity of regional wells screened in this unit 
and the composition of the gravel.  The coarse-grained flood deposits of the USA are 
the most permeable aquifer in the Portland Basin (Swanson 1993).  Due to the high 
hydraulic conductivity of the USA, no regional supply wells extend down into the 
underlying Troutdale Formation.  For consistency with previous nomenclature of 
historical Alcoa reports, the USA will continue to be referred to as the Aquifer Zone 
in Site documentation. 

 

3.2 Previous Areas of Potential Concern 

The RI identified ten source areas at the Site for potential remedial action to ensure 
protection of human health and the environment.  For seven of these areas, Ecology 
determined that source removal was appropriate and the maximum practicable remedial 
action to address waste materials and impacted soil in accordance with WAC 173-340-
360(3)(d).  Two other areas not included on the list, the Vanexco/Rod Mill Building (Rod 
Mill) and concrete and the SPL Storage Area, were remediated under previous Consent 
Decrees between Alcoa and Ecology (95-2-03268-4 and 92-2-00783-9, respectively).  The 
Vanexco/Rod Mill Building was a PCB soil and concrete cleanup and the SPL Storage Area 
was cyanide and fluoride source removal and soil cleanup. 
 
The Rod Mill Consent Decree required the long-term maintenance of a cap initially 
designated as the building floor (constructed of asphalt and/or concrete) and the roof was to 
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be maintained to prevent ponding of precipitation.  To facilitate the current sale of the 
property, the Rod Mill building will be demolished.  The new surface (either sand or asphalt) 
above the asphalt/concrete floor will be regraded to promote positive drainage away from the 
cap (i.e., the floor) in accordance with the Rod Mill Consent Decree.  Ecology determined 
that this action is consistent with the Consent Decree.  Groundwater monitoring down-
gradient of the Rod Mill was performed for 5 years and was completed in 2001.  During this 
period PCBs were not detected in any of the samples.  Ecology approved termination of the 
monitoring program in 2003.  Groundwater monitoring continues at the SPL Storage Area 
and meets the requirements of that Consent Decree.  No further action is required for these 
two former source areas. 
 
From 2007 through 2008, Evergreen remediated five of the initial Site AOCs through source 
removal activities under Ecology Enforcement Order 4931(Ecology 2007b).  These AOCs 
include the Transformer/Rectifier Yards, Carbon Plant and Storage Buildings, Plant Emission 
Control Systems, Fluoride-Bearing Raw Material Handling Facilities, and the Scrap Metal 
Recycling Area.  The cleanup actions in these areas included the removal of contaminants of 
concern (COC) impacted soil, waste, and raw materials.  No additional remedial actions are 
required in these areas as the sources have been removed from the Site to the maximum 
extent practicable and the actions are protective of groundwater.  However, final compliance 
reporting is still pending.  Industrial cleanup levels were used in the removals.  The following 
bullets summarize the work completed to date. 

 Approximately 10,100 tons of PCB-impacted soil and foundation material were 
removed from the Transformer/Rectifier Yards and disposed of at an appropriate off-
site landfill.  During the course of the remedial activities, soil impacted by mineral oil 
was also identified.  Materials above the Site cleanup level of 4,000 mg/kg TPH were 
excavated and disposed at an appropriate off-site facility.  Post excavation surface 
sampling was conducted to verify that the required cleanup levels were achieved.  No 
further action is required to remove PCB-impacted soils in this area as all material 
with concentrations greater than MTCA Method A Unrestricted Use cleanup levels 
were removed. 

 The Carbon Plant and Storage Buildings, including foundations to 3 feet bgs, were 
demolished and approximately 17,350 tons of PAH, fluoride, and lead impacted soil 
and waste were excavated and disposed of appropriately at an off-site landfill.  
Composite samples were collected to verify that the post excavation surface met the 
required cleanup levels on a point-by-point basis.  No further action is required to 
remove PAH-impacted soils in this area. 

 The Plant Emission Control System area housed a historical emission control system 
and settling ponds.  Approximately 2,860 tons of waste and soil impacted with 
fluoride, PAHs, PCBs, and TPH were excavated in this area.  Excavated materials 
were disposed of at an appropriate off-site landfill and soil samples from the 
excavation were collected and analyzed for fluoride, PCBs, TPH, and PAHs.  PAHs 
were detected above the Site cleanup level from two samples collected at 12 and 14 
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feet bgs.  These PAHs were considered to be of low risk given the depth at which 
they were detected and the overall mass removal.  Groundwater wells down-gradient 
of the Plant Emission Control System do not show contamination.  On January 31, 
2008, Evergreen received approval from Ecology to backfill the excavations.  No 
further action is required to remove PAH-impacted soils in this area.  Cleanup levels 
for all other COCs were met. 

 The Fluoride-Bearing Raw Material Handling Facilities consists of raw material 
unloading facilities, storage facilities, and conveying equipment areas.  An 
approximate 1.8-acre-area in this area was excavated and 9,100 tons of fluoride-
impacted soil was transported to an appropriate off-site landfill for disposal.  All 
verification soil samples collected and analyzed for fluoride met the Site-specific 
cleanup and remediation levels.  Groundwater monitoring data collected prior to the 
source removal activities demonstrated that the source was localized, not mobile, and 
no impacts to groundwater occurred.  No further action is required in this area. 

 Approximately 1,400 tons of material containing cyanide, fluoride, TPH, PCBs, and 
metals over a 0.16-acre-area from the Scrap Metal Recycling Area were excavated 
and disposed of at an appropriate off-site landfill.  Verification soil samples were 
collected and confirmed compliance with Site-specific remediation and cleanup 
levels.  Additionally, down-gradient monitoring wells indicate that the groundwater is 
not impacted by this source area at the perimeter of the Site.  No further action is 
required within this area. 

 

3.3 Supplemental Remedial Actions 

During the course of the demolition of the smelter facilities, three additional areas containing 
soil and waste above Site cleanup levels were identified.  The following bullets summarize 
the remedial work completed to date. 

 The Ingot Plant was located at the southwest corner of the potlines.  During the 
demolition of the building that housed the former casthouse hydraulic systems in the 
Ingot Plant, elevated PCBs in floor brick, soil, and concrete rubble were 
identified.  As part of the Ingot Plant remediation, 3,951 tons of brick, concrete, and 
soil containing total PCBs concentrations greater than 50 mg/kg were shipped offsite 
for disposal at an off-site RCRA Subtitle C facility, and 10,507 tons of PCB-impacted 
brick, concrete, and soil were shipped to an off-site RCRA Subtitle D facility.  
Remaining low-level soil contamination containing less than 10 mg/kg total PCBs in 
the westernmost portion of the former Ingot Plant footprint will be capped in-place 
with a 12-inch, soil barrier. 

 In 1996, Vanalco filled a low-lying area of the perimeter dike in the SW corner of the 
facility with bake oven brick and other debris.  During facility demolition activities, 
this area was sampled and confirmed to contain PAHs (TEF adjusted) above the site 
cleanup level of 18 mg/kg.  Approximately 1,476 tons of brick, debris, and sand were 
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removed and residual soils were confirmed to contain less than 18 mg/kg residual 
PAHs (TEF adjusted).  No further action is required in this area. 

 The West Loading Dock of the potlines was historically used as a laydown and 
storage yard for equipment and materials to support ongoing potroom and Ingot Plant 
operations.  During facility demolition activities, the West Dock was used as the 
primary staging and load-out area for salvageable materials such as steel and 
aluminum, as well as, a staging area for temporary storage of contaminated soil, 
brick, and concrete from ongoing remediation efforts.  During the final stages of 
facility decommissioning, the asphalt surfaces where contaminated materials had 
been staged was removed.  Following asphalt removal, visual inspection of the area 
indicated that portions of the West Loading Dock area had been used for the 
placement of some Ingot Plant-related debris, brick, and fluoride-bearing materials 
(reacted ore) prior to the placement of the asphalt surfacing.  Approximately 1.3 acres 
of soil to a depth of 6 to 12 inches was excavated to remove visible evidence of 
residual materials.  Upon removal, final verification samples were collected to 
confirm that Site soil cleanup levels had been achieved.  A total of 325 tons of debris 
and soil containing PCBs greater than 50 mg/kg was shipped to an off-site RCRA 
Subtitle C facility, and 5,400 tons of PCB- and fluoride-impacted soil was shipped to 
an off-site RCRA Subtitle D facility.  No further action is required in this area. 

 

3.4 Site Areas of Concern 

Based upon the above discussions, there are five remaining AOCs at the Site.  As previously 
stated, one of these AOCs (TCE-bearing groundwater at the East Landfill) will be addressed 
in a separate CAP.  The remaining areas require remedial action for the protection of human 
health and the environment at the Site.  These AOCs include: 

 PCB-Impacted Sediment.  The PCB-Impacted Sediment AOC is located near the 
shore on the eastern side of the facility.  It extends from the East Landfill to west of 
the dock.  This AOC also addresses industrial waste located along the riverbank as 
described below. 

 Crowley Parcel.  The Crowley Parcel AOC covers several acres of land located on the 
western side of the property near the stormwater retention ponds. 

 Dike Underground Storage Tanks (UST).  The Dike USTs AOC is located in the 
north side of the dike directly south of the former potline building.  

 Soluble Oil Area.  This AOC is located east of the ACPC facility.  
 

3.4.1 PCB-Impacted Sediments 
The nature and extent of PCB-impacted sediment was characterized in a two-phase field 
program.  Phase 1 sediment sampling was conducted in November and December 1999 by 
Windward Environmental (Windward 2000) to characterize the nature and extent of PCBs in 
sediments upstream, downstream, and in the immediate vicinity of the Clark County Public 
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Utility (CPU) outfall.  A total of 34 stations were sampled and analyzed for total PCBs, total 
organic carbon, percent solids, and apparent grain size.  Samples were collected from a series 
of transects.  Two transects were positioned upstream of the CPU outfall to assess baseline 
sediment concentrations, two transects were positioned immediately upstream of the CPU 
outfall, and three transects were positioned downstream of the CPU outfall.  PCB 
concentrations upstream of the CPU outfall were at or near the detection limit, whereas PCB 
concentrations immediately downstream of the CPU outfall were greater than 0.35 mg/kg.  
The highest concentrations of PCBs were located closest to the CPU outfall pipeline between 
the shoreline and the river shipping channel.  Total PCB concentrations up to 28 mg/kg were 
detected immediately adjacent to the CPU outfall.   
 
Phase 2 of the sediment sampling program was implemented to further refine the nature and 
extent of PCBs in surface and subsurface sediments adjacent to the CPU outfall.  Phase 2 
sediment sampling was conducted during two separate events.  During the first event on 
August 15, 2000, 30 surface sediment samples were collected from 12 transect lines 
extending from the shoreline toward the Columbia River shipping channel.  The transects 
were located on either side of the CPU outfall, beginning 700 feet upstream and continuing 
approximately 800 feet downstream of the outfall.  A second sampling event was conducted 
from November 12 to 18, 2000, to collect additional surface sediment samples and 
subsurface samples.  Surface sediment samples were collected from 26 additional stations 
downstream of the stations sampled during the first event and along transects located 900 to 
2,500 feet downstream of the CPU outfall.  Subsurface sediment samples were collected 
from 24 subtidal and three intertidal stations.  One to two cores were collected from each of 
the 14 transects located 200 to 700 feet downstream of the CPU outfall. 
 
The Phase 1 and 2 sampling data revealed that the highest PCBs concentrations in surface 
sediments at the Site, up to 25 mg/kg, were located immediately adjacent to the CPU outfall.  
Elevated surface sediment PCB concentrations (to 9.2 mg/kg) were detected near the 
shoreline at transects up to 1,200 feet downstream of the CPU outfall.  Sediment samples 
collected from transects further downstream had much lower PCB concentrations that were 
similar to PCB concentrations 300 to 700 feet upstream of the CPU outfall.  In areas removed 
from the CPU outfall, PCB concentrations in subsurface sediments were generally much 
lower than the corresponding concentrations in surface sediments.  However, subsurface 
PCB concentrations in a sediment core collected immediately adjacent to the CPU outfall 
were as high as 300 mg/kg.  PCB concentrations in subsurface sediments from areas outside 
the immediate vicinity of the CPU outfall were less than 0.50 mg/kg; most were less than 
0.10 mg/kg.  These results are consistent with the conceptual site model of PCB releases 
associated with the 1997 CPU outfall construction, and specifically from the mixing of 
impacted riverbank soils with nearshore sediment during this construction event. 
 
The conceptual site model of PCB releases to sediments adjacent to and downstream of the 
CPU outfall predicts that localized migration of the PCBs occurred in the vicinity of the CPU 
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outfall beginning with the construction event due to nearshore hydrodynamic processes in the 
Columbia River.  The sediment RI data also reveal that the only source of contaminant 
releases to sediments at the Site is related to the 1997 excavation around the CPU outfall 
pipe.  This source is now controlled.   
 
As part of a river-wide characterization effort, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers conducted 
sampling in June 2001 of the Federal channel and adjacent bed of the Columbia River.  This 
study further confirmed the limits of PCB-impacted sediment defined by the 1999 and 2000 
investigations.  A total of 25 samples (24 surface grab samples and one core) were collected 
from the north side of the federal navigation channel and the adjacent nearshore area at 
Columbia River RM 103.  In the six grab samples collected nearest to shore, PCB Aroclor 
1248 was detected at concentrations above the Site-specific cleanup level for total PCBs.  
The results of the USACE study were consistent with previous characterization work 
performed by Windward. 
 
The riverbank adjacent to the PCB-impacted sediments is comprised of brick, concrete, and 
some industrial fill.  The industrial fill includes furnace slag and tar-like material from the 
anode production process.  Waste profiling on the slag demonstrates that the material is non-
hazardous, solid waste.  The tar-like material contains PAHs in excess of 1 percent and 
therefore, classifies as a persistent, Washington state dangerous waste.  In addition, SPL was 
located in an isolated area of the upper riverbank.  These materials were placed during 
historical plant operations and have remained stable on the bank for several decades. 
 

3.4.2 Crowley Parcel 
The Crowley Parcel is located approximately 200 feet inland from the northern bank of the 
Columbia River to the west of the former Alcoa smelter facility shown on Figure 3.  Prior to 
1976, Pacific Inland Navigation operated the area as a barge maintenance and cleaning 
facility.  In 1976, Crowley Marine Lines (a predecessor in business to Crowley Marine 
Services, Inc.) acquired the operations.  From 1964 to 1983, water and waste materials from 
the barge maintenance and cleaning operation were deposited by Crowley into a series of 
three excavated pits (Ecology 1985).  These excavation pits, termed the barge waste disposal 
area, were approximately 300 to 400 feet north of the Columbia River (GeoEngineers 1983).  
Historical aerial photographs indicate that the southern pit operated from 1964 to 
approximately 1966-1968, the western pit operated from 1966-1668 to 1969-1971, and the 
eastern pit operated from 1969-1971 to 1983 (SLR 2007; GeoEngineers 1985; GeoEngineers 
1983).  Each pit was backfilled soon after closure.  Prior to backfilling the eastern pit, in 
January 1984, all liquids were removed (GeoEngineers 1985).    
 
Over the course of operations, over 2 million gallons of waste materials were deposited in the 
barge waste disposal area (Crowley Marine Lines 1984).  These waste materials consisted of 
barge slops, bilge slops, and water from gas freeing operations.  Because the waste materials 
contained dilute petroleum hydrocarbon fuel products, the constituents of potential concern 
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(COPCs) for the Crowley Parcel included polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, total petroleum 
hydrocarbons gasoline fraction (TPH-G), total petroleum hydrocarbons (TPH-oil), total 
petroleum hydrocarbons diesel fraction (TPH-D), and BTEX (benzene, toluene, 
ethylbenzene, and xylene) (SECOR 1996).  Contamination from the barge waste disposal 
area impacted the soil and groundwater in the vicinity of the former pits.   
 
In 1983, the first of three hydrogeologic studies was conducted to obtain an evaluation of 
subsurface soil and groundwater conditions.  In August 1984, Columbia Marine Lines 
informed Ecology of the closure and past uses of the former barge waste disposal area.  
Monitoring wells MW-1 through MW-21 were installed in the vicinity of the former barge 
waste disposal area in 1985 by Crowley Environmental Services Corp (GeoEngineers 1986). 
 
Subsequently, in 1985, the second hydrogeologic investigation was conducted to further 
define the extent and characteristics of the contamination in the vicinity of the former barge 
waste disposal area.  Free hydrocarbons or light non-aqueous phase liquid (LNAPL) 
petroleum hydrocarbons were observed on the water surface of the wells near the disposal 
site.   
 
In April 1985, as part of the second hydrogeologic investigation, GeoEngineers 
recommended installation of a floating hydrocarbon recovery system.  This system was 
installed in July 1985 and consisted of a hydrocarbon recovery well, trench, submersible 
pump, and wick-type hydrocarbon recovery unit.  As needed, free hydrocarbons were also 
collected from the water surfaces of the monitoring wells using a vacuum truck.   
 
In response to the notification of the past practices at the barge waste disposal area, Ecology 
issued an Agreed Order (No. DE 85-591) in August 1985.  The Agreed Order stipulated that 
an effective hydrocarbon recovery system be installed and the horizontal and vertical extent 
of the contamination be determined.  Additionally, under the Agreed Order, an oil-water 
separator was installed in the hydrocarbon recovery system and a third phase of the 
hydrogeologic study was completed.   
 
With the addition of the hydrocarbon recovery system, the amount of LNAPL in each of the 
monitoring wells decreased over time.  The hydrocarbon recovery system was operated until 
1995 when observations indicated that it could not recover additional free hydrocarbons.  
 
Beginning in 1996, on behalf of Crowley Marine Services Inc. (Crowley), SECOR 
International Incorporated (SECOR) conducted site investigations to support development of 
a cleanup action plan.  This work included aquifer testing and groundwater quality testing to 
evaluate potential groundwater cleanup alternatives.  SECOR recommended in situ cleanup 
using enhanced natural bioremediation (SECOR 1996).   
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SECOR subsequently conducted additional subsurface investigation at the site in 1999.  The 
work scope included GeoProbe™ soil borings to collect soil samples, installation of 
temporary well points for groundwater and hydrologic monitoring, and laboratory testing.  
The work provided additional definition of the nature and extent of diesel in soil and 
groundwater (SECOR 1999). 
 
In February 2000, SECOR conducted pilot tests of a dual phase vacuum extraction and 
bioventing system, an in situ bioremediation technique.  Testing indicated that this method 
increased oxygen in the soil and expedited the in-situ biodegradation of petroleum 
hydrocarbons by indigenous microorganisms.  Additionally, the pilot test provided important 
parameters for designing a full scale system. 
 
During the summer of 2000, SECOR evaluated in situ bioventing and the excavation and 
treatment of impacted soils as remedial actions for the site.  Based on encouraging pilot test 
results, the dual phase extraction process was chosen to be implemented.  The dual phase 
extraction system was operated from November 2000 through February 2003 and from 
December 2004 through December 2005.  Approximately 80 pounds of liquid phase 
hydrocarbons and 4,000 pounds of vapor phase hydrocarbons were extracted by this system.  
Based on measured biorespiration rates, the estimated mass of hydrocarbons removed by in-
situ biodegradation was approximately 11,000 pounds (1,400 gallons) (SLR 2008). 
 
Subsequently, focused groundwater and soil sampling were conducted until 2007.  The most 
recent round of sampling was conducted in August 2007 by SLR International Corporation.  
Groundwater samples were collected from monitoring and extraction wells and sampled for 
TPH, BTEX, semi-volatile organic compounds (SVOCs), PAHs, and volatile organic 
compounds (VOCs).  Soil samples were collected from a series of Geoprobe borings and also 
sampled for TPH, BTEX, PAHs, VOCs, and SVOCs.   
 
With the exception of 1-methylnaphthalene, SVOCs and non-petroleum VOCs did not 
exceed screening levels (MTCA Method A or Method B cleanup levels) in soil or 
groundwater samples, which indicates that they contribute a small percentage of the overall 
threat to human health and the environment (WAC 173-340-703).  Based on the investigation 
results, TPH (combined TPH-G, TPH-D, and TPH-O concentrations) was selected as an 
indicator hazardous substance for soil and for groundwater (SLR 2008). 
 

3.4.3 Dike Underground Storage Tanks 
In 1987, the four underground storage tanks (UST) on the dike, 1-34C, 2-34C, 3-34C, and 4-
34C, were emptied, decontaminated, and abandoned in place.  As part of the process to 
abandon a UST in place, Ecology recommends filling the UST with a solid inert material 
such as gravel, sand slurry, weak cement slurry, or foam.  Each of the Dike USTs were filled 
with gravel upon closure.  On behalf of Alcoa, Sweet-Edwards/EMCON, Inc (SE/E) 
performed investigation and pilot testing services of the four diesel USTs located near the 
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river dike.  SE/E installed five monitoring wells, detected diesel light non-aqueous phase 
liquid (LNAPL) in the wells, and conducted pilot testing of free product recovery in the wells 
(Sweet-Edwards/EMCON 1989a).     
 
Three wells at the dike USTs were sampled in May 2007.  One of the wells, T3-3, was also 
sampled in September 2007.  The concentration of TPH-Dx observed in September was 
reduced from the May sampling event from 9,900 µg/L to 2,600 µg/L; however, both values 
exceed the 500 µg/L MTCA cleanup level for TPH-Dx in groundwater.  The TPH-Dx that 
was quantified during the May sampling event displayed matrix interferences that may have 
elevated the measured TPH concentrations.  These interferences were not in the groundwater 
samples in September, likely explaining the reduced concentration in TPH-Dx from May to 
September.  The May sampling event showed that BTEX was not present in any of the wells 
near the dike USTs. 
 

3.4.4 Soluble Oil Area 
PCB-impacted water soluble oil was deposited in an equalization pond bordered on the north 
and south adjacent to spurs of the Burlington Northern Santa Fe (BNSF) railways, on the east 
by a berm, and on the west by a fence.  During the 1988 SE/E investigation, samples of soil, 
groundwater, and sludge material (found on the surface and at depth in the soil) were 
collected.  Composite soil samples indicated PCB concentrations ranged from 1.9 ppm to 107 
ppm whereas the sludge material contained PCB concentrations up to 1,600 mg/kg (Sweet-
Edwards/EMCON 1988).  This investigation also determined that PCB concentrations in the 
native soils, located at approximately 8.5 feet bgs, were negligible (Sweet-Edwards/EMCON 
1988).     
 
In 1989, a supplemental soil and groundwater investigation was conducted in order to further 
define the horizontal and vertical extent of the PCB-impacted soil and provide background 
data for developing remedial alternatives (Sweet Edwards/EMCON 1989b).  In general, in all 
media, PCB concentrations were found to diminish with depth and distance from the source.   
 
In July 1989, Alcoa initially proposed to excavate all material with PCB concentrations 
greater than 25 ppm in accordance with 40 CFR 761.61(a)4(B) for low occupancy areas.  
This level was proposed by Alcoa because cleanup levels were not promulgated under 
MTCA at the time.  After further discussions with Ecology and EPA, Alcoa chose to reduce 
the cleanup level to 15 ppm and remediate the area as a voluntary cleanup.  By removing 
materials with PCB concentrations greater than 15 ppm, recognizing that residual PCB 
materials lacked mobility, and placing a clean cover over the excavated area, Alcoa 
constructed a remedy in compliance with Federal requirements for PCB cleanups.  Ecology 
did not agree with the 15 mg/kg cleanup level. 
 
On June 1, 1990, pre-excavation sampling was conducted to characterize the materials for 
disposal (Chemical Processors 1990a).  Under direct supervision from Alcoa, Chemical 
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Processors began remediating the area by excavating sludge material and incrementally 
excavating impacted soil from 0 to 4 feet bgs, 4 to 8 feet bgs, and 8 to 10 feet bgs.   
 
By October 19, 1990, all material with PCB concentrations greater than 15 mg/kg had been 
excavated.  The excavation depth varied by location from 4 feet to at least 10 feet.  A total of 
approximately 4,750 cubic cards of impacted soil had been excavated and was transported to 
an appropriate offsite landfill for disposal (Chemical Processors 1990b).  Confirmation 
samples were collected and indicated that the in situ soils were less than 15 mg/kg PCB and 
the excavation was backfilled with on-site borrow material.  According to the remediation 
plan, the excavations were backfilled with soil with PCB concentrations less than 15 mg/kg 
and the entire area was capped with a minimum 2-foot clean soil cap.  Down-gradient 
groundwater monitoring data confirm that no impacts to groundwater occurred.  Alcoa will 
remove PCB impacted soils greater than the site Industrial cleanup level. 
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4 CLEANUP REQUIREMENTS 

This section describes the cleanup requirements that must be met by the remediation of the 
Site.  Consistent with MTCA and SMS requirements, this section addresses four types of 
requirements: Cleanup Levels, Points of Compliance, Remediation Levels, and Applicable 
Local, State, and Federal Laws. 
 

4.1 Cleanup and Remediation Levels 

MTCA regulations provide three methods for determining cleanup standards for a 
contaminated Site.  The standards provide a uniform, state-wide approach to cleanup that can 
be applied on a site-by-site basis.  The two primary components of the standards, cleanup 
levels and points of compliance (POC), must be established for each site.  Cleanup levels are 
established at the level where a particular hazardous substance does not threaten human 
health or the environment.  POCs designate the location on the site where the cleanup levels 
must be met.   
 
Cleanup levels for all Site media were developed following procedures described in the 
MTCA regulations.  The development of sediment cleanup levels under MTCA is established 
in Chapter 173-340-760 WAC through reference to the SMS (Chapter 173-204 WAC).  The 
sections below describe the methodology used to develop cleanup levels based on SMS, 
MTCA Method A and Method C procedures, applicable or relevant and appropriate 
requirements (ARARs), and risk-based calculations. 
 

4.1.1 SMS Freshwater Procedures 
Section V of the SMS provides guidance for the development of sediment cleanup standards.  
Although numerical values are provided for cleanups located within the marine waters of 
Puget Sound, Section 173-204-520(d) WAC states that criteria, methods, and procedures 
necessary in the development of freshwater sediment cleanup screening levels and minimum 
cleanup level criteria shall be determined on a case-by-case basis.  The final cleanup level for 
the Site will be based on protection of human health, benthic aquatic organisms, and wildlife. 
 

4.1.2 MTCA Procedures 
The MTCA Cleanup Regulations (Sections 173-340-720, -730, and -740 WAC) establish 
procedures to develop cleanup levels for groundwater, surface water, and soil.  MTCA 
Method A procedure is applicable to sites with relatively few hazardous substances.  Cleanup 
levels based on this method for soil and groundwater are derived through selection of the 
most stringent concentration presented in the following sources: 

 Concentrations listed in WAC Tables 173-720-1, -740-1, and -745-1. 
 Concentrations established under ARARs 
 Concentrations protective of the environment and surface water beneficial uses. 
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If these sources do not provide an appropriate value, then the cleanup level is based on the 
natural background concentration or the practical quantitation limit, whichever is higher.  For 
qualifying sites, Method C procedures can be used to develop cleanup levels for specific 
media and COCs. 
 
MTCA Method C procedures employ a risk-based evaluation of potential human health and 
environmental exposures to Site COCs.  As defined in the MTCA regulation, for a given 
chemical detected in soil, groundwater, and/or surface water media, Method C cleanup levels 
must be at least as stringent as established state or federal standards or other laws (i.e., 
ARARs identified in Section 4.3) developed for human health and environmental protection.  
Not all chemicals have state or federal standards.  If a state or federal standard was available, 
that ARAR was evaluated to ensure that it was protective under MTCA.  If the ARAR was 
not protective, the cleanup level was adjusted to a lower value to ensure its protectiveness.  
MTCA Method C risk-based calculations and any deviations from ARAR values are 
discussed below. 
 
The Method C procedure also requires that a cleanup level for one media must also be 
protective of the beneficial uses of other affected media.  For example, since Site 
groundwater eventually discharges into the Columbia River, Site-specific groundwater 
cleanup levels also considered surface water protection requirements.  The procedures for 
developing cleanup levels for groundwater, surface water, and soil are outlined in the MTCA 
Cleanup Regulations, Sections 173-340-720, -730, and -740 WAC, respectively.  Included in 
these sections are the specific rules for evaluating cross-media protectiveness.  Where 
relevant to the Site, cross-media protectiveness of cleanup levels is discussed below and 
incorporates the results of the fate and transport studies presented in previous sections of this 
report. 
 

4.1.3 Sediment Cleanup and Remedial Action Levels 
The SMS, Chapter 173-204 WAC, govern the identification and cleanup of contaminated 
sediment sites.  Under the SMS, the primary endpoint for sediment quality evaluations is 
protection of human health and the environment, specifically the benthic community and 
wildlife, from adverse effects associated with COCs.  While SMS cleanup levels have been 
promulgated for sediments in the marine environment, freshwater sediment quality criteria 
are currently determined on a case-by-case basis (Chapter 173-204-340 WAC).  Numeric 
freshwater sediment quality values (SQVs) for a range of chemicals are still under 
development by Ecology, though interim guidelines have been released based on probable or 
apparent effects thresholds (AETs) calculated using the available regional database of 
synoptic chemistry and toxicity test information.  Cleanup standards derived for the Site must 
consider protection of benthic organisms, as well as the protection of human health and 
ecological receptors. 
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Sediment cleanup levels for the Site with respect to benthic organisms were developed using 
information from several sources, including site-specific studies and other information 
available from Ecology and EPA.  The current interim Ecology (2003) freshwater SQVs for 
PCBs consider the potential for localized toxicity to benthic invertebrate organisms and 
include updates of existing freshwater AETs and evaluations of other SQV measures that 
may provide improved reliability.  Ecology is currently considering potential freshwater 
toxicity-based SQVs ranging from 62 µg/kg dry weight (lowest AET) to 354 µg/kg dry 
weight (second lowest AET) as identified in Table 4-1. 

 
Table 4-1 

Relevant Site-Specific Cleanup Levels 

Parameter 

Sediment 
PCB 

Concentration 
(µg/kg) Basis 

Natural Background Level < 5 Lake Chelan TMDL and other regional studies 

Human Health Protection (Target HCR = 10-6)  5 
18 gms/day shellfish consumption; 50% diet 

fraction 
Practical Quantitation Level 10 to 20 Ecology's Manchester Lab and other lab PQLs 

Area Background Level 33 
MTCAStat Upper 90 percentile: 10 upstream 

samples (Section 2.4) 

Human Health Protection (Target HCR = 10-5)  49 
18 gms/day shellfish consumption; 50% diet 

fraction 

Lowest Technically Achievable Concentration  90 
BPJ; Dredge & backfill; 8% generated residuals; 

complete mixing (a)

BPJ Site-Specific Human Health Protection 
(Target HCR = 10-5) 97 

18 gms/day shellfish consumption; 25% diet 
fraction (b)

Benthos and Fish Risk Threshold 62 to 354 AETs; Michelsen (2003) 
Proposed Remedial Action Level 320 Targets ~98% of existing mass for removal(c)

Wildlife Risk Threshold 320 Site-specific Gobas model 
Other Implemented Freshwater Cleanup Levels 500 to 5,000 Average range from similar sites nation-wide 

ARARs Site Specific SMS (Chapter 173-204-340 WAC) 
Notes: 
(a) This ‘lowest technically achievable concentration’ is based on the anticipated post-dredging residuals concentrations after 

a sand backfill is placed to restore pre-construction grades.   
(b) Consistent with WAC 173-340-708(10)(b), modification of the default diet fraction is justified based on the limited 

availability of potentially harvestable shellfish at the Site given local sediment habitat and hydrologic conditions.  
Engineering or institutional controls are not required to control exposure. 

(c) The actual dredge plan, which includes additional overdredge allowances, will target 99% of the existing mass. 
HCR = Human Cancer Risk 
BPJ = Best Professional Judgment 
AET = Apparent Effects Threshold 
TMDL = total maximum daily load 
PQL = practical quantitation limit 
ARAR = applicable or relevant and appropriate requirement 

 
In addition to the evaluation of benthic effects, cleanup levels at the Site must protect against 
other adverse effects to human health and the environment, including food chain effects, 
associated with the potential bioaccumulation of PCBs.  With respect to wildlife and human 
health, potential risks due to PCB uptake and bioaccumulation were considered during the 
development of the Site specific sediment cleanup levels.  The Gobas and Zhang 1994 food 
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web model was used to establish wildlife risk thresholds and estimation of the existing 
baseline human health risks associated with upper-bound consumption of Asian clams and 
other organisms from the Site area was determined.   
 
The anticipated sediment remedial action at the Site involves mass removal to the maximum 
extent with modern, conventional dredging equipment capable of operating safely and 
effectively under the potentially difficult conditions at the Site (i.e., relatively steep riverbed 
slopes, dense sediments, and potentially adverse weather conditions).  A mechanical dredge 
with a closed-bucket will be used to the extent practicable to remove the sediment.  This 
method will reduce the volume of water which potentially could require treatment by 
removing the sediment close to its in situ water content.  This design is permanent to the 
fullest extent.  Although this method may also minimize the potential for resuspension, even 
with careful control of operations, dredging residuals will persist from sources including 
sloughing.   
 
Estimates for dredging residuals were based on Patmont and Palermo 2007, which combined 
environmental dredging case study information with site-specific sampling data to obtain 
bounding-level predictions of generated residual concentrations and thicknesses for 
environmental dredging projects.  In particular, the process by which dredging residuals were 
estimated for this project was performed step-wise to represent two scenarios: 1) dredging 
without subsequent residuals management; and 2) dredging with the subsequent placement of 
a residual sand layer within the dredge footprint.  Site-wide average of generated residuals is 
expected to be less than 1.5 inches.   
 
The results of the residuals analysis provide an evaluation of the lowest technically 
achievable cleanup levels for a dredging remedy with and without residuals management.  
Based on a best professional judgment (BPJ) assessment of the anticipated post-dredge Site 
conditions, it is recommended that a residuals management backfill layer be implemented as 
a necessary component to the remedial action.  Furthermore, based on the analysis of 
predicted post-dredge, surface-weighted average concentrations (SWAC) ranges, a 
technically feasible, Site-specific cleanup level of 97 µg/kg will be adopted for the project.  
A 97-µg/kg cleanup level is protective of benthic organisms and wildlife (i.e., it is lower than 
cleanup levels adopted at other sites with similar conditions and receptors) and satisfies the 
Site-specific risk reduction goal for protection of human health.   
 
As noted in Table 4-1, cleanup levels protective of benthic organisms and wildlife range 
from 62 µg/kg to 354 µg/kg; generally above the 97 µg/kg cleanup level.  Although selection 
of a Remedial Action Level (RAL) up to 354 µg/kg would provide an action level for which 
a dredging remedy is both technically achievable and protective, targeting lower dredging 
RALs, such as 97 µg/kg, would significantly increase the volume of sediment to be removed 
and thus extending the duration of the project beyond the allotted environmental window and 
increasing the potential for down-stream migration of suspended material.  Thus, targeting a 
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lower RAL (and a larger associated dredge volume) would result in low incremental 
environmental benefit relative to overall risk reduction.  A Site-specific RAL set at 320 
µg/kg dry weight would target approximately 99 percent of the PCB mass (i.e., upon 
completion of a dredge plan design that includes overdredge allowances) and would 
immediately reduce risks to human health and the environment.  For areas with 
concentrations below the RAL and above the cleanup level, enhanced natural recovery (i.e., 
placement of a minimum 6-inch sand layer) will be used.  Table 4-2 summarizes the 
sediment PCB cleanup level and RAL specific to this Site. 
 

Table 4-2 
Site-Specific Sediment Cleanup Level and RAL 

Parameter 

Sediment 
PCB 

Concentration 
(µg/kg) Protection Basis/Remedial Action 

Site-specific Cleanup Level 97 Human health and wildlife 

Remedial Action Level 320 Dredge Sediment above RAL 

 

4.1.4 Groundwater Cleanup Levels 
Future Site uses will continue to be industrial and there are no plans to extract water from the 
shallow water-bearing layers, and existing water supply regulations effectively preclude this 
potential Site exposure pathway within portions of the Site.  However, consistent with 
MTCA procedures for determining potable water sources, potential drinking water uses were 
considered in the initial development of groundwater cleanup levels.  Because the Site has 
few groundwater contaminants, Method A was used to develop cleanup levels for the Site 
COCs. 
 
Final cleanup levels were selected as the most stringent of the Method A WAC 173-720-1 
Table values and ARARs.  The primary ARARs for groundwater in this case include the 
federal Drinking Water Standards and Health Advisories (EPA 2002) and the State Primary 
Drinking Water Regulations (Chapter 246-290 WAC).  Because of the proximity to the 
Columbia River, the National Recommended Water Quality Criteria (EPA 2006), which 
establishes criteria for protection of surface water resources is also an ARAR.     
 
The groundwater cleanup levels for each COC and the basis for selection are listed in Table 
4-3.   
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Table 4-3 
Groundwater Cleanup Levels 

Chemical of Potential 
Concern 

Groundwater 
Cleanup Level Protection Basis 

Fluoride (dissolved) 4 mg/L State Drinking Water MCL 
TPH Diesel Range 500 µg/L MTCA Method A Standard Value 

TPH Mineral Oil 500 µg/L MTCA Method A Standard Value 
 
While most of the fluoride-bearing groundwater at the Site is covered by the 1992 Consent 
Decree for the SPL Storage Area, a few minor exceedances (less than two times the cleanup 
level) were observed in Shallow Zone wells SP-4-S and T3-3.  These two wells are located 
where cleanup activities have been completed and the sources have been removed to the 
maximum extent practicable.  In the alternatives evaluation of the 1992 CAP for the SPL 
Storage Area, Ecology determined that treatment of low level fluoride-bearing groundwater 
was impracticable, particularly when present in the seasonal Shallow Zone.  Therefore, it is 
appropriate to establish a fluoride groundwater remediation level (REL) that is protective of 
surface water resources and above which, remedial action addressing fluoride-bearing 
groundwater is needed.   
 
Concentrations of fluoride in surface water up-gradient of the Site were monitored between 
1992 and 2002 and ranged from 0.08 mg/L to 0.48 mg/L, averaging 0.24 mg/L.  This data 
was collected as part of the requirements of the 1992 Consent Decree.  As part of this 
investigation, a surface water sample was collected and a fluoride concentration of 0.127 
mg/L was reported.  The fate of fluoride along the pathway in which groundwater interacts 
with surface water is controlled by the presence of other ions (such as calcium) for fluoride to 
react with and form (precipitate) the mineral fluorapatite.  The rate at which Site groundwater 
flows from the Intermediate Zone to the Columbia River is approximately 10 to 30 feet/year 
and is even less for the Shallow Zone.  Based on this data, a mathematical simulation of the 
chemical reaction that occurs as fluorapatites precipitate can be performed to calculate a 
surface water concentration for a range of fluoride concentrations.  Using a theoretical, 
upperbound groundwater concentration of 2,500 mg/L (fluoride), the calculated fluoride 
concentration in surface water is 0.25 mg/L, which is within the range of concentration 
observed up-gradient from the Site.  Therefore, a fluoride groundwater REL of 2,500 mg/L 
will be established. 
 

Table 4-4 
Groundwater Remediation Levels 

Chemical of Potential 
Concern 

Groundwater 
Remediation 

Level Protection Basis/Remedial Action 

Fluoride 2,500 mg/L  Surface Water – Evaluate need for treatment or 
alternate remedial action 
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4.1.5 Soil Cleanup and Remediation Levels 
The current and future Site use plans include industrial storage and light, medium, and heavy 
industrial operations, and meet the requirement of a “traditional industrial use” under the 
MTCA regulations (Section 173-340-745 WAC).  Thus, industrial use is the appropriate 
basis for development of Site-specific soil cleanup levels under MTCA Method C.  Soil 
cleanup levels for the Alcoa/Evergreen Site were developed for fluoride, PAHs, TPH, and 
PCBs by considering the following potential exposure/risk pathways: 

 Human health protection from direct soil contact pathway exposure 
 Human health protection from soil-to-groundwater pathway exposure  
 Human health protection from soil-to-air pathway exposure  
 Terrestrial ecological protection 

 
4.1.5.1 Direct Soil Contact Pathway Exposure 
Future development plans at the Site include grading of the existing Site with a minimum of 
12 inches of clean fill and asphalt pavement; therefore, direct contact exposures to soil will 
be minimized.  The primary potential pathway for direct contact would occur during 
earthwork operations and other activities required for Site development.  Accordingly, 
cleanup levels were initially derived using WAC Equations 173-340-745-1, -745-2, and -
745-3 for non-carcinogenic, carcinogenic, and petroleum COCs, respectively.  On a Site-
wide basis, no modifications were made to the standard parameters for these equations.   
 
However, because the Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) regulation for PCBs lists more 
restrictive cleanup levels than those derived under Method C, the initial PCB cleanup level 
was adjusted downward from 66 mg/kg to 10 mg/kg.  This value is also consistent with the 
Method A concentration for Industrial Use scenarios.  Specific to the Crowley Parcel AOC, 
the MTCATPH11 spreadsheet was used to calculate a direct contact cleanup level for TPH.  
Petroleum fractionation data from eight samples was used to develop a range of potential 
TPH cleanup levels under a Method C industrial site use scenario.  The median of the eight 
cleanup level values was computed as 30,949 mg/kg. 
 
4.1.5.2 Soil-to-Groundwater Pathway Exposure 
Cleanup levels based on Method C direct contact must also be adjusted as necessary to 
ensure groundwater resources are protected.  However, when empirical data exists that 
indicates that current groundwater impacts are not occurring and sufficient time has elapsed 
for migration from source areas to the point of measurement to reinforce that demonstration, 
then cleanup levels derived for direct contact do not require adjustment.  Furthermore, 
current Site conditions must be representative of future development scenarios, as is the case 
at this Site (i.e., impervious areas will be maintained and potentially expanded) and Site will 
be restricted to industrial use.   
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For PAHs, source control work is planned to remove the remaining on-Site material that is 
now subject to infiltration.  The RI/FS discusses the groundwater collected during several 
years of monitoring, which demonstrates that Site groundwater is currently in compliance 
with Method A cleanup levels.  Therefore, the PAH cleanup level was not adjusted 
downward for protection of groundwater resources.   
 
For fluoride contaminated areas outside of the former SPL Storage Area, source removal of 
residual fluoride-bearing waste at the Site has been completed in accordance with 
Enforcement Order DE 4931 (between Ecology and Evergreen; Ecology 2007b).  Upon 
removal of the residual waste and affected soil, it is expected that groundwater will attenuate 
to below the fluoride cleanup level.  Data generated from Site-specific laboratory leaching 
tests and evaluated in the MTCA Equation 173-340-747-1 (below; the standard 3-phase 
partitioning model) indicate that a concentration of approximately 9,100 mg/kg fluoride in 
soil would be protective of groundwater resources (less than the standard cleanup value 
derived by Method C).  Therefore, a soil REL of 9,000 mg/kg will be established and 
implemented during source control activities outside of the SPL area. 
 
For PCBs,  soil concentrations established under Method A are conservative and are 
protective of groundwater resources.  Because the PCB cleanup level was adjusted 
downward for compliance with TSCA, it also meets the requirements of Method A.  
Therefore, no further adjustment of the PCB cleanup level is required. 
 
At the Crowley Parcel AOC, the TPH cleanup level for leaching to groundwater was 
calculated by using Ecology’s MTCATPH11 spreadsheet, assuming a potable groundwater 
receptor (i.e., 500 µg/L groundwater cleanup level).  Each of the eight fractionated samples 
was evaluated separately after using the data adjustments discussed above for the direct 
contact evaluation.  The leaching to groundwater evaluation was conducted for the 
unsaturated zone and the default soil parameter values were applied.    
 
Soil cleanup levels were not calculated for the saturated zone because of difficulties 
demonstrating compliance with soil cleanup levels in the saturated zone.  When evaluating 
results for soil samples in the saturated zone, it is difficult to know whether the 
concentrations observed reside in the water phase or on the soil phase.  An empirical 
demonstration will be used to demonstrate that soil in the saturated zone is protective of 
groundwater [per WAC 173-340-747(9)].  After the groundwater concentrations decrease to 
below the groundwater cleanup level, the soil in the saturated zone must be protective of 
groundwater.  Using this approach, the median TPH cleanup level for the eight fractionated 
samples is 5,070 mg/kg. 
 

4.1.5.3 Soil-to-Air Pathway Exposure 
For COCs that readily evaporate (such as diesel and solvents), the inhalation of vapors 
arising from impacted soil must be considered.  Under Method C, the vapor pathway must be 
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evaluated whenever a volatile substance is expected on Site.  On this Site, diesel and residual 
range organics are present; however, the pathway is considered incomplete whenever the 
TPH concentration is less than 10,000 mg/kg for diesel range constituents.  For residual 
range TPH, the pathway is considered incomplete when the existing concentrations are 
approximate to the cleanup level derived for protection of groundwater resources.  TPH 
cleanup levels for this Site have been set under such conditions and are therefore protective 
of the soil-to-air pathway. 
 
4.1.5.4 Terrestrial Ecological Protection  
As previously stated, the Site will be redeveloped for industrial uses and impacted soil will 
be covered with a minimum of 12 inches of clean fill or other improvements such as 
buildings, paved roads, pavement, or other physical barriers that will prevent plants or 
wildlife from being exposed to the soil.  Based on future Site conditions and using the 
exposure analysis procedure under WAC 173-340-7492 (2)(a)(ii), a simplified terrestrial 
ecological evaluation was not required.  Regardless, a simplified terrestrial ecological 
evaluation was performed for the Site with respect to TPH.  MTCA Table 749-2 states that a 
TPH cleanup level of 15,000 mg/kg that is protective of terrestrial ecological resources based 
on industrial/commercial site uses.  Therefore, cleanup levels were not further adjusted for 
protection of terrestrial ecological resources, although all exposed areas (i.e., where 
institutional controls would not be placed or a remedial action conducted) meet the criteria in 
WAC Table 173-340-749-2.    
 
Tables 4-5 and 4-6 summarize the soil cleanup and remediation levels specific to this Site. 

 
Table 4-5 

Soil Cleanup Levels 
Chemical of Potential 

Concern 
Soil 

 Cleanup Level Protection Basis 
Fluoride 210,000 mg/kg Direct Contact 
PAHs1 18 mg/kg Direct Contact 
PCBs2 10 mg/kg Direct Contact and Groundwater 

TPH Diesel Range 2,000 mg/kg Direct Contact and Groundwater 
TPH Mineral Oil 4,000 mg/kg Direct Contact and Groundwater  

Crowley Parcel AOC TPH3 5,070 mg/kg Groundwater 
1 Cleanup level developed for potentially carcinogenic PAHs based on the approved MTCA TEF procedure 
2 A cleanup level of 1 mg/kg will be adopted for areas designated for Unrestricted Use 
3 An independent TPH cleanup level was established for the Crowley Parcel AOC.  TPH cleanup level is for combined  

TPH-G, TPH-D, and TPH-O concentrations. 

 
Table 4-6 

Soil Remediation Level 
Chemical of Potential 

Concern 
Soil Remediation 

Level Protection Basis/Remedial Action 
Fluoride 9,000 mg/kg Groundwater – Excavate Soils above REL 
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4.2 Points of Compliance 

This section establishes the point at which cleanup levels for various media must be met (i.e., 
the point of measurement). 
 

4.2.1 Sediment Point of Compliance 
Surface sediments within the biologically active surface water habitat zone are typically 
represented by samples collected across the top 10 cm (0 to 0.3 feet) below the mudline.  A 
site-specific evaluation of the depth of the biologic zone has not been completed for this Site; 
however, based on observations during the remedial investigation it is likely that the zone is 
10 cm or less.  Therefore, use of a default 0 to 10 cm point of compliance for the sediment 
cleanup standard should provide an additional level of protectiveness at the Site.   
 

4.2.2 Groundwater Point of Compliance 
As defined in the MTCA regulations, the conservative default standard POC for groundwater 
extends from the uppermost level of the saturated zone to the lowest depth that could be 
potentially affected by Site releases.  However, Site specific conditional points of compliance 
for groundwater cleanup levels may also be considered as it is anticipated that it is not 
practicable to meet the some or all groundwater cleanup levels throughout the Site within a 
reasonable timeframe.   
 
For fluoride, it is appropriate to demonstrate compliance with groundwater cleanup levels at 
Conditional POC wells located along the shoreline, down-gradient from the respective source 
areas in accordance with WAC 173-340-720(8)(c).  For TPH, the standard POC will be used 
to demonstrate compliance for those portions of the Site. 
 

4.2.3 Soil Point of Compliance 
For protection of groundwater, the POC is throughout the Site.  The POC for direct contact 
with soils extends from the ground surface to the reasonable estimated depth of potential 
future soil excavations (e.g., to accommodate deep foundations or similar facilities), which 
can extend to 15 feet bgs or deeper [see WAC 173-340-740(6)(d)].  The POC for soil at the 
Site extends throughout the soil column from the ground surface to 15 feet bgs, except where 
deeper excavations are impracticable due to the presence of groundwater.   
 

4.3 Applicable Local, State, and Federal Laws (ARARs) 

Many environmental laws may apply to a cleanup action.  In addition to meeting MTCA 
cleanup standard requirements as described above, a cleanup action must meet cleanup 
standard requirements and environmental standards set in applicable laws.  The cleanup 
action must also comply with elements of other applicable environmental reviews and 
permitting requirements.  Though a cleanup action performed under formal MTCA 
authorities (e.g., a Consent Decree) would be exempt from the procedural requirements of 
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certain state and local environmental laws, the action must nevertheless comply with the 
substantive requirements of such laws (RCW70.105D.090; WAC173-340-710).  Potentially 
applicable federal, state, and local laws that may impact the implementation of remedial 
actions at the Alcoa Vancouver Site are listed below. 
 

4.3.1 Federal Requirements 
 Clean Water Act (33 USC Section 1251 et seq.) 

o Discharges of Pollutants into Navigable Waters  
o National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System 

 Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) [15 USC s/s 2601 et seq. (1976)] 
 Memorandum of Agreement between EPA and Corps [Mitigation under Clean Water 

Act Section 404(b)(1)] 
 Resource Conservation and Recovery Act 
 Federal Clean Air Act (42 USC 7401 et seq.) 
 Endangered Species Act [16 USC 1536 (a) – (d); 50 CFR Part 402] 
 U.S. Fish and Wildlife Mitigation Policy (46 FR 7644) 
 Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act (16 USC 661 et seq.) 
 Protection of Wetlands, Executive Order 11990 (40 CFR Part 6, Appendix A) 
 National Historic Preservation Act (36 CFR 800) 
 National Environmental Policy Act Review 

 

4.3.2 Washington State and Local Requirements 
 Washington MTCA (Chapter 70.105D RCW) 
 Washington SMS (Chapter 173-204 WAC) 
 State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) (RCW 43.21C; WAC 197-11) 
 Washington Water Pollution Control Act (Chapter 90.48 RCW; Chapter 173-201A 

WAC) 
 Washington Shoreline Management Act (Chapter 90.58 RCW; Chapter 173-14 

WAC) 
 Washington State Clean Air Act (RCW 70.94; WAC 173-400, 403) 
 Washington Hydraulics Code (Chapter 75.20 RCW; Chapter 220-110 WAC)  
 Washington Solid Waste Management — Reduction and Recycling Act (Chapter 

70.95 RCW; Chapter 173-350 WAC) 
 Washington Hazardous Waste Management Act (Chapter 70.105 RCW; Chapter 173-

303 WAC) 
 Washington Department of Fisheries Habitat Management Policy (POL 410) 
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 Compensatory Mitigation Policy for Aquatic Resources (Chapters 75.20 and 90.48 
RCW) 

 Water Resources Act (Chapter 90.54 RCW) 
 State Aquatic Lands Management Laws Washington State Constitution Articles XV, 

XVII, XXVII (RCW 79.90 through 79.96; WAC 332-30) 
 Growth Management Act (Chapters 36.70A; 36.70.A.150; and 36.70.A.200 RCW) 
 State Historic Preservation Act (Chapter 27, 34, 44, and 53 RCW) 
 Minimum Standards for Construction and Maintenance of Wells (Chapter 173-160 

WAC) 
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5 DESCRIPTION OF FEASIBILITY STUDY 
ALTERNATIVES 

This section includes a summary of the remedial alternatives that were considered in the 
Alcoa and Crowley RI/FS documents.  The section is introduced with a discussion of the 
remedial action objectives that pertain to the Site. 
 

5.1 Remedial Action Objectives 

This section defines the remedial action objectives (RAO) for each of the Site AOCs 
identified in Section 3.4.  The general RAOs for the Site as they pertain to the various COCs 
include: 

1. Protection of human health and the environment from direct contact with COC-
impacted media (i.e., soil, waste, raw materials, sediment, and groundwater) 

2. Protection of groundwater resources from direct contact with COC-impacted media 
(i.e., soil, waste, and raw materials) 

3. Protection of human health and the environment from potential exposure due to 
ingestion of surface water affected by COC-bearing groundwater discharging from 
the Site into the Columbia River 

4. Protection of human health and the environment from potential exposure due to 
ingestion of Site groundwater 

5. Reduction of on-site volume or mass of impacted media containing Site COCs 
 
The remainder of this section describes the RAOs applicable to the Site AOCs and 
summarizes the activities required to demonstrate achievement of the objectives.  The 
presumptive remedies for the Dike USTs and Soluble Oil Area AOCs were developed in 
accordance with MTCA 173-340-360(3)(d) to achieve the applicable RAOs and were 
designed to remove source materials to the maximum extent practicable.  Selection for these 
remedies is based on the expectation that soil cleanup levels defined in Section 4.1.5 would 
be achieved at a standard POC thus warranting no further action in accordance with WAC 
173-340-350(8)(a).  Upon completion of source removal within these AOCs, it is anticipated 
that subsequent groundwater monitoring would indicate compliance with cleanup levels 
defined in Section 4.1.4. 
 

5.1.1 PCB-Impacted Sediment 
Sediments of the Columbia River adjacent to the Site are impacted with PCBs at levels that 
pose a potential threat to human health and the environment.  The planned remedial action at 
the Site to address affected sediment includes a design that is permanent, provides mass 
removal to the maximum extent practicable, and addresses public concerns.  To further 
evaluate the benefit of the removal alternative, an additional remedial alternative was 
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developed that considers in situ containment of sediments above the RAL.  The alternatives 
are compared and contrasted against the MTCA and SMS threshold criteria in Section 6.1.  
Both alternatives are designed to protect human health, benthic aquatic organisms, and 
wildlife.  Specifically, the preferred remedy will achieve the Site-specific sediment cleanup 
level as measured on a surface weighted average concentration (SWAC)-basis upon 
implementation. 
 

5.1.2 Crowley Parcel 
The soil and groundwater at the Crowley Parcel have been impacted by PAHs, TPH-G, TPH-
oil, TPH-D, and BTEX.  Although historic remediation actions have occurred, residual 
contamination is present in both the soil and groundwater.  The alternatives were developed 
to determine the most permanent solution for the AOC that provides a source control benefit 
to the maximum extent practicable.  The four cleanup action alternatives involve reducing or 
removing the source of contamination.  By removing the source of contamination, the impact 
on groundwater will be reduced.  These alternatives are protective of human health and the 
environment and meet the Site RAOs. 
 

5.1.3 Dike USTs 
The Dike USTs were abandoned in place in 1987; however, residual product has been 
subsequently detected in extraction well T3-3, and soil sampling in the vicinity of the tanks 
has detected diesel.  Sampling of UST well T3-3 also found TPH in excess of MTCA 
Method A cleanup levels for groundwater.  The presumptive remedy for this AOC will 
include removing the tanks, free product (if encountered), and soils exceeding cleanup levels 
protective of groundwater.  No further remedial action would be required to meet the general 
Site RAOs upon completion of the source removal activities. 
 

5.1.4 Soluble Oil Area 
Historical documents indicate that soil and sludge with PCB concentrations above 15 mg/kg 
were removed from the Soluble Oil Area in 1990; however, impacted soils above the Site 
cleanup levels may persist.  Although the pathway to groundwater was demonstrated as 
incomplete based on monitoring data, impacted materials with PCB concentrations greater 
than 10 mg/kg will be removed from this area as a presumptive remedy to prevent direct 
contact with PCB-impacted material above Site cleanup levels.  These actions are also 
protective of groundwater; therefore, no further remediation beyond source removal is 
required to meet the general Site RAOs.  
 

5.2 Sediment Cleanup Alternatives 

The sediment cleanup alternatives considered in the Alcoa/Evergreen RI/FS were active 
remedial measures.  Specifically, two remedial alternatives were developed to address 
sediment contamination.  These include: 
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 Alternative S-1:  Sediment Removal with Enhanced Natural Recovery (ENR)  
 Alternative S-2:  In Situ Containment of Sediment with Enhanced Natural Recovery 

 
The remainder of this section describes the two sediment remedial alternatives that were 
considered in the RI/FS.  Table 5-1 provides a summary of the general response actions 
(GRA; e.g., removal, containment, treatment, etc.) used in each alternative. 
 

Table 5-1 
Summary of PCB-Impacted Sediment AOC Remedial Alternative Components 

 
Remedial 

Alternative    

 
Institutional 

Controls   MNR ENR 
 

Containment  
 Removal & 

Disposal   
 

Treatment   
 Reuse & 
Recycling  

S-1 No No Yes No Yes No Yes 

S-2 Yes No Yes Yes No No No 

Notes: 
1. A typical 'No Action' alternative was not considered for this AOC as an active remedial measure was pre-selected. 
MNR:  Monitored Natural Recovery 
ENR:  Enhanced Natural Recovery 

 

5.2.1 Alternative S-1:  Sediment Removal with ENR 
Alternative S-1 includes dredging, dewatering, and disposing of PCB-impacted sediments; 
placing clean sand to manage residuals, restore natural grades, and enhance natural recovery; 
excavating industrial wastes located on the riverbank; and, placing shoreline protection 
materials.  Specifically, the alternative would remove approximately 56,000 cy of sediments 
above the 320 μg/kg RAL and the placement of approximately 60,000 cy of sand.  It is 
anticipated that a portion of the work could be completed during seasonal low river stages 
from the shore.  BMPs such as silt fencing and sand berms would be used as necessary to 
prevent erosion into the Columbia River and to keep work areas reasonably dry. 
 
During the acceptable in-water, environmental work window (November 1 through February 
28), dredging and backfill activities would commence.  Turbidity monitoring would occur 
throughout construction and BMPs would be employed to prevent excessive sediment 
resuspension and other environmental impacts.  Dredging of the sediment subject to TSCA 
disposal regulations (i.e., greater than 50 mg/kg PCBs) would occur first followed by the 
remaining areas designated for off-site disposal.  Material subject to TSCA disposal 
requirements would be transferred on site and dewatered prior to being loaded into lined 
trucks prior to shipment to a fully permitted, off-site disposal facility.  The fluid from 
dewatering would either be treated on-site prior to discharge to the Columbia River, or it 
would be transported to an off-site regulated facility for disposal.    
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Dredge sediment designated for off-site disposal as solid waste may be handled in two ways.  
Sediment treated as solid waste may be transferred and dewatered on-site using the 
equipment used to process the TSCA material (after appropriate decontamination procedures 
are employed) prior to transfer by truck to an upland facility.  Alternatively, the material may 
be transferred by barge, without prior dewatering other than the initial decanting of 
accumulated free water within the barge, directly to a transfer facility upstream of the Site on 
the Columbia River. 
 
The next segments to be removed would target the sediment to be disposed of on site in the 
North and North 2 Landfills (i.e., sediment less than 10 mg/kg PCBs).  This material would 
be transferred on site and placed within the North and North 2 Landfills footprint where it 
would be allowed to passively dewater prior to final compaction and covering with a 1-foot 
sand layer.  Finally, sediment retained for beneficial use (i.e., sediment less than 1 mg/kg 
PCBs) would be dredged last, transferred on site, and stockpiled.  The stockpile would be 
located away from the shoreline and covered to prevent transport of the material back to the 
affected area prior to final placement as on-site fill.   
 
Upon completion of the dredging and sand placement work, confirmation sampling would be 
performed to ensure compliance with the 97 μg/kg PCB cleanup level.  The results would 
then be evaluated on a SWAC basis.  In the event compliance is not demonstrated, an 
additional layer (minimum 6 inches) of ENR material would be placed and samples re-
collected.  No additional dredging or sand placement would be performed. 
 

5.2.2 Alternative S-2: In Situ Containment of Sediment with ENR 
In this remedial alternative, an isolation cap composed of a sand layer beneath an armoring 
layer would be placed over the affected sediments that are above the RAL (320 μg/kg) at the 
Site.  Capping forms a surface barrier to physically isolate the affected sediments from the 
aquatic environment.  The cap would be designed to effectively contain and isolate the 
affected sediments from the overlying water column and benthic habitat and prevent 
contaminant migration through the cap into the surrounding water body.  The armor layer 
would consist of sufficient thickness and grain size to resist long-term erosive forces from 
mechanical scour, wave action, or burrowing organisms.  For sediments above the cleanup 
level, but below the RAL, an ENR layer consisting of a minimum 6 inches of sand would be 
placed.  
 
Pending remedial design, the isolation cap would consist of two layers: approximately 1 foot 
of sand and 2 feet of quarry spall armoring.  The 1-foot sand layer (comprised of minimum 6 
inches with an allowable overplacement for construction of 6 inches) would be used for the 
chemical isolation layer to effectively isolate the underlying affected sediments.  For this 
evaluation, it is assumed that imported sand would be required for the capping material.  The 
2-foot fine gravel/quarry spall armoring layer (comprised of minimum 12 inches of material 
with an allowable overplacement for construction of 12 inches), would be included at the top 
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of the cap to prevent erosion from wind and vessel-generated wave action, as well as the 
potential for future propeller wash effects. 
 
For the ENR layer, it is anticipated a total of 1 foot of material may be placed, as the ENR 
layer design would include a 6-inch overplacement allowance.  In addition to local upland 
sources, ENR material could potentially be obtained from a clean sediment source, such as 
from regular maintenance dredging operations on the Columbia River, which occurs annually 
along various reaches of the river.  Regardless of the selected sand source, regular QA/QC 
testing would be performed to ensure compliance with established cleanup levels. 
 
All material placement would commence downslope where applicable.  All cleanup areas of 
the Site would be monitored during construction to document compliance with turbidity 
standards and other permit requirements.  Upon completion of the construction, bathymetric 
surveys would be performed to confirm that the minimum placement thicknesses are 
achieved and, if necessary, surveys would be verified via core collection.  Long-term 
monitoring and maintenance of the cap would be performed.  No dredging or PCB mass 
removal would occur under this alternative. 
 

5.3 Crowley Parcel Cleanup Alternatives 

Four remedial alternatives were developed for consideration at the Crowley Parcel AOC.   
 Alternative CP-1:  Excavation and Off-Site Disposal  
 Alternative CP-2:  Excavation and On-Site Treatment 
 Alternative CP-3:  Bioventing 
 Alternative CP-4:  In situ Chemical Oxidation 

 
The remainder of this section discusses each of these alternatives and Table 5-2 provides a 
summary of the different components used in each alternative. 
 

Table 5-2 
Summary of Crowley Parcel AOC Remedial Alternative Components 

Remedial 
Alternative    

 Institutional 
Controls   

Natural 
Attenuation  Containment  

 Removal & 
Disposal   

 
Treatment  

CP-1 Yes Yes No Yes No 

CP-2 Yes Yes No Removal Only Yes 

CP-3 Yes Yes No No Yes 

CP-4 Yes Yes No No Yes 

Note:  A typical 'No Action' alternative was not considered for this AOC as an active remedial measure was pre-selected. 
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5.3.1 Alternative CP-1:  Excavation and Off-Site Disposal 
Alternative CP-1 complies with MTCA standards through the removal of all materials with 
TPH concentrations above 5,070 mg/kg, the TPH soil cleanup level established for the 
Crowley Parcel (discussed in Section 4.1.5).  Under this alternative, approximately 12,500 
cubic yards of relatively clean soil ranging from the ground surface to 6 to 10 feet bgs would 
be removed.  Then, approximately 4,200 cubic yards of impacted soil would be excavated.  
Samples collected from the excavation sidewalls would determine the lateral extent of the 
excavations and excavation will continue until sidewall samples are below the cleanup level.  
Vertically, the excavation would continue to the extent of contamination – which is 
anticipated be to approximately 1 foot below the low seasonal groundwater table 
(approximately 15 to 17 feet bgs) – as feasible depending on feasibility related to the ability 
to dewater the excavation and maintain safe excavation practices.   
 
During excavation, groundwater would be pumped from the excavation pits and treated on-
site via an existing oil/water separator, bag filters, and activated carbon.  After treatment, 
groundwater would be stored in a temporary storage tank for laboratory testing of TPH 
concentrations.  If the TPH levels are determined to be below the groundwater cleanup level, 
the water would be injected into the extraction/injection trench previously used for the 
bioventing system, which would be re-registered with Ecology as an injection point.  
Depending on the season, groundwater is encountered at the site at approximately 14 to 17 
feet bgs and preliminary calculations indicate that up to 250,000 gallons of groundwater 
could be extracted and require treatment.   
 
Stockpiled soil would be tested for TPH.  Soil with TPH concentrations less than the 
established cleanup level would be used to backfill the excavation.  Any material containing 
TPH concentrations above the established cleanup level would be transported off-site for 
disposal.  Excavations would be capped by re-grading of the Site or another source of clean 
backfill. 
 
Following excavation and source removal, the area would be remediated through monitored 
natural attenuation.  New wells would be installed to replace those which were removed 
during the excavation activities.  Groundwater monitoring would occur during the monitored 
natural attenuation period, which is anticipated to take approximately 6 years.  Institutional 
controls would be placed on the property to restrict its future use to industrial purposes. 
 

5.3.2 Alternative CP-2:  Excavation and On-Site Treatment 
Alternative CP-2 consists of excavation and on-site bioremediation of impacted soils.  As 
described in Alternative CP-1, all materials with TPH concentrations above the TPH cleanup 
level for the Crowley Parcel would be excavated.  The horizontal extent of the excavation 
would be determined from sidewall samples, whereas vertical excavation would continue to 
the extent of contamination – which is anticipated be to approximately 1 foot below the low 
seasonal groundwater table (approximately 15 to 17 feet bgs) – as feasible depending on 
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feasibility related to the ability to dewater the excavation and maintain safe excavation 
practices.  As previously mentioned, approximately 4,200 cubic yards of impacted materials 
will be excavated from 6 to 10 feet bgs.  The clean soil above the impacted soil would be 
removed and stockpiled for placement into the excavations and use in constructing the 
bioremediation cell. 
 
Groundwater would be pumped from the excavation pits and treated on-site via an existing 
oil/water separator, bag filters, and activated carbon.  After treatment, groundwater will be 
stored in a temporary storage tank for laboratory testing of TPH concentrations.  If the TPH 
level is determined to be below the groundwater cleanup level, the water would be injected 
into the extraction/injection trench previously used for the bioventing system which would be 
re-registered with Ecology as an injection point.  Depending on the season, groundwater is 
located approximately 14 to 17 feet bgs, and preliminary calculations indicate that up to 
250,000 gallons of groundwater could be extracted and require treatment..   
 
Stockpiled “clean” soil will be tested for TPH.  Soil with TPH concentrations less than the 
established cleanup level will be used to backfill the excavation.  Any material containing 
TPH concentrations above the established cleanup level will be segregated for 
bioremediation.  If necessary, excavations will be filled by re-grading of the Site or another 
source of clean backfill to construct the bioremediation cell. 
 
Excavated soil would be separated and placed in 2 to 3 foot thick lifts in a 1 to 2 acre 
bioremediation treatment cell.  The cell would be graded to slope towards the center of the 
cell, and silt fencing would be installed around the perimeter of each cell to minimize 
stormwater flow out of the cells.  Nutrients and water would be added to the cell and mixed 
on a regular basis.  Bioremediation progress would be monitored through the collection of 
quarterly samples. 
 
Following excavation and bioremediation, the area would be remediated through monitored 
natural attenuation.  Final cover will be established using one foot of clean soil.  New wells 
would be installed to replace those which were removed during the excavation activities.  
Groundwater monitoring would occur during the monitored natural attenuation period, which 
is anticipated to take approximately 6 years.  Institutional controls would be placed on the 
property to restrict its future use to industrial purposes. 
 

5.3.3 Alternative CP-3:  Bioventing 
Alternative CP-3 is an in situ treatment method that consists of treating the soil impacted 
with TPH concentrations above 5,070 mg/kg through bioventing and treating groundwater in 
the impacted areas using dual phase extraction methods.  Bioventing stimulates 
biodegradation through oxygenation of the subsurface and soil vapor extraction is used to 
remove volatile organic compounds.  Groundwater extracted would be treated with bag 
filters and liquid-phase carbon units prior to reinjection into the extraction trench at the Site. 
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A hollow stem auger drill rig would install approximately 40 2-inch wells for the bioventing 
system.  Each of the wells would be connected to a vacuum blower system.  When soil 
vapors are extracted they would be treated by vapor-phase carbon units, prior to discharge to 
the atmosphere.  On a monthly basis liquid and vapor effluents would be sampled, spent 
carbon would be replaced, flow rates would be monitored and equipment would be 
maintained, repaired, and replaced, as necessary.   
 
Quarterly or semi-annually, soil samples would be collected in the area treated by the 
bioventing system using a Geoprobe.  If the TPH concentrations in the soil samples were 
below the established cleanup levels, the system would be shut down.  Approximately 30 
months of operation would be anticipated for the bioventing process.   
 
Following the bioventing process, the area would be remediated through monitored natural 
attenuation.  New wells would be installed to replace those which were removed during the 
excavation activities.  Groundwater monitoring would occur during the monitored natural 
attenuation period, which is anticipated to take approximately 12 years.  Institutional controls 
would be placed on the property to restrict its future use to industrial purposes. 
 

5.3.4 Alternative CP-4:  In Situ Chemical Oxidation 
Alternative CP-4 is an in situ soil and groundwater treatment method which consists of 
injection of oxidizing chemicals into the subsurface of the impacted area using an adapted 
Geoprobe rig.  The oxidizing chemicals would break down organic materials into carbon 
dioxide and water through chemical reactions.  An initial injection of Fenton’s Reagent, a 
strong oxidizing chemical, would be conducted at approximately 80 injection points.  The 
number and spatial distribution of the injection points would be developed by approximating 
the radius of influence of each injection and assuming a 10% overlap for injection points.   
 
After approximately 3 months, Geoprobe borings would be drilled and conformational soil 
samples would be collected.  Additional injection and sampling events would be conducted 
until TPH soil cleanup levels are met.  For cost purposes, it is assumed that a total of three 
injection and sampling events would be conducted to meet TPH soil cleanup levels. 
 
Following chemical oxidation treatment, the area would be remediated through monitored 
natural attenuation.  New wells would be installed to replace those which were removed 
during the excavation activities.  Groundwater monitoring would occur during the monitored 
natural attenuation period, which is anticipated to take approximately 12 years after the in 
situ treatment event.  Institutional controls would be placed on the property to restrict its 
future use to industrial purposes. 
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6 EVALUATION OF REMEDIAL ALTERNATIVES 

The FS documents evaluated a range of remedial alternatives and provided a comparative 
evaluation of those alternatives against MTCA remedy selection criteria.  As part of its 
cleanup decision for the Site, Ecology reserves the right to consider other information, 
including issues raised during public comment, and/or to conduct its own evaluation of 
alternatives to assist in making its cleanup decision. 
 

6.1 Minimum Requirements for Cleanup Actions 

WAC 173-340-360(2) defines the minimum requirements that all remedial alternatives must 
achieve in order to be considered as a potential final cleanup action at a site.  In this WAC 
section, MTCA identifies specific criteria against which alternatives are to be evaluated, and 
categorizes them as either “threshold” or “other” criteria.  All cleanup actions must meet the 
requirements of the threshold criteria.  The other MTCA criteria are considered when 
selecting from among the alternatives that fulfill the threshold requirements.  This section 
provides an overview of these regulatory criteria.  The consistency of each alternative with 
these criteria is then discussed in the subsequent sections. 
 

6.1.1 Threshold Requirements 
The threshold MTCA requirements for a selected cleanup action are as follows: 

 Protect human health and the environment 
 Comply with cleanup standards  
 Comply with applicable state and federal laws 
 Provide for compliance monitoring 

 
Together, the site-specific cleanup levels and POCs are referred to as cleanup standards.  The 
overall protectiveness that a cleanup alternative provides depends on its ability to meet 
cleanup standards for Site COCs.  All alternatives are expected to ultimately achieve 
compliance with cleanup standards and ARARs, although the estimated time required to 
accomplish such compliance may vary among the alternatives. 
 
Of the proposed alternatives (for each AOC), No Action alternatives generally do not meet 
threshold requirements because they do not include monitoring to verify compliance with 
cleanup levels.  The remaining alternatives all achieve the threshold requirements, as these 
alternatives protect human health and the environment, would result in compliance with 
cleanup levels, and provide for appropriate protection and compliance monitoring.  More 
detailed assessments of restoration timeframes and other relevant MTCA considerations are 
provided below. 
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6.1.2 Other MTCA/SMS Requirements 
Other requirements for evaluating remedial alternatives for the selection of a cleanup action 
include: 

 Use of permanent solutions to the maximum extent practicable [Procedure in WAC 
173-340-360(3)].  MTCA specifies that when selecting a cleanup action, preference 
shall be given to actions that are “permanent solutions to the maximum extent 
practicable.”  The regulations specify the manner in which this analysis of 
permanence is to be conducted.  Specifically, the regulations require that the costs 
and benefits of each of the project alternatives be balanced using a “disproportionate 
cost analysis.”  The criteria for conducting this analysis are described in Section 
6.1.2.1 below. 

 Provide for a reasonable restoration timeframe [Procedure in WAC 173-340-360(4)].  
MTCA places a preference on those alternatives that, while equivalent in other 
respects, can be implemented in a shorter period of time.  MTCA includes a summary 
of factors that can be considered in evaluating whether a cleanup action provides for a 
reasonable restoration timeframe.  SMS regulations place a specific preference on 
remedies that can be completed and meet standards within a 10- year restoration time-
frame for in-water work.  The criteria for conducting this analysis are described in 
Section 6.1.2.2 below. 

 Consider public concerns.  Ecology has considered public comments submitted 
during the recent Agreed Order and Enforcement Order processes in making its 
preliminary selection of a cleanup alternative for the Site and Ecology will consider 
comment on this document before finalizing the remedy. 

 The degree to which recycling, reuse, and waste minimization are employed.  This is 
a requirement specific to SMS that is not included explicitly in MTCA. 

 Environmental impact.  SMS requires that sufficient information shall be provided to 
fulfill the requirements of chapter 43.21CRCW, the State Environmental Policy Act.   

 
6.1.2.1 Disproportionate Cost Analysis 
The primary test to determine if a remedial alternative uses permanent solution to the 
maximum extent practicable is the disproportionate cost analysis (DCA).  Essentially this 
analysis ranks the costs and environmental benefits of each of the remedial alternatives 
against seven criteria to determine the most practicable ‘permanent’ alternative against which 
to evaluate and compare the other alternatives.  The analysis compares the relative benefits of 
each alternative against those provided by the most permanent alternative using the seven 
criteria.  The majority of these benefits are environmentally based while others are related 
but non-environmental, such as “implementability.”  The comparison of costs and benefits 
may be quantitative, but is more often qualitative, or subjective.  Costs are disproportionate 
to benefits if the incremental costs of the more permanent alternative exceed the incremental 
degree of benefits achieved by the other lower-cost alternative [WAC 173-340-360(e)(i)].  
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Where two or more alternatives are equal in benefits, Ecology shall select the less costly 
alternative [WAC 173-340-360(e)(ii)(c))].  The DCA criteria include: 

 Protectiveness 
 Permanence 
 Effectiveness over the long term 
 Management of short-term risks 
 Technical and administrative implementability 
 Consideration of public concerns 
 Cost 

 
General descriptions of each of the seven MTCA criteria used in the DCA are described 
below consistent with WAC 173-340-360(f). 
 
Protectiveness 
Overall protectiveness is a parameter that considers many factors.  First, it considers the 
extent to which human health and the environment are protected and the degree to which 
overall risks at a site are reduced.  It also considers the time required to reduce risk at the 
facility and attain cleanup standards.  Both on-site and off-site risks resulting from 
implementing the alternative are considered.  Finally, it measures the improvement of the 
overall environmental quality at the site 
 
Permanence 
The permanence of remedies under MTCA is measured by the relative reduction in toxicity, 
mobility or volume of hazardous substances, including both the original contaminated media, 
and to a lesser degree the residuals generated by the cleanup action as this is included in short 
term risk management.  Under MTCA regulations treatment actions that destroy 
contaminants (thereby reducing toxicity, mobility, and volume) are considered more 
permanent than containment actions (which only reduce the mobility).   
 
Long-Term Effectiveness 
Long-term effectiveness is a parameter that expresses the degree of certainty that the 
alternative will be successful in maintaining compliance with cleanup standards over the 
long-term performance of the remedy.  The MTCA regulations contain a specific preference 
ranking for different types of technologies that is considered as part of the comparative 
analysis.  MTCA ranks the following types of cleanup action components in descending 
order of relative long-term effectiveness: 

 Reuse and recycling (and waste minimization under SMS) 
 Destruction or detoxification 
 Immobilization or solidification 
 On-site or off-site disposal in an engineered, lined and monitored facility 
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 On-site isolation or containment with attendant engineering controls 
 Institutional controls and monitoring 

The regulations recognize that in most cases the cleanup alternatives will combine multiple 
technologies to accomplish remedial objectives.  The preference ranking must be considered 
along with other site-specific factors in the ranking of long-term effectiveness.  
 
Short-Term Risk Management 
Short-term risk management is a parameter that measures the relative magnitude and 
complexity of actions required to maintain protection of human health and the environment 
during implementation of the cleanup action.  Cleanup actions carry short-term risks such as 
potential mobilization of contaminants during construction, or safety risks typical to large 
construction projects.  Generally, the majority of short-term risks can be managed through 
the use of best practices during project design and construction, and other risks are inherent 
to project alternatives.  As stated above, because the risk is short-lived its overall 
environmental risk to human health and the environment is limited.  
 
Implementability 
Implementability is an overall measurement expressing the relative difficulty and uncertainty 
of implementing the project.  It includes technical factors such as the availability of mature 
technologies and experienced contractors to accomplish the cleanup work.  It also includes 
administrative factors associated with permitting and completing the cleanup.  Evaluating an 
alternative’s technical and administrative implementability includes consideration of the 
following: 

 Potential for landowner cooperation 
 Whether the alternative is technically possible 
 Availability of necessary facilities, services, and materials 
 Administrative and regulatory requirements 
 Scheduling 
 Size and complexity of the alternative 
 Monitoring requirements 
 Access for construction and monitoring 
 Integration of existing operations with the remedial action 

 
Consideration of Public Concerns 
The public involvement process under MTCA is used to identify public concerns regarding 
alternatives.  The extent to which an alternative addresses those concerns is considered as 
part of the remedy selection process.  This includes concerns raised by individuals, 
community groups, local governments, tribes, federal and state agencies, and other 
organizations that may have an interest in or knowledge of the site.   
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Remedy Costs 
The analysis of costs under MTCA includes all costs associated with implementing the 
alternative, including design, construction, long-term monitoring and institutional controls 
(WAC 173-340-360(3)(f)(iii)).  Costs are intended to be comparable among different project 
alternatives to assist in the overall analysis of relative costs and benefits of different 
alternatives.  Costs are evaluated against remedy benefits in order to assess cost-effectiveness 
and remedy practicability.   
 
6.1.2.2 Restoration Timeframe 
MTCA also provides specific guidelines for determining a reasonable restoration timeframe.  
The following factors are to be considered: 

 Potential risks posed by the site to human health and the environment 
 Practicability of achieving a shorter restoration timeframe 
 Current use of the site, surrounding areas, and associated resources that are, or may 

be, affected by releases from the site 
 Potential future use of the site, surrounding areas, and associated resources that are, or 

may be, affected by releases from the site 
 Availability of alternative water supplies 
 Likely effectiveness and reliability of institutional controls 
 Ability to control and monitor migration of hazardous substances from the site 
 Toxicity of the hazardous substances at the site 
 Natural processes that reduce concentrations of hazardous substances and have been 

documented to occur at the site or under similar site conditions 
 

6.2 Evaluation of Sediment Cleanup Alternatives 

As previously discussed, two alternatives were developed for the remediation of the 
Sediment AOC, including sediment removal with ENR and in situ containment with ENR.  
In the remainder of this section each of these alternatives is evaluated in terms of the MTCA 
criteria described in Section 6.1. 
 

6.2.1 Protectiveness 
For this Site, both sediment alternatives are expected to provide similar restoration 
timeframes on a Site-wide basis, as the dredging and backfill alternative is expected to meet 
the cleanup standard immediately upon construction of the remedy.  Typically, dredging 
alternatives experience a slight lag in cleanup level compliance in comparison to isolation 
cap remedies as dredging residuals often persist for a short time after the initial remedial 
action.  However, because this project incorporates a sand backfill component to restore pre-
construction habitat grades, it is expected that dredging residuals would be managed through 
attenuation.  Both alternatives also include ENR components within identical footprints; 
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therefore, the restoration timeframe would be consistent within those areas.  Both alternatives 
equally satisfy the criteria for a reasonable restoration timeframe and are expected to achieve 
cleanup levels within months of the start of the remedial action. 
 

6.2.2 Permanence 
As discussed in Section 6.1.2.1, the permanence of a cleanup action is measured by the 
degree to which it permanently reduces the toxicity, mobility, or volume of hazardous 
substances.  Upon dredging, the sediment would be removed from the affected area and 
contained upland through a combination of disposal process options.  Although, the capping 
alternative does not reduce the mass of materials within the deposit, it does reduce the 
toxicity and reasonably prevent mobility.  The toxicity and volume of PCBs addressed by the 
capping alternative would be reduced over the long term by natural attenuation, although the 
degradation rate would likely be reduced under anaerobic conditions.  Therefore, the 
dredging alternative provides a higher degree of permanence in comparison to the capping 
alternative. 
 

6.2.3 Effectiveness over the Long Term 
Both alternatives are effective in managing long-term risk.  However, the dredging 
alternative relies upon higher ranking, preferred MTCA cleanup action measures, as 
discussed in Section 6.1.2.1, such as beneficial use and off-site disposal, in comparison to the 
capping alternative, which is composed of in situ isolation and long-term monitoring.  In 
addition, the capping alternative is subject to unknown future conditions such as changes in 
hydraulic conditions (i.e., dam flow) and Site uses (e.g., potential shoreline development to 
provide deep water berths).  Therefore, the dredging alternative provides a preferred longer-
term benefit. 
 

6.2.4 Management of Short-Term Risks 
Management of short-term risks (a.k.a. short-term effectiveness) is the degree to which 
human health and the environment are affected in the short-term.  The dredging alternative is 
likely to have greater short-term risk associated with water quality impacts; however, due to 
the coarse nature of the target sediment, increased turbidity is expected to be minimal.  The 
upland transfer of sediment for final disposal may also have a potential short-term impact 
through the potential for spills.  BMPs, such as control of dredging rate and spill guards for 
conveyor systems, are typically employed to address and minimize short-term impact 
concerns associated with dredging.  Therefore, capping alternative provides a slightly greater 
short-term risk management as the affected sediment is minimally disturbed. 
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6.2.5 Technical and Administrative Implementability 
Both alternatives are technically feasible and satisfy the implementability criteria to a high 
degree; however placement of cap materials in deep water presents a slightly greater 
challenge to the contractor.  
 

6.2.6 Consideration of Public Concerns 
Public concerns will be addressed during the forthcoming public notice period. 
 

6.2.7 Cost 
In general, the capping alternative is a lower cost solution to achieve the goals of the 
remedial action.  However, the dredging costs are not substantially greater when future Site 
development is considered.  That is, the dredging alternative would not restrict potential 
long-term development options such as berth construction.  Under the capping scenario, 
future redevelopment may require cap removal or placement of additional armoring to ensure 
stability, thus incurring future capital costs.  Therefore, selection of the capping alternative 
would likely only provide a short-term cost benefit.  Ultimately, costs are a minor 
consideration because the decision has been made to remove the PCB-impacted sediment to 
the maximum extent practicable. 
 

6.2.8 Provision for a Reasonable Restoration Timeframe 
Both alternatives equally satisfy the SMS criteria for a reasonable restoration timeframe and 
are expected to achieve cleanup levels within months of the start of the remedial action. 
 

6.2.9 Evaluation Summary 
Both sediment alternatives provide relatively equal environmental benefits.  Typically, 
Ecology would select the lower cost alternative in cases where the DCA determines equal 
benefits.  However, Alternative S-1 (Sediment Removal with ENR) was selected as the 
preferred remedy to address the PCB-impacted sediment because it provides the greatest 
overall environmental benefit in terms of permanence, long-term risk reduction to human 
health and ecological receptors, maximum mass removal, reasonable restoration timeframe, 
and appropriate management of short-term impacts.  The remedy also meets the intent of 
other MTCA goals in taking advantage of beneficial use opportunities. 
 
 

6.3 Evaluation of Crowley Parcel Cleanup Alternatives 

As previously described, four cleanup alternatives were developed for consideration for the 
remediation of the Crowley Parcel AOC.  These alternatives include excavation and off-site 
disposal of impacted soil, excavation and on-site treatment of impacted soil, bioventing, and 
in situ chemical oxidation.  The remainder of this section evaluates each of these alternatives 
in terms of the MTCA criteria described in Section 6.1. 
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6.3.1 Protectiveness 

All alternatives are anticipated to provide a reasonable restoration timeframe.  After each of 
the primary remedial actions (i.e., excavation, on-site treatment, bioventing, or in situ 
treatment) is conducted, monitored natural attenuation is expected to occur.  The monitored 
natural attenuation time frame for Alternative CP-1 and Alternative CP-2 is expected to be 
approximately half of that required for Alternative CP-3 and Alternative CP-4.  Of the 
alternatives, Alternative CP-1 is anticipated to provide the shortest restoration time frame 
because materials could be excavated within several months whereas on-site treatment could 
last up to 2 years, bioventing is estimated to require approximately 30 months of operation, 
and in situ treatment could require up to approximately a year of active remediation 
activities.  Overall, Alternative CP-1 and Alternative CP-2 are anticipated to provide the 
shortest timeframes. 
 
6.3.2 Permanence 

All alternatives are considered permanent under MTCA regulations because there is a 
reduction in the toxicity, mobility, or volume of the contaminants.  In the cases of 
Alternatives CP-1 and CP-2, the impacted soils are physically removed and any groundwater 
that is encountered is treated prior to reinjection.  For Alternative CP-3, volatile organic 
compounds are removed from the impacted soil via vapor extraction and impacted 
groundwater is extracted through the dual phase extraction methods.  In this case, the 
groundwater is treated prior to reinjection.  Alternative CP-4 also removes the contaminants 
through chemical reactions which breakdown the contaminants into less hazardous by-
products.   
 
6.3.3 Effectiveness over the Long Term 

Alternative CP-1 and Alternative CP-2 are considered to be the most effective over the long 
term because of the physical removal of the contaminants and impacted soil.  The 
effectiveness of Alternative CP-3 and Alternative CP-4 is potentially limited by subsurface 
heterogeneities.   
 
6.3.4 Management of Short-Term Risks 

For Alternative CP-1, short term risks are associated with the transfer of the impacted 
materials for final disposal.  For Alternative CP-2, there may be short term risks associated 
with the transfer of impacted materials from the excavation to the bioremediation cell and 
with containing the impacted material within the treatment cells.  Short term risks are also 
associated with the handling of strong oxidizing agents as required for Alternative 4.   
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6.3.5 Technical and Administrative Implementability 

All of the alternatives proposed for the Crowley Parcel are considered technically feasible 
and implementable.  According to the Crowley RI/FS, the alternatives are ranked in the 
following order, from easiest to most difficult to implement:  Alternative CP-4 (In situ 
Chemical Oxidation), Alternative CP-3 (Bioventing), Alternative CP-1 (Excavation and Off-
site Disposal), and Alternative CP-2 (Excavation and On-site Treatment). 
 
Alternative CP-1 and Alternative CP-2 are ranked as the most difficult to implement due to 
the excavation of impacted soil.  Of these two alternatives, Alternative CP-2 is ranked as 
more difficult to implement because of the on-site treatment actions.  Although Alternative 
CP-4 is considered the easiest to implement because materials (soil or groundwater) are not 
removed from the subsurface, special considerations would be required for handling the 
strong oxidizing agents. 
 
6.3.6 Consideration of Public Concerns 

Public concerns will be addressed during the forthcoming public notice period. 
 
6.3.7 Cost 

The approximate cost for each of the remedial alternatives is shown in the Table 6-1. 
 

Table 6-1 
Approximate Costs for Crowley Parcel Remedial Alternatives 

Remedial Alternative Approximate 
Cost Monitoring Included in Costs 

Alternative CP-1: Excavation and Off-
site Disposal $970,000 

1 year of quarterly monitoring 
1 year of semi-annual monitoring 

3 years of annual monitoring 
1 final year of quarterly monitoring 

Alternative CP-2: Excavation and On-
site Treatment $740,000 

1 year of quarterly monitoring 
1 year of semi-annual monitoring 

3 years of annual monitoring 
1 final year of quarterly monitoring 

Alternative CP-3: Bioventing $1,200,000 

1 year of quarterly monitoring 
1 year of semi-annual monitoring 

9 years of annual monitoring 
1 final year of quarterly monitoring 

Alternative CP-4: In situ Chemical 
Oxidation $2,000,000 

1 year of quarterly monitoring 
1 year of semi-annual monitoring 

9 years of annual monitoring 
1 final year of quarterly monitoring 

 
Alternative CP-2 is considerably less expensive than Alternative CP-3 or Alternative CP-4, 
yet it is more effective.  Similarly, Alternative CP-2 offers the same effectiveness as 
Alternative 1 yet is less expensive.  Therefore, Alternative CP-2, Excavation and On-Site 
Treatment, is among the most effective remedial alternatives and the least expensive.   
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7 SELECTED CLEANUP ACTIONS 

7.1 PCB-Impacted Sediment 

Alternative S-1 – Sediment Removal with ENR was selected as the preferred remedy to 
address the PCB-impacted sediment because it provides the greatest overall environmental 
benefit in terms of permanence, long-term risk reduction to human health and ecological 
receptors, maximum mass removal, reasonable restoration timeframe, and appropriate 
management of short-term impacts.  The remedy also meets the intent of other MTCA goals 
in taking advantage of beneficial use opportunities. 
 
The alternative includes a combination of dredging to the maximum extent practicable using 
the 320 μg/kg RAL established in Section 4.1, the placement of clean sand to manage dredge 
residuals, and the placement of an ENR sand layer over the areas that exceed the 97 μg/kg 
cleanup level but are below the RAL.  Construction of the in-water work will undermine the 
adjacent bank.  Prior to dredging, industrial waste (i.e., slag, tar-like material, and SPL 
identified in Section 3.4.1) will be removed from the surface of the riverbank and disposed of 
at an appropriate off-site facility.  As necessary, other deleterious materials, such as debris, 
brick, and concrete will be removed and either disposed of off site at a construction debris 
landfill or, as appropriate, stockpiled on site for crushing and beneficial use.  The stability of 
the remaining bank will be evaluated and oversteepened areas regraded and erosion 
protection placed.  Existing vegetation will be preserved to the greatest extent possible; 
however, armoring to protect against wave action is required and will be installed to protect 
exposed areas.   
 
During the acceptable environmental work window (November 1 through February 28), 
dredging and sand placement activities would commence.  Dredging of the sediment subject 
to TSCA Subtitle C disposal regulations (i.e., greater than 50 mg/kg PCBs) would occur first 
followed by the remaining areas designated for off-site disposal.  Material subject to TSCA 
Subtitle C disposal requirements would be transferred on site and dewatered prior to being 
loaded into lined trucks prior to shipment an approved off-site disposal facility.  The effluent 
from dewatering TSCA Subtitle C sediment would either be treated on site and discharged 
back into the Columbia River or it would be transported to an off-site, regulated facility for 
disposal.  Dredge sediment designated for off-site disposal as TSCA Subtitle D would be 
transferred by barge, without prior dewatering other than the initial decanting of accumulated 
free water within the barge, directly to a transfer facility upstream of the Site on the 
Columbia River.  Any decanted water from Subtitle D sediments would be collected and 
treated prior to discharge into the Columbia River. 
 
The next segments to be removed would target the sediment to be disposed of on Site in the 
North and North 2 Landfills (i.e., sediment less than 10 mg/kg PCBs).  This material would 
be transferred on site and placed within the North and North 2 Landfills footprint where it 
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would be allowed to passively dewater prior to final compaction and covering.  Finally, 
sediment retained for beneficial use (i.e., sediment less than 1 mg/kg PCBs) would be 
dredged last, transferred on Site, and stockpiled.  The stockpile would be located away from 
the shoreline to prevent transport of the material back to the affected area prior to final 
placement as on-site fill.  All free barge water generated during the dredging of sediments 
less than 10 mg/kg PCBs would be collected and pumped directly upland for infiltration to 
groundwater or disposal at the local sanitary sewer.  After all sediment to be disposed of in 
the North and North 2 Landfills is placed, the area would be covered with a one-foot lift of 
clean sand. 
 
Upon confirmation that the minimum required dredge elevations are achieved, clean sand 
would be placed to restore all dredged areas to natural grades.  Placement of the 6-inch 
minimum ENR layer would be sequenced with this work.  Confirmation samples would be 
taken after placement of the clean sand to evaluate compliance with the cleanup level on a 
SWAC basis.  During the confirmation sampling event, additional samples would be 
collected from the upstream reach of the Columbia River to characterize material that may 
potentially migrate to the Site in subsequent years.  In the event the SWAC exceeds the 
cleanup level, an additional ENR material layer (minimum 6 inches) would be placed and the 
area resampled.  As discussed in Section 4.1.3, initiation of supplemental dredging would not 
effectively reduce residual contamination; therefore, additional dredging is not practicable 
and would not be required.  In addition, the selected remedial alternative technology targets 
the removal of affected sediment to the greatest extent practicable and the technology is 
ineffective at further reducing the remaining mass.  No additional long-term monitoring 
would be required as Site sediment would no longer pose a risk to human health or the 
environment.  In the unlikely event the cleanup level is not met on a SWAC basis after the 
additional ENR material is placed, no further dredging, backfill, or monitoring will be 
required.   
 
Plans describing the cleanup action including an engineering design report, construction 
specifications and drawings, and a Project Control Plan (PCP) will be developed.  These 
documents will present the engineering criteria, assumptions, and calculations used to design 
the remedial action, the general means and methods the remedial contractor will use to 
implement the action, and a schedule for completing the project.  The PCP will establish 
quality control and performance/compliance metrics in accordance with WAC 173-340-410 
and will include: 

 A HASP pursuant to WAC 173-340-810(2) addressing all applicable federal or state 
worker safety requirements. 

 A Sampling and Analysis Plan (SAP) that specifies procedures to ensure that sample 
collection, handling, and analysis will result in data of sufficient quality to evaluate 
the effectiveness of remedial actions at the Site.  The SAP will be prepared by the 
implementers of the remedial action and will include the elements defined in WAC 
173-340-820.  The SAP will define the locations of confirmation sampling points 
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used to confirm that the cleanup action has attained cleanup standards and other 
performance standards. 

 A Water Quality Monitoring Plan (WQMP) will be prepared to define the monitoring 
to confirm that human health and the environment are adequately protected during the 
construction period of the cleanup action as defined by the permit conditions. 

 Data analysis and evaluation procedures used to demonstrate and confirm compliance 
with, and justification for these procedures. 

 A Construction Quality Assurance Plan (CQAP), which will specify procedures for 
ensuring quality control during construction. 

 Other information as required by Ecology.  
 

7.2 Crowley Parcel 

Alternative CP-2 - Excavation and On-Site Treatment is the proposed cleanup action.  This 
alternative is consistent with MTCA requirements for the development of cleanup 
alternatives and was chosen as the preferred remedial action because of its permanence and 
long term effectiveness.  Additionally, Alternative CP-2 meets the intent of other MTCA 
goals for reasonable restoration timeframe, management of short-term risks, and 
implementability.  A work plan for the cleanup of the Crowley Parcel via excavation and on-
site treatment will be developed and submitted to Ecology for approval before initiation of 
the proposed cleanup actions.  The activities to be described in the work plan are discussed 
below. 
 
Four areas of the Crowley Parcel contain soil with TPH concentrations greater than the 
Crowley Parcel soil cleanup level of 5,070 mg/kg.  Each of these areas would be excavated to 
remove the TPH impacted soil.  Excavation activities are expected to occur in October 2008 
when the groundwater table is seasonably low.  Applicable City of Vancouver permits will 
be obtained prior to conducting the work.  Prior to excavation, monitoring wells in the 
vicinity of the excavations would be protected, the area would be chipped and grubbed, and 
silt fencing and other erosion control BMPs would be implemented.  Any monitoring wells 
contained within the limits of the excavation would be decommissioned and removed.  
Additionally, the Crowley Parcel would be regraded to maximize the area of land with an 
elevation of approximately 31 feet using the NGVD 1929, which is above the 30 feet NGVD 
1929 flood level established by the City of Vancouver.   
 
The TPH contaminated soil in each of the excavation areas is covered by clean overburden 
soil.  It is estimated that approximately 12,500 cubic yards of clean overburden material 
would be removed and stockpiled on-site.  The clean material would be sampled and 
analyzed for TPH-G, TPH-D, and TPH-O.  The number of samples collected would depend 
on the volume of stockpiled soil.  The TPH impacted soil would also be removed from each 
of the excavations and stockpiled on polyethylene liner at a location distinct from the clean 
overburden storage area.  It is anticipated that approximately 4,200 cubic yards of impacted 
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soil would be excavated.  The side slopes of each of the excavations would vary from 1:1 to 
1:3 and the excavations are expected to extend vertically to approximately 1 foot below the 
low seasonal groundwater table at approximately 14 to 17 feet bgs, depending on season and 
surface topography.  On the horizontal scale, excavation would continue until conformational 
soil samples indicated the soil was below the soil TPH cleanup levels.   
 
At each of the excavations, if groundwater is not present, the clean overburden would be 
backfilled into the excavation area.  During the excavation activities, the depth of 
groundwater on-site is anticipated to be approximately 13 to 14 bgs.  Any groundwater 
encountered in the excavations would be removed; treated on-site with an oil-water 
separator, bag filters, and activated carbon; and pumped into a temporary storage tank.  
Samples would be collected and analyzed for TPH-G, TPH-D, and TPH-O.  If the TPH 
concentrations are below the groundwater cleanup level, the water would be re-injected into 
the subsurface under Ecology-approved injection well permit #12092 or at another approved 
injection point.  It is anticipated that approximately 250,000 gallons of extracted groundwater 
would require treatment.  If free product is encountered, additional measures would be taken 
to properly dispose of the free product.   
 
Impacted soil would be treated in an approximately 1-acre bioremediation treatment cell.  
The cell would be constructed to have a sloped base with a 6-mil polyethylene liner covered 
by a minimum of 6 inches of clean overburden soil.  Berms of at least 32 feet NGVD 1929 
would surround the cell and a drainage sump would be located in the center.  TPH-impacted 
soil would be placed in the cell with a thickness of 2 to 3 feet and graded with an inward 
slope.  Water collected in the sump would be treated by the groundwater treatment system 
and re-injected.  Soil in the treatment cell would be turned and mixed monthly and nutrients 
and water may be added to enhance the bioremediation process.  On a quarterly basis, soil 
samples would be collected from the treatment cell and analyzed for TPH concentrations.  As 
portions of the treatment cell are bioremediated, confirmation samples will be collected.  Cell 
divisions will be designated as complete as confirmation samples demonstrate that TPH 
concentrations are below the soil cleanup levels.  Following remediation of all impacted soil, 
the bioremediation cell would be decommissioned and the land would be regraded.  At least 
one foot of clean soil would be backfilled on top of the bioremediated soil. 
 
A Remedial Action Work Plan describing the engineering criteria, assumptions, and 
calculations used to design the remedial action, the general means and methods the remedial 
contractor will use to implement the action, and a proposed schedule for completing the 
project is required prior to the start of the remediation.  A sampling and analysis plan (SAP) 
will also be prepared to establish quality control and performance/compliance metrics in 
accordance with WAC 173-340-410 and will include: 

 An AOC-specific HASP pursuant to WAC 173-340-810(2).  The plan will address all 
applicable federal or state worker safety requirements. 
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 A SAP that specifies procedures to ensure that sample collection, handling, and 
analysis will result in data of sufficient quality to evaluate the effectiveness of 
remedial actions at the Site.  The SAP will be prepared by the implementers of the 
remedial action and will include the elements defined in WAC 173-340-820. 

 Data analysis and evaluation procedures used to demonstrate and confirm compliance 
with, and justification for these procedures. 

 Procedures for ensuring quality control during construction. 
 Other information as required by Ecology.  

 
The sampling and analysis plan (SAP) will address the types of compliance monitoring, as 
appropriate, to be conducted including: 

 Protection Monitoring: This type of monitoring is used to confirm that human health 
and the environment are adequately protected during the construction period of the 
cleanup action as defined by the site-specific HASP and permit conditions. 

 Performance Monitoring: Performance monitoring is used to confirm that the cleanup 
action has attained cleanup standards and other performance standards. 

 Confirmation Monitoring: Used to confirm the long-term effectiveness of the cleanup 
action once performance standards have been attained.   

 

7.3 Dike USTs and Soluble Oil Area 

The presumptive remedy for the Dike USTs and Soluble Oil Area consists of removal and 
off-site disposal of the COC-impacted soil, waste, and raw materials.  The contaminated 
material will be removed until the remaining soil meets the Site soil cleanup levels.   
 
The presumptive remedy for the Dike USTs will include removal of the tanks, free product, 
and impacted soils exceeding the Site cleanup levels.  Materials removed from the Site will 
be disposed of at an appropriate off-site landfill.  Removal of the source materials is 
protective of groundwater and meets the general Site RAOs.   
 
Impacted materials with PCB concentrations greater than 10 mg/kg will be removed from the 
Soluble Oil Area and disposed of at an off-site location.  This presumptive remedy will 
prevent direct contact with PCB-impacted material above Site cleanup levels.  After removal, 
an appropriate cap will be placed over the area in accordance with MTCA regulations.  These 
actions are protective of groundwater; therefore, no further remediation beyond source 
removal is required for this area to meet the general Site RAOs.  
 
Selection of these remedies is based on the expectation that soil cleanup levels defined in 
Section 4.1.5 will be achieved at a standard point of compliance, thus warranting no further 
action in accordance with WAC 173-340-350(8)(a).  Upon completion of source removal 
activities within these AOCs, it is anticipated that subsequent groundwater samples collected 
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from excavations would indicate compliance with cleanup levels defined in Section 4.1.4 and 
no further action would be required.   
 
A Remedial Action Work Plan describing the engineering criteria and assumptions used to 
design the remedial action, the means and methods the remedial contractor will use to 
implement the action, and a schedule for completing the project shall be submitted prior to 
the start of construction.  A Project Control Plan (PCP) will also be prepared to establish 
quality control and performance/compliance metrics in accordance with WAC 173-340-410 
and will include: 

 A HASP pursuant to WAC 173-340-810(2) addressing all applicable federal or state 
worker safety requirements. 

 A SAP that specifies procedures to ensure that sample collection, handling, and 
analysis will result in data of sufficient quality to evaluate the effectiveness of 
remedial actions at the Site.  The SAP will be prepared by the implementers of the 
remedial action and will include the elements defined in WAC 173-340-820.  The 
SAP will define the locations of confirmation sampling points used to confirm that 
the cleanup action has attained cleanup standards and other performance standards. 

 Data analysis and evaluation procedures used to demonstrate and confirm compliance 
with, and justification for these procedures. 

 Other information as required by Ecology.  
 

7.4 Institutional Controls 

In conjunction with compliance monitoring, institutional controls will be applied to limit or 
prohibit activities that could interfere with the integrity of the cleanup action or result in 
exposure to hazardous substances.  The institutional controls to be applied at the Site include 
the filing of a restrictive covenant (WAC 173-340-440) that describes the condition of the 
property, declares that a cleanup was completed at the Site, restricts the disturbance of upland 
caps, prohibits the modification of the caps without the prior written approval of Ecology, 
and limits the Site to industrial uses.  The restrictive covenant will also control and limit 
extraction of groundwater from the Site within the Crowley Parcel AOC and the fluoride-
bearing groundwater surrounding the SPL Storage Area not covered by previously recorded 
restrictive covenants.  The restrictive covenant will be subject to Ecology’s approval before 
being recorded.  Alcoa shall record the restrictive covenant for its property in accordance 
with the Consent Decree.  In addition, the restrictive covenant will require owners of the 
property to notify all lessees or property purchasers of the restrictions on the use of the 
properties.  Finally, the restrictive covenant will require the owners of the property to make 
provisions for continued monitoring and operation and maintenance of the remedial action 
prior to conveying title, easement, lease, or other interest in the Site.   
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7.5 Groundwater Monitoring and Cap Maintenance 

Alcoa shall conduct groundwater monitoring at the Site.  This monitoring shall incorporate 
the groundwater monitoring requirements from Alcoa’s July 2001 Groundwater Monitoring 
Plan for the Former Vancouver Operations and Alcoa’s June 2006 Groundwater Monitoring 
and East Landfill Cap Maintenance Plan.  In addition to those monitoring requirements, 
Alcoa shall monitor one additional well cluster, EVGR-02.  
 
Alcoa’s July 2001 Groundwater Monitoring Plan, which Ecology approved in 2001, was 
designed to consolidate the existing system and decommission 75 wells previously required 
by Consent Decree 92-2-00783-9 between Alcoa and Ecology.  Twenty-one new wells were 
added to the existing network reducing the groundwater monitoring network to 41 wells.  In 
August of 2003, Alcoa submitted a monitoring well decommissioning and installation work 
plan to complete the installation and decommissioning work.  Ecology approved the 
decommissioning and installation plan and a new monitoring network was established for the 
Site in 2003.   
 
In June 2006, Alcoa submitted a Groundwater Monitoring and East Landfill Cap 
Maintenance Plan to fulfill the requirements of Agreed Order No. DE 03 TCPIS-5737.  The 
2006 monitoring plan was consistent with the July 2001 plan and incorporated and fulfilled 
the monitoring requirements of Consent Decree 92-2-00783-9.  In 2007, Evergreen 
Aluminum installed two groundwater monitoring well clusters (EVGR-01, EVGR-02).  One 
monitoring well cluster, EVGR-02, was added to the site-wide groundwater monitoring plan 
in 2008.   
 
Alcoa shall perform cap maintenance activities at the former SPL Storage Area (NPL Site), 
as required by Consent Decree 92-2-00783-9.  The SPL Storage Area cap maintenance 
activities will continue until groundwater cleanup levels are met at this area of the Site.  The 
SPL Storage Area cap maintenance activities and schedule will follow the schedule and 
maintenance plan found in Section 3 and Table 3-1 of the 2006 Groundwater Monitoring and 
East Landfill Cap Maintenance Plan for the East Landfill.  The 2006 maintenance plan 
elements are consistent with Consent Decree 92-2-00783-9 and fulfill the requirements of 
that Decree.   
 
The 2006 site-wide Groundwater Monitoring and East Landfill Maintenance Plan, with the 
addition of the Evergreen monitoring well cluster (EVGR-02) and SPL Storage Area cap 
maintenance activities, are the site-wide groundwater compliance monitoring and landfill 
maintenance plans for the Site.  Table 7-1 is the groundwater monitoring well list and 
monitoring schedule for the entire Site. 
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Table 7-1 
Groundwater Monitoring Well List and Monitoring Schedule 

Analytical Frequency Well 
Identification Zone CN/FL TOX/TOC PAHs/PCBs VOCs 

SPL Storage Area 
EVGR-02 S Annual - - - 
EVGR-02 I Annual - - - 
EVGR-02 D Annual - - - 
EVGR-02 A Annual - - - 
MW-52 S Annual - - - 
MW-8 I Annual - - - 
MW-8 D Annual - - - 
MW-8 A Annual - - - 
MW-30 S Annual - - - 
MW-30 I Annual - - - 
MW-30 D Annual - - - 
MW-49 S Annual Quarterly - - 
MW-18 I Annual Quarterly - - 
MW-49 D Annual Quarterly - - 
MW-18 A Annual Quarterly - - 
MW-50 S Annual Quarterly - - 
MW-19 I Annual Quarterly - - 
MW-50 D Annual Quarterly - - 
MW-50 A Annual Quarterly - - 
MW-51 S Annual Quarterly - - 
MW-51 I Annual Quarterly - - 
MW-51 D Annual Quarterly - - 
MW-51 A Annual Quarterly - - 

North and North 2 Landfill Area 
MW-47 I - - Annual Quarterly 
MW-47 D - - Annual Quarterly 
MW-47 A - - Annual Quarterly 
MW-48 I - - Annual Quarterly 
MW-48 D - - Annual Quarterly 
MW-48 A - - Annual Quarterly 

East Landfill Area 
MW-35 S - - Annual Quarterly 
MW-35 I - - Annual Quarterly 
MW-35 D - - Annual Quarterly 
MW-35 A - - Annual Quarterly 
MW-41 S - - Annual Quarterly 
MW-41 I - - Annual Quarterly 
MW-41 D - - Annual Quarterly 
MW-46 I - - Annual Quarterly 
MW-46 D - - Annual Quarterly 
MW-46 A - - Annual Quarterly 

MW-94-1 I - - Annual Quarterly 
MW-94-1 D - - Annual Quarterly 
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Analytical Frequency Well 
Identification Zone CN/FL TOX/TOC PAHs/PCBs VOCs 

MW-94-1 A - - Annual Quarterly 
MW-94-2 I - - Annual Quarterly 
MW-94-2 D - - Annual Quarterly 
MW-94-2 A - - Annual Quarterly 

  
TOTALS 45 23 12 22 22 

Footnotes: 
"Annual" event scheduled for second month of fourth quarter each year 
"Quarterly" event scheduled for second month of each quarter each year 
CN/FL = cyanide and fluoride 
TOX/TOC = total organic halides/total organic carbon  
PAHs/PCBs = polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons/polychlorinated biphenyls 
VOCs = volatile organic compounds 
S = Shallow; D = Deep; I = Intermediate; A = Aquifer 
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8 IMPLEMENTATION OF CLEANUP ACTION 

This chapter describes the manner in which the cleanup actions will be implemented.  It 
provides a description of how work will be coordinated between the different AOCs and a 
schedule for the implementation of cleanup actions.   
 

8.1 Coordination with Other Work 

Coordination will be necessary to execute the various cleanup actions on the Site in an 
efficient manner.  Source removal activities at the Dike USTs and Soluble Oil AOCs are 
anticipated to begin in September 2008 per the requirements of Enforcement Order 5660 
(Ecology 2008).  In-water cleanup actions will be conducted during the acceptable 
environmental work window from November 1, 2008 through February 28, 2009.  Prior to 
in-water cleanup actions being conducted, upland preparations along the riverbank will be 
conducted per Enforcement Order 5660 (Ecology 2008).  The Crowley Parcel is located on 
the western portion of the Site away from all other AOCs and is expected to occur between 
October 2008 and December 2010.    
 

8.2 Permits 

Chapter 70.105D RCW exempts remedial actions conducted under a consent decree, order, 
or agreed order from the procedural requirements of Chapters 70.94, 70.95, 70.105, 77.55, 
90.48, and 90.58 RCW and of any laws requiring or authorizing local government permits or 
approvals.  However, Ecology must determine compliance with the substantive provisions of 
such permits or approvals.  In addition, any permits required under federal law to perform the 
cleanup must be obtained. 
 

8.3 Schedule 

An outline of the tentative schedule for implementation of the remedial action activities is 
given below in Table 8-1.   
 

Table 8-1 
Tentative Schedule for Implementation of Cleanup Actions 

Action Timeframe 
Crowley Parcel Work Plan Submitted August 2008 

RI/FS, CAP, CD, & SEPA Public Comment September/October 2008 

In-Water WQMP Submitted September 2008 

In-Water Plans and Specs Submitted September 2008 

Mobilization for In-Water Work Late September 2008 

Dike USTs Remediation Begins Fall 2008 

Soluble Oil Area Remediation Begins Fall 2008 
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Action Timeframe 
Response to Public Comments Issued Late October 2008 

Riverbank Preparation Commences November 2008 

In-Water Cleanup Actions Performed December 1, 2008 -  February 28, 2008 

 Final Consent Decree January 2009 

Crowley Parcel Work Commences January/February 2009 

In-water Completion Report Submitted Summer 2009 
Crowley Parcel Remediation Complete December 2010 

Crowley Parcel Completion Report Submitted Spring 2011 
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Figure 3
Historical Site Layout
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Exhibit D 
 

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION PLAN 
 

 
Public Participation Activities 
 
The public participation plan for the Alcoa/Evergreen Vancouver Aluminum Smelter Site 
includes the following activities: 
 
A. A 31-day public comment period will be held for the Remedial Investigation/ 

Feasibility Study, Cleanup Action Plan, and Consent Decree, beginning 
September 11, 2008 and ending October 13, 2008. 

 
B. A public hearing on the Consent Decree and associated documents will be held on 

September 30, 2008 at 7:00 P.M. at Clark College Campus, Foster Auditorium, 
1933 Fort Vancouver Way, Vancouver, WA. 

 
C. Notification to the potentially affected vicinity, which includes: the mill site.  A 

focus sheet will be mailed to interested parties on September 11, 2008. 
 
D. Advertising of the public comment period with a legal notice in the Columbian 

newspaper on September 11, 2008. 
 
E. The public will be provided copies of the signed Consent Decree and Draft 

Cleanup Action Plan for review.  Detailed information concerning the project is 
located at the Department of Ecology Industrial Section.  Extra copies of the fact 
sheet, Consent Decree, and Cleanup Action Plan are available at the following 
locations: 

 
Department of Ecology  
Industrial Section  
300 Desmond Drive 
Lacey, WA  
(360) 407-6949 
 
Fort Vancouver Regional Library 
1007 East Mill Plain Blvd. 
Vancouver, WA  

 
F. Public notice announcements will be placed in the Ecology Site Register. 
 
G. A public notice announcement will be placed on the Ecology Internet Site. 

 
H. A Ecology news release will be issued on September 11 informing the public of 

the public hearing and document review. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

This Supplemental Cleanup Action Plan (SCAP) presents the cleanup action that will constitute 
the final remedy to address releases of trichloroethylene (TCE) or other contaminants above 
applicable cleanup levels from the East Landfill at the Alcoa Inc. (Alcoa)/Evergreen Aluminum 
LLC Site (Site) in Vancouver, Washington.  The East Landfill groundwater is the last exposure 
pathway of concern that requires final action at the Site.  Other East Landfill exposure pathways 
(e.g., direct contact with contaminated materials) were addressed by previous remedial actions 
completed in 2003/2004 per Agreed Order DE03 TCPIS-5737 between Alcoa and the 
Washington State Department of Ecology (Ecology). 
 
The 2008 Cleanup Action Plan (Site-wide CAP; Ecology 2008) addressed the following four 
areas of concern (AOC):  polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB) impacted sediments, the Crowley 
parcel, dike underground storage tanks, and the former soluble oil lagoon area.  To date, all 
cleanup actions required by the Site-wide CAP have been certified complete by Ecology. 
 
This SCAP was developed by Ecology from information presented in the Remedial 
Investigation/Feasibility Study for the Alcoa/Evergreen Vancouver Site (RI/FS; Anchor 
Environmental 2008), the 2008 Site-wide Final Cleanup Action Plan and Schedule (Ecology 
2008), and the Transition Zone Water Investigation Summary Report East Landfill Area of 
Concern (TZW Report; Anchor QEA 2010).  It was prepared in accordance with the 
requirements of the Model Toxics Control Act (MTCA), Chapter 70.105D Revised Code of 
Washington (RCW), administered by Ecology under the MTCA Cleanup Regulation, Chapter 
173-340 Washington Administrative Code (WAC). 
 
The SCAP was available to the public for review and comment from October 5, 2010 to 
December 6, 2010.  At the end of the public comment period, Ecology carefully considered 
concerns expressed regarding the planned remedial action for the East Landfill groundwater and 
issued a summary and response to the comments received.  The SCAP was revised in response to 
public comment. The final SCAP will be implemented pursuant to an amendment to Consent 
Decree (CD) No. 09-2-00247-2 between Ecology and Alcoa entered in Clark County Superior 
Court. 
 
The final cleanup action chosen for the East Landfill AOC consists of the landfill cover to 
minimize the movement of contaminants from the landfill, institutional controls to control how 
the land and groundwater are used, and ongoing monitoring of the groundwater to ensure the 
landfill cover continues to function as designed.  This remedy is protective of human health and 
the environment.  Ecology considered a variety of remedies and concluded that the selected 
remedy provides treatment and source removal to the maximum extent practicable.  A detailed 
description of Ecology’s selected cleanup action is provided in Section 4. 
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1.1 Purpose and Scope 

MTCA is the primary state law that governs the cleanup of contaminated sites.  MTCA 
regulations define the process for the investigation and cleanup of contaminated sites.  MTCA 
regulations specify criteria for the evaluation and conduct of a cleanup action, as well as soil and 
groundwater standards.  The cleanup action must protect human health and the environment, 
meet state environmental standards and regulations in other laws that apply, and provide for 
monitoring to confirm compliance with Site cleanup standards.  Specifically, Ecology has 
determined that WAC 173-303 (Dangerous Waste Regulations), WAC 173-350 (Solid Waste 
Handling Standards), RCW 90.48 (Water Pollution Control), and RCW 43.21C (State 
Environmental Policy) are applicable to the East Landfill AOC.  Additionally, WAC 173-160 
(Minimum Standards for Construction and Maintenance of Wells) is a relevant and appropriate 
regulation if new wells are required at the East Landfill AOC. 
 
This SCAP outlines the steps and procedures for conducting the environmental cleanup of the 
East Landfill AOC consistent with MTCA.  Consistent with the requirements of WAC 173-340-
380, this document provides the following information: 
 
 A general description of the proposed cleanup action developed in accordance with WAC 

173-340-350 through -390, including any required institutional controls (Section 4) 
 A summary of the types, levels, and amounts of hazardous substances remaining on a site 

and the measures that will be used to prevent migration and contact with those substances 
(Section 4) 

 A preliminary determination by Ecology that the proposed cleanup action will comply 
with WAC 173-340-360 describing how cleanup actions are selected (Section 1.3) 

 A summary for the rationale for selecting the proposed alternative and a brief summary of 
other cleanup action alternatives evaluated (Section 5) 

 Cleanup standards for each chemical of concern and affected medium (Section 3) 
 The schedule for implementation of the cleanup action plan (Section 6) 
 Applicable state and federal laws (Section 3) 

 
Pursuant to WAC 173-340-710(9) (e), Alcoa has the continuing obligation to determine whether 
permits, approvals, or other substantive requirements are required to implement the remedy.  In 
the event that Ecology or Alcoa become aware of additional permits, approvals, or substantive 
requirements that apply to the remedial action, each party shall promptly notify the other parties 
of this knowledge.  Ecology shall make the final determination on the application of any 
additional substantive requirements at the Site. 
 

1.2 Applicability 

The cleanup levels and actions presented in this document are site-specific and should not be 
considered as setting precedent for other similar sites.  Potentially Liable Persons (PLPs) 
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cleaning up sites independently, without Ecology oversight, may not cite numerical values of 
cleanup levels specified in this document as justification for cleanup levels in other unrelated 
sites.  PLPs that are cleaning up other sites under Ecology oversight must base cleanup levels 
and cleanup standards on site-specific regulatory considerations and not on numerical values 
contained in this SCAP. 
 

1.3 Declaration 

In accordance with WAC 173-340-360(2) (a), the selected cleanup actions meet the threshold 
requirements, are protective of human health and the environment, comply with applicable state 
and federal laws, and provide for compliance monitoring.  Furthermore, the selected remedy is 
consistent with the preference of the State of Washington as stated in RCW 70.105D.030 (1) (b) 
for permanent cleanup solutions. 
 
The selected remedy for surface water and groundwater complies with cleanup standards for 
TCE and vinyl chloride, provides for adequate compliance monitoring and complies with state 
and federal laws governing cleanup activities.  Groundwater at or near the East Landfill AOC is 
affected by the contaminants originating from the East Landfill.  Water treatment technologies 
using groundwater pump and treat systems and reactive barriers were examined and were not 
practical for this Site.  Groundwater natural attenuation, monitoring, source control (capping), 
and institutional controls are the chosen remediation strategies for the Site. 
 

1.4 Administrative Record 

The documents used to make the decisions discussed in this SCAP are part of the administrative 
record for the Site.  The entire administrative record for the Site is available for public review by 
appointment at Ecology’s Industrial Section in Lacey, Washington.  To review or obtain copies 
of the above documents, contact Mr. Paul Skyllingstad, Ecology’s Site Manager at (360) 407-
6949. 
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2 SITE BACKGROUND 

This section of the SCAP describes background information and Site conditions relevant to the 
cleanup of the East Landfill AOC.  A detailed description of the Alcoa historical Site use, 
history, and prior cleanup actions are found in Sections 2.2 to 2.4 of the Site-wide CAP (Ecology 
2008). 
 

2.1 Site Location and Ownership 

The Site is located on NW Lower River Road on the northern shore of the Columbia River at 
River Mile 103.3 in Clark County.  It is approximately 3 miles northwest of downtown 
Vancouver, Washington, and approximately 3 miles west of Interstate 5.  The operating 
facilities, which were demolished in 2008 and 2009, covered approximately 208 acres of 
industrial property.  The Site is now owned by the Port of Vancouver, is used as a bulk material 
handling facility, and is bordered on the north by NW Lower River Road, on the east by the 
existing Port of Vancouver terminal, on the south by the Columbia River, and on the west by 
multiple industrial property owners.  The current land uses in the general vicinity of the property 
are mixed use industrial and agricultural.  The project location and surrounding area are shown in 
Figure 2-1. 
 
The East Landfill is located in the southeast corner of the Site and consists of approximately 5 
acres of land adjacent to the Columbia River.  Figure 2-2 illustrates the location of the East 
Landfill AOC in relation to the Site.  
 
 
2.2 Site Hydrogeology 

The 2008 RI/FS (Anchor 2008) and TZW Report (Anchor QEA 2010) provide a detailed 
description of the hydrogeology of the Site, including the East Landfill area.  Four upland 
hydrogeological zones were identified for the Site:  the Shallow, Intermediate, Deep, and 
Aquifer.1 
 
  

                                                 
1This unit was previously identified as the Troutdale Formation but has subsequently been redefined by the U.S. 
Geological Survey as the Unconsolidated Sedimentary Aquifer.  The Troutdale Formation lies below the 
Unconsolidated Sedimentary Aquifer (Swanson et al. 1993). 
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The Shallow Zone consists primarily of fill and is the uppermost zone in the upland portion of 
the Site.  The Shallow Zone is recharged primarily by infiltration of precipitation.  The closed 
East Landfill waste material is within the Shallow Zone, as shown on the Site model on 
Figure 2-3.  The engineered cap placed over the East Landfill waste material prevents infiltration 
of precipitation into the waste.  Groundwater levels in monitoring wells screened in the Shallow 
Zone fluctuate widely from the wet season to the dry season and several of the area Shallow 
Zone monitoring wells dry up during late summer and fall.  The Shallow Zone is not 
hydraulically influenced by Columbia River fluctuations.  Groundwater in the Shallow Zone 
migrates downward into the underlying Intermediate Zone. 
 
The Intermediate, Deep, and Aquifer Zones are alluvial sands, silts, and clays that were 
discussed in the 2008 RI/FS based on their hydrogeologic properties.  These zones are shown on 
the Site model on Figure 2-3.  All three zones are directly connected to the Columbia River.  
There are three well clusters located immediately adjacent to the East Landfill that are screened 
within each of the three water-bearing zones (refer to Figure 2-4).  Groundwater in the 
Intermediate, Deep, and Aquifer Zones is recharged primarily by lateral inflow from upland off-
site recharge zones, to a lesser degree by downward infiltration of groundwater from shallower 
zones, and to a minor extent by Columbia River water during high river tides and seasonal 
flooding.  All three zones discharge on a net daily basis directly to the river in the vicinity of the 
East Landfill. 
 
The subsurface profiles also show the River Alluvium that underlies the Columbia River 
riverbed.  Groundwater discharges from the Intermediate, Deep, and Aquifer Zones into the river 
through the River Alluvium.  The zone of sediment porewater located just below the mudline 
that is influenced both by groundwater discharging from the uplands and by river water that 
infiltrates into the sediments is defined as the Transition Zone (TZ).  River water periodically 
infiltrates into the transition zone water (TZW) under the hydraulic influences caused by river 
tidal fluctuations and by advection induced by river currents near the mudline.  TZW is generally 
defined as the zone where groundwater and surface water are intermixed.  The depth of mixing 
in the TZ is not constant and fluctuates depending upon many factors, including sediment 
permeability, river stage, and groundwater levels. 
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2.3 Nature and Extent of Contamination 

During the 1940s, the area now beneath the East Landfill was filled with dredge sands from the 
Columbia River.  During early plant operations, the East Landfill was filled with miscellaneous 
industrial solid waste, construction debris, steel wire, cable, metal piping, alumina, scrap 
aluminum, and carbon bake oven furnace brick.  Investigations of the East Landfill indicated that 
these materials were located in the top 15 to 20 feet of the soil and had a total volume of 
approximately 150,000 cubic yards (cy). 
 
In 1990, Ecology issued an Agreed Order (DE90-I053) requiring Alcoa to conduct a focused 
Remedial Investigation (RI) with the purpose of determining the sources of TCE in Site 
groundwater.  Hart Crowser prepared a RI work plan (Hart Crowser 1990), which served as the 
scope of work required by the 1990 Agreed Order.  The goal of the RI was to assess the nature 
and extent of TCE in soil and groundwater based on laboratory analysis of soil from test pits and 
groundwater samples from wells.  Accordingly, Hart Crowser conducted three field 
investigations on behalf of Alcoa from 1991 to 1993.  These investigations characterized the 
horizontal and vertical extent of TCE-impacted media through the installation of additional 
monitoring wells, excavation of test pits, advancement of borings, and collection of groundwater 
and soil samples. 
 
Soil samples collected from the East Landfill indicated the presence of lead, cyanide, fluoride, 
PCBs, TCE (and its degradation products), and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs).  
Groundwater samples also identified TCE (and its degradation products) and PAHs.  At the time, 
concentrations of TCE and PAHs exceeded MTCA Method A industrial site soil cleanup levels 
and the MTCA Method A groundwater cleanup levels within the footprint of the landfill.  The RI 
concluded that the East Landfill contained approximately 150,000 cy of waste materials and that 
an estimated 57,000 cy of this material likely exceeded the then-current MTCA industrial site 
soil cleanup levels for TCE (0.03 milligrams per kilogram [mg/kg]), PAHs (20 mg/kg), and 
PCBs (10 mg/kg) (Ecology 2003). 
 
In 2003, Ecology issued a second Agreed Order (DE03 TCPIS-5737) and an Interim Action 
Work Plan (IAWP) pertaining to the East Landfill requiring Alcoa to take remedial action to 
consolidate and isolate waste and contaminated soil beneath an engineered cap.  The 2003 
Agreed Order also required Alcoa to armor the shoreline adjacent to the East Landfill to ensure 
the long-term stability of the riverbank and engineered cap.  Work commenced on the project in 
late 2003 and was completed in 2004.  The results of groundwater monitoring of TCE and other 
volatile organic compounds since the completion of source control measures at the East Landfill 
demonstrate the following: 
 
 The East Landfill waste is no longer a significant source of contamination to 

groundwater. 
 The concentrations and mass of TCE in groundwater are reduced.   Residual TCE is 

degrading into vinyl chloride and ultimately to non-toxic chemicals. 
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TCE concentration in groundwater in the Intermediate Zone has dropped an estimated 88% since 
2001, and several wells that previously contained TCE above the cleanup levels are now in 
compliance with MTCA Method A groundwater cleanup levels.  Since 2008, one well interval 
(MW-94-1-I) exceeded the TCE Method A cleanup level.  In the MW-94-1 well cluster, from 
1994 to 2010, concentrations of TCE dropped from 4,200 micrograms per liter (μg/L) to below 
500 μg/L in the Intermediate Zone and from 2,400 μg/L to below 5 μg/L in the Deep Zone.  The 
monitoring data for vinyl chloride demonstrate a general downward trend in concentration; 
however, as vinyl chloride is a degradation product of TCE, some short-term increases in vinyl 
chloride concentrations occurred during the monitoring time period.  Vinyl chloride levels 
decreased from 660 μg/L to levels below 100 μg/L in two monitoring wells that border the Site 
adjacent to the Columbia River.  Vinyl chloride concentrations are expected to fluctuate 
throughout the degradation process. 
 
To characterize groundwater as it flows from the East Landfill toward the riverbed, Alcoa 
initiated a TZW investigation in December of 2008.  TZW is defined as the sediment porewater 
just below the mudline that is influenced both by groundwater discharging from the uplands and 
by river water that infiltrates into the sediments.  The field investigation was initiated in 
December 2008 and was completed in January 2009. 
 
The study consisted of a series of field measurements to characterize the groundwater discharge 
zone adjacent to the East Landfill and to subsequently measure concentrations of TCE and its 
degradation products in porewater and surface water.  The goal of the study was to collect data to 
determine if various surface water criteria are exceeded at points along the groundwater to 
surface water pathway.  The results indicated that sediment porewater concentrations were below 
chronic surface water criteria for protection of aquatic organisms, but further monitoring is 
necessary to determine if surface water concentrations at the ground water/surface water 
interface are below the most restrictive surface water criteria protective of human health.  Details 
of the study are presented in the TZW Report (Anchor QEA 2010). 
 
The 2008-2009 TWZ investigation included the following activities: 
 

 Collection of real time water levels in groundwater and the Columbia River. 
 Determination of groundwater discharge rates adjacent to the East Landfill. 
 Collection of discrete groundwater samples using Trident probes in the sediments at 

discharge zones along the East Landfill Columbia River boundary. 
 Collection of groundwater using passive samplers called peepers at three discharge zones. 
 Collection of sediment samples at the discharge zone locations. 
 Collection of surface water samples in the Columbia River. 

 
The water and sediment samples were analyzed for TCE and vinyl chloride.  A Trident probe 
sampler was used to determine temperature and conductivity at 33 stations across the Site.  
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Additional Trident probe samplers were used at ten sample stations to collect samples at 14 
inches below the mudline in areas of groundwater discharge.  Three passive peeper samplers 
were also placed in areas of groundwater discharge for a period of 30 days. 
 
The Trident probe samples provided an indication of groundwater conditions at 14 inches below 
the mudline at the time of the sample event.  The samples showed levels of TCE and vinyl 
chloride ranging from non-detect to 110 μg/L and from 0.07 to 400 μg/L, respectively.  Peeper 
samples were collected at 0 to 5 inches and 5 to 10 inches below the mudline.  The peeper 
samples showed that TCE levels in groundwater over 30-day equilibrium conditions were non-
detect and vinyl chloride levels ranged from non-detect to 0.26 μg/L at 0 to 5 inches below the 
mudline and from non-detect to 12 μg/L at 5 to10 inches below the mudline.  Surface water 
sampling showed no TCE in the water column at 0 to 6 inches above the mudline.  Vinyl 
chloride levels in the surface water samples were also not detected except for one sample 
collected above a discharge area.  This sample showed vinyl chloride at 0.046 μg/L, which is 
above the surface water cleanup level. 
 

2.4 East Landfill AOC Conceptual Site Model 

The current Site conditions and conceptual site model are based on a detailed review of the 
nature and extent of contamination on the Site, the exposure pathways and receptors, and fate 
and transport processes of various Site contaminants in the environment.  Figure 2-3 graphically 
depicts the various exposure pathways and the controls implemented, as required, to protect 
human health and the environment. 
 
Exposure through direct contact with contaminated soil and waste has been controlled through 
the construction of the engineered cap.  Exposure to the remaining TCE and vinyl chloride in 
groundwater beneath the landfill is significantly limited.  Per the 2003 Agreed Order, deed 
restrictions prohibit extraction of groundwater and require long-term maintenance of the 
engineered cap.  In addition, WAC 173-160-171 (Minimum Standards for Construction and 
Maintenance of Wells) prohibits installation of a drinking water well within 1,000 feet of an 
established landfill.  Therefore, the potential direct exposure to affected Site groundwater is 
limited to personnel performing long-term compliance monitoring.  These personnel are 
professionals trained in hazardous substance awareness and are provided with supplemental 
guidance prior to entering the Site in the form of a Site-specific Health and Safety Plan. 
 
In terms of overall risk to human health and the environment from the other remaining exposure 
pathway (i.e., groundwater to surface water), the following observations can be made: 
  
 All observed concentrations of TCE in the TZW are below the surface water chronic 

criterion (200 μg/L) derived for protection of aquatic organisms present in the 
biologically active zone (0 to 4 inches below the mudline). 
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 All of the observed concentrations of TCE in surface water are below the most restrictive 
recommended surface water criterion (2.5 μg/L) for protection of human health with 
respect to direct ingestion of water and aquatic organisms.2 

 All observed concentrations of vinyl chloride in the TZW are below the surface water 
chronic criterion (960 μg/L) derived for the protection of aquatic organisms present in the 
biologically active zone (0 to 4 inches below the mudline). 

 Fifteen of sixteen observed concentrations of vinyl chloride in surface water (0 to 6 
inches above the mudline) are below the Clean Water Act Section 304(a) surface water 
standard (0.025 μg/L) for protection of human health with respect to direct ingestion of 
water and aquatic organisms2.  One sample exceeded this criterion.  The concentration of 
vinyl chloride in this sample was 0.046 μg/L.  The 95th percentile upper confidence limit 
(UCL) for this data set is 0.017 μg/L. 

                                                 
2 These criteria are based on drinking 2 liters per day of water and consuming 54 grams per day of fish.   
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3 CLEANUP REQUIREMENTS 

This section of the SCAP describes the cleanup requirements that must be met by the 
remediation of the East Landfill AOC.  Consistent with MTCA requirements, this section 
designates cleanup standards for Site contaminants for the respective affected media and 
identifies all Applicable or Relevant and Appropriate Requirements (ARARs) including local, 
state, and federal laws. 
 

3.1 Remedial Action Objectives 

The general remedial action objectives (RAOs) for the East Landfill AOC include: 
 

1. Protection of human health and the environment by preventing direct contact with 
contaminants of concern in impacted media (i.e., soil, waste, raw materials, sediment, and 
groundwater). 

2. Protection of groundwater resources by reducing or controlling migration of contaminant-
bearing water from landfill waste and impacted soil to underlying groundwater. 

3. Protection of human health and the environment from potential exposure due to ingestion 
of Site groundwater. 

4. Ensuring quality of current and future beneficial uses of surface water resources through 
groundwater monitoring. 

 
As discussed in Section 2.4, exposure to contaminants at the East Landfill AOC are controlled or 
prevented by the engineered cap described in the 2003 Interim Action Work Plan required by 
Agreed Order No. DE 03 TCPIS-5737 (Ecology 2003).  Effectiveness of the engineered cap has 
been demonstrated through post-cleanup monitoring and supplemental investigations.  The 
RAOs listed above include the long-term goals for protection of human health and the 
environment.  As discussed in Section 4, long-term monitoring and maintenance and institutional 
controls are necessary to ensure these goals continue to be met in the future. 
 

3.2 Cleanup Standards and MTCA Procedures 

MTCA regulations provide three methods for determining cleanup standards for a contaminated 
site.  The standards provide a uniform, state-wide approach to cleanup that can be applied on a 
site-by-site basis.  The two primary components of the standards—cleanup levels and points of 
compliance (POC)—must be established for each site.  Cleanup levels are established at a level 
where a particular hazardous substance does not threaten human health or the environment.  
POCs designate the location on the site where the cleanup levels must be met. 
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Cleanup levels for all Site media were developed following procedures described in the MTCA 
regulations.  The sections below describe the methodology used to develop cleanup levels based 
on MTCA Method A procedures and ARARs. 
 
The MTCA Cleanup Regulations (Sections 173-340-720, -730, and -740 WAC) establish 
procedures to develop cleanup levels for groundwater and soil.  The MTCA Method A procedure 
is applicable to sites with relatively few hazardous substances.  For this Site, cleanup levels 
based on this method for groundwater were derived through selection of the most stringent 
concentration presented in the following sources: 
 
 Concentrations listed in WAC Tables 173-720-1, -740-1, and -745-1. 
 Concentrations established under ARARs. 
 Concentrations protective of the environment and surface water beneficial uses. 

 

3.3 Applicable or Relevant and Appropriate Requirements 

Many environmental laws may apply to a cleanup action.  In addition to meeting MTCA cleanup 
standards as described above, a cleanup action must meet cleanup standards and environmental 
standards set in applicable laws.  The cleanup action must also comply with elements of other 
applicable environmental reviews and permitting requirements.  Although a cleanup action 
performed under formal MTCA authorities (e.g., a consent decree) would be exempt from the 
procedural requirements of certain state and local environmental laws, the action must 
nevertheless comply with the substantive requirements of such laws (RCW70.105D.090; 
WAC173-340-710).  Potentially applicable federal, state, and local laws that may impact the 
implementation of final remedial actions at the East Landfill AOC are listed below. 
 

3.3.1 Federal Requirements 
Potential federal requirements are specified in several statutes, codified in the U.S. Code (USC), 
and regulations promulgated in the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR). 
 
 Clean Water Act (33 USC Section 1251 et seq.; including the National Toxics Rule and 

National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System requirements) 
 Safe Drinking Water Act (including Drinking Water Standards and Health Advisories) 
 Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) 
 Federal Clean Air Act (42 USC 7401 et seq.) 
 Protection of Wetlands, Executive Order 11990 (Appendix A of 40 CFR Part 6) 
 National Historic Preservation Act (36 CFR 800) 
 National Environmental Policy Act Review 
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3.3.2 Washington State and Local Requirements 
MTCA (Chapter 70.105D RCW) authorized Ecology to adopt cleanup standards for remedial 
actions at sites where hazardous substances are present.  The processes for identifying, 
investigating, and cleaning up these sites are defined and cleanup standards are set for 
groundwater, soil, surface water, and air in Chapter 173-340 WAC.  In addition to MTCA, other 
potential state requirements are specified in several statutes, codified in the RCW, or are 
regulations promulgated in the WAC. 
 
 State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) (RCW 43.21C; WAC 197-11) 
 Washington State Water Pollution Control Act (Chapter 90.48 RCW; Chapters 173-200 

and 173-201A WAC) 
 Washington State Shoreline Management Act (Chapter 90.58 RCW; Chapter 173-14 

WAC) 
 Washington State Clean Air Act (RCW 70.94; WAC 173-400, -403) 
 Washington State Solid Waste Management – Reduction and Recycling Act (Chapter 

70.95 RCW; Chapter 173-350 WAC) 
 Washington State Hazardous Waste Management Act (Chapter 70.105 RCW; Chapter 

173-303 WAC) 
 Water Resources Act of 1971 (Chapter 90.54 RCW) 
 State Historic Preservation Act (Chapters 27, 34, 44, and 53 RCW) 
 Minimum Standards for Construction and Maintenance of Wells (Chapter 173-160 

WAC) 
 

3.4 Soil Cleanup Levels and Point of Compliance 

The current and future Site use plans include industrial storage and light, medium, and heavy 
industrial operations, and meet the requirement of a “traditional industrial use” under the MTCA 
regulations (WAC 173-340-745).  Thus, industrial use is the appropriate basis for development 
of Site-specific soil cleanup levels under MTCA.  The MTCA Method A Soil Cleanup Level for 
Industrial Properties for TCE, 0.03 mg/kg, is based on protection of groundwater for drinking 
water use, using the procedures described in WAC 173-340-747(4).  Establishing a cleanup level 
based on protection of groundwater is also protective of the soil-to-vapor pathway for volatile 
organic compounds (such as TCE).  Direct contact with hazardous substances is prevented by the 
engineered cap and institutional controls, which isolate and contain the affected media.  This 
physical barrier also prevents plants or wildlife from being exposed to contamination. 
 
The POC for direct contact with soils extends from the ground surface to the reasonable 
estimated depth of potential future soil excavations (e.g., to accommodate deep foundations or 
similar facilities), which can extend to 15 feet below ground surface (bgs) or deeper (see WAC 
173-340-740(6)(d)).  As set forth in WAC 173-340-740(6)(f), for MTCA cleanup actions that 
involve containment of hazardous substances (such as the East Landfill), soil cleanup levels will 
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typically not be met at the standard POC in soils shallower than 15 feet bgs.  In these cases, a 
cleanup action consisting of engineered covers, such as the East Landfill engineered cap, may be 
determined to comply with cleanup standards, provided that: 
 
 The selected remedy is permanent to the maximum extent practicable using the 

procedures in WAC 173-340-360; 
 The cleanup action is protective of human health and the environment; 
 The cleanup action is demonstrated to be protective of terrestrial ecological receptors 

under WAC 173-340-7490 through -7494; 
 Institutional controls are put in place under WAC 173-340-440 that prohibit or limit 

activities that could interfere with the long-term integrity of the containment system; 
 Compliance monitoring under WAC 173-340-410 and periodic reviews under WAC 173-

340-430 are designed to ensure the long-term integrity of the containment system; and 
 The types, levels, and amount of hazardous substances remaining on-site and the 

measures that will be used to prevent migration and contact with those substances are 
specified in the cleanup action plan. 

 
Ecology has determined that the final cleanup action (described in Section 4) meets the 
requirements of WAC 173-340-740(6)(f); therefore, the East Landfill AOC is in compliance with 
the soil cleanup standards required by this SCAP. 
 

3.5 Groundwater Cleanup Levels and Point of Compliance 

Future Site uses will continue to be industrial and there are no plans to extract water from the 
shallow water-bearing layers.  Additionally, existing water supply regulations effectively 
preclude this potential exposure pathway and previous groundwater pumping studies indicate 
insufficient yield (less than 0.5 gallons per minute) is available to efficiently recover impacted 
shallow groundwater (Hart Crowser 1994).  However, consistent with MTCA procedures for 
determining potable water sources, potential drinking water uses were considered in the 
development of groundwater cleanup levels.  Because the East Landfill AOC has few 
groundwater contaminants, Method A was used to develop site-specific cleanup levels. 
 
Final cleanup levels were selected as the most stringent of the Method A WAC 173-720-1 table 
values and ARARs.  The primary ARARs for groundwater in this case include the Federal 
Drinking Water Standards and Health Advisories (EPA 2002) and the State Primary Drinking 
Water Regulations (WAC 246-290).  Because of the proximity of the Site to the Columbia River, 
the National Recommended Water Quality Criteria (EPA 2006), which establishes criteria for 
protection of surface water resources, is also an ARAR.  For TCE and vinyl chloride, the human 
health surface water criteria were determined to be the most stringent.  Surface water data 
collected were evaluated using standard MTCA compliance methods and appear to be below the 
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most restrictive recommended criteria based on conditions greater than the reasonable maximum 
exposure at the Site.  Table 3-1 lists the screening levels relevant to the East Landfill AOC. 
 

Table 3-1 
Relevant Screening Levels and Criteria 

 
Chemical of Potential 

Concern 
Relevant Screening 
Level or Criterion Protection Basis 

TCE 

1 µg/L Practical Quantification Limit 

5 µg/L 
MTCA Method A Standard Value and 
Federal/State Drinking Water MCL* 

2.5 µg/L 

Protection of human health with respect to 
direct ingestion of water and aquatic organisms 

Clean Water Act Section 304a 

2.7 µg/L 

Protection of human health with respect to 
direct ingestion of water and aquatic organisms 

40 CFR 131.36 

30 µg/L 
Protection of human health with respect to 
direct ingestion of aquatic organisms only 

200 µg/L 
Surface water criteria for protection of 

aquatic organisms 

 
Vinyl Chloride 

0.02 µg/L Practical Quantification Limit 

2 µg/L Federal Drinking Water MCL 

0.2 µg/L 
MTCA Method A Standard Value and  

State Drinking Water MCL 

0.025 µg/L 

Protection of human health with respect to 
direct ingestion of water and aquatic organisms 

Clean Water Act Section 304a 

2.0 µg/L 

Protection of human health with respect to 
direct ingestion of water and aquatic organisms 

40 CFR 131.36 

2.4 µg/L 
Protection of human health with respect to 
direct ingestion of aquatic organisms only 

930 µg/L 
Surface water criteria for protection of 

aquatic organisms 
 
* MCL = maximum contaminant level 

 
As defined in the MTCA regulations, the standard point of compliance for groundwater extends 
from the uppermost level of the saturated zone to the lowest depth that could be potentially 
affected by Site releases (WAC 173-340-720(8)).  However, site-specific conditional POCs for 
groundwater cleanup levels may also be considered.  For the East Landfill AOC, an engineered 
cap and institutional controls have been implemented to prevent exposure to groundwater 
beneath the landfill.  Therefore, it is appropriate to demonstrate compliance with groundwater 
cleanup levels based on drinking water maximum contaminant levels (MCLs) at conditional 
POC wells located along the shoreline, down gradient from the respective source areas in 
accordance with WAC 173-340-720(8)(c).  Table 3-2 lists the cleanup levels and point of 
compliance for groundwater. 
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Table 3-2 
Groundwater Cleanup Levels and Points of Compliance 

 
Chemical of 

Concern 
Groundwater 

Cleanup Level Protection Basis 
Point of 

Compliance 

TCE 5 µg/L 
Human Health:  MTCA Method A 
Standard Value and State MCL 

Shoreline Monitoring 
Wells 

TCE 200 µg/L Aquatic Resources 

Biologically 
Active Zone in the 
Sediment at the 

Groundwater/Surface 
Water Interface 

Vinyl Chloride 0.2 µg/L 
Human Health:  MTCA Method A 
Standard Value and State MCL 

Shoreline Monitoring 
Wells 

Vinyl Chloride 930 µg/L Aquatic Resources 

Biologically 
Active Zone in the 
Sediment at the 

Groundwater/Surface 
Water Interface 

 

3.6 Surface Water Cleanup Levels and Point of Compliance 

In accordance with WAC 173-340-730, surface water cleanup levels must be at least as stringent 
as the criteria established under WAC 173-201A, Section 304 of the Federal Clean Water Act, 
and the National Toxics Rule (40 CFR Part 131).  In addition, for surface water resources that 
may potentially be used as a drinking water source, criteria set forth in WAC 173-340-720 of 
MTCA must also be considered.  For TCE and vinyl chloride, Section 304 of the Federal Clean 
Water Act Water Quality Criteria is the most stringent surface water criteria.  
 
In the MTCA regulations, the point of compliance for surface water cleanup levels is the point or 
points at which hazardous substances are released to surface waters of the state [WAC 173-340-
730(6)].  At this Site, the POC will be measured in the water column as close as technically 
possible to the groundwater/ surface water interface in the Columbia River without disturbing the 
sediment.  Table 3-3 lists the cleanup levels and point of compliance for surface water. 
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Table 3-3 
Surface Water Cleanup Levels and Points of Compliance 

 
Chemical of 

Concern 
Surface Water 
Cleanup Level Protection Basis 

Point of 
Compliance 

TCE 2.5 μg/L 
Human Health:  MTCA Method A 

Standard Value and CWA Section 304a 

At the 
groundwater/surface 

water interface in 
the river 

Vinyl Chloride 0.025 μg/L 
Human Health:  MTCA Method A 

Standard Value and CWA Section 304a  

At the 
groundwater/surface 

water interface in 
the river 
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4 PROPOSED FINAL CLEANUP ACTION 

This section presents the proposed final cleanup action for the East Landfill AOC, discusses 
consistency with future Site uses, and outlines the long-term requirements for monitoring and 
institutional controls. 
 

4.1 East Landfill AOC Final Cleanup Action 

The final cleanup action for the East Landfill AOC consists of source control through 
contaminant isolation (i.e., completed in 2004 as an interim action), natural attenuation of 
residually contaminated media (i.e., groundwater), and long-term groundwater monitoring until 
cleanup standards are achieved. 
 
Source control activities were completed in 2004 under the direction of Ecology by the 2003 
Agreed Order and IAWP.  The source control activities included the engineered cap and 
shoreline stabilization, which prevents contact with hazardous substances contained within the 
landfill and is selected as a primary component of the final remediation action for the East 
Landfill.  Per the IAWP, approximately 150,000 cy of waste were consolidated within the East 
Landfill.  Approximately half of that material contains concentrations of TCE, PAHs, or PCBs 
above MTCA Method A cleanup levels for industrial properties. 
 
The interim action source control was designed to be consistent with the final cleanup for the 
Site (Ecology 2003).  Per the requirements of WAC 173-340-430, an interim action may 
constitute the cleanup action for a site if it is subsequently shown to comply with WAC 173-340-
350 through -390.  Section 5 summarizes the studies that document compliance with these 
sections of the MTCA regulation. 
 
Since construction of the engineered cap, exposure to contaminated media by direct contact has 
been eliminated and concentrations of TCE in groundwater have been significantly reduced and 
continue to decline.  Institutional controls, as discussed in Section 4.4, are a requirement of the 
final cleanup action to ensure the long-term integrity of the landfill cap.  The presence of TCE 
degradation products (e.g., vinyl chloride) in groundwater demonstrates that natural attenuation 
is an ongoing process.  Natural attenuation will be monitored over the restoration timeframe 
necessary to meet groundwater cleanup standards at the Site.   
 
The projected restoration timeframe for TCE in all groundwater to be below the 5 μg/L cleanup 
level is approximately 35 years (Anchor 2008).  Once monitoring demonstrates that 
concentrations of TCE and vinyl chloride have reached cleanup levels (see Table 3-2), the 
groundwater restriction will be lifted, and the respective section in the title notice will be 
modified.  No additional remedial action shall be required for the East Landfill AOC when 
monitoring demonstrates that the engineered cap is functioning as designed (subject to the 
reopeners in Section XVIII (B) of the Consent Decree (Covenant Not to Sue)).  Groundwater 
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compliance monitoring will be performed in accordance with Section 4.3.  Performance of the 
cap will be evaluated using the results from down gradient monitoring well clusters (i.e., MW 
94-1, MW 94-2). 
 
Preliminary TZW and surface water column sampling performed adjacent to the East Landfill 
produced observed concentrations of TCE in the adjacent TZW and surface water below the 
TZW groundwater and surface water cleanup level established for the Site.  For vinyl chloride, 
15 of 16 surface water samples and all TZW groundwater samples collected to date were below 
cleanup levels established for the Site.  TZW and surface water monitoring will be used to 
demonstrate compliance with the groundwater and surface water cleanup levels at the applicable 
POC.  If this compliance monitoring demonstrates that cleanup levels for groundwater and 
surface water have been achieved, further monitoring will not be necessary.  If this monitoring 
demonstrates that cleanup levels have not been achieved, compliance monitoring will continue 
until these levels are met.   
 
Because of the risk to divers collecting samples in the river, it is preferable to establish a 
conditional POC for long-term monitoring at the shoreline wells.  After successful completion of 
TZW compliance monitoring described in Section 4.3, Ecology may approve a conditional POC 
in the shoreline wells based on the observed correlation between TCE and vinyl chloride levels 
at the shoreline wells and the groundwater/surface water interface.  If a correlation between the 
shoreline wells and the groundwater/ surface water interface cannot be demonstrated, additional 
TZW monitoring may be required.   The frequency and type of compliance monitoring will be 
determined after the additional TZW monitoring has been completed. 
 
The source control and monitored natural attenuation alternative was chosen because it achieves 
the RAOs, is permanent to the maximum extent practicable, and provides for a reasonable 
restoration timeframe as determined under WAC 173-340-360.  It is consistent with the 
expectations set forth in MTCA for the development of cleanup alternatives.  Overall, this 
alternative addresses potential risks to human health and the environment, reduces the restoration 
timeframe to the extent practicable, provides for use of natural processes to reduce 
concentrations and toxicity of contaminants of concern, and provides for monitoring prior to 
final compliance with cleanup levels throughout the Site. 
 
Additional details of the rationale for selection of this alternative are provided in Section 5. 
 

4.2 Consistency with Site Use 

Ecology understands that the Port of Vancouver plans to use the East Landfill area for light cargo 
storage (e.g., light-wheeled vehicles).  In order to support this site use, the upper layer of the 
engineered cap shall be expanded and modified to maximize the working area and to resist 
regular vehicle traffic and other erosive forces associated with the proposed development.  Plans 
describing the grading modifications shall be submitted to Ecology for approval prior to 
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modification of the landfill cap.  The plans shall also indicate what other improvements (e.g., 
fencing and drainage) are necessary and how the geosynthetic liner within the engineered cap 
will be protected during construction. 
 

4.3 Monitoring 

The Site-wide CAP (Ecology 2008) sets forth the long-term monitoring and maintenance for all 
Site AOCs and incorporates the groundwater monitoring requirements from Alcoa’s July 2001 
Groundwater Monitoring Plan for the Former Vancouver Operations (IT Corporation 2001) and 
Alcoa’s June 2006 Groundwater Monitoring and East Landfill Maintenance Plan (Anchor 
2006).  These two plans ensure performance and compliance with WAC 173-340-410 at the East 
Landfill AOC. 
 
Groundwater compliance monitoring shall be based upon cleanup standards identified in Table 
3-2 to determine when long-term cleanup goals are met.  Compliance with groundwater 
standards based on MCLs will be evaluated at each of the wells noted in Table 4-1, which is a 
subset of the plan established in the 2008 Site-wide CAP. 
 

Table 4-1 
East Landfill Groundwater Monitoring Well List and Schedule 

 

Well 
Identification Zone 

Analytical Frequency 

PAHs/PCBs Volatile Organic Compounds 
MW-35 S Annual Quarterly 

MW-35 I Annual Quarterly 

MW-35 D Annual Quarterly 

MW-35 A Annual Quarterly 

MW-41 S Annual Quarterly 

MW-41 I Annual Quarterly 

MW-41 D Annual Quarterly 

MW-46 I Annual Quarterly 

MW-46 D Annual Quarterly 

MW-46 A Annual Quarterly 

MW-94-1 I Annual Quarterly 

MW-94-1 D Annual Quarterly 

MW-94-1 A Annual Quarterly 

MW-94-2 I Annual Quarterly 

MW-94-2 D Annual Quarterly 

MW-94-2 A Annual Quarterly 
Footnotes: 
"Annual" event scheduled for second month of fourth quarter each year. 
"Quarterly" event scheduled for second month of each quarter each year. 
PAHs/PCBs = polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons/polychlorinated biphenyls 
S = Shallow; D = Deep; I = Intermediate; A = Aquifer 
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To demonstrate compliance with groundwater in the TZ and surface water cleanup standards that 
are protective of both human health and aquatic resources, Alcoa shall prepare and submit a 
Compliance Monitoring Plan (CMP) for Ecology’s approval.  The CMP shall include the means 
and methods for collecting both surface water samples at the groundwater/surface water interface 
and TZW samples within the biologically active zone (0 to 5 inches below the mudline) for five 
events targeted at low, median, and high Columbia River stages.  Alcoa will be required to 
conduct the TZW monitoring using passive peeper samplers.  Peeper samplers will be positioned 
within the biologically active zone in the sediment and as close as technically possible to the 
groundwater/surface water interface in the river above the mudline without disturbing the 
sediment, such that sufficient water can be collected from the peeper apparatus that is 
representative of the two intervals of interest (i.e., 0 to 5 inches below the mudline and 0 to 6 
inches above the mudline).  At the end of the five compliance monitoring events, Alcoa shall 
submit a final report for Ecology’s review and approval.   
 

4.4 Institutional Controls 

In conjunction with compliance and performance monitoring, institutional controls are required 
to limit or prohibit activities that could interfere with the integrity of the cleanup action or result 
in exposure to hazardous substances.  In March 2009, Alcoa filed a restrictive covenant that 
includes the East Landfill AOC and describes the condition of the property, declares that a 
cleanup was completed at the Site, restricts the disturbance of the engineered landfill caps, 
prohibits the modification of the caps without prior written approval by Ecology, and controls 
the extraction of groundwater from the Site.  Ecology reviewed and approved the restrictive 
covenant prior to recording it.  The restrictive covenant requires owners of the Site to notify all 
lessees or property purchasers of the use restrictions.  The restrictive covenant also requires the 
owner to make provisions for continued monitoring and operation and maintenance of the 
remedial action prior to conveying title, easement, lease, or other interest in the Site. 
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5 RATIONALE FOR SELECTING CLEANUP ACTION 

This section provides Ecology’s rationale for selecting the final cleanup action for the East 
Landfill AOC.  It is based on review and consideration of a series of remedial investigations and 
characterizations, feasibility studies, interim cleanup actions, and groundwater monitoring.  The 
selected cleanup action meets the minimum threshold requirements set forth in WAC 173-340-
360(2) and is permanent to the maximum extent practicable.  This section also includes a 
summary of the other remedial alternatives that were considered for cleanup of the East Landfill 
AOC.  This section is introduced with a general summary of the MTCA requirements for 
selection of cleanup actions. 
 

5.1 Minimum Requirements for Cleanup Actions 

WAC 173-340-360(2) defines the minimum requirements that all remedial alternatives must 
achieve in order to for selection as a final cleanup action at a site.  In this WAC section, MTCA 
identifies specific criteria against which alternatives are to be evaluated, and categorizes them as 
either “threshold” or “other” criteria.  All cleanup actions must meet the requirements of the 
threshold criteria.  The other MTCA criteria are considered when selecting from among the 
alternatives that fulfill the threshold requirements.  This section provides an overview of these 
regulatory criteria.  The consistency of each alternative with these criteria is then discussed in the 
subsequent sections. 
 

5.1.1 Threshold Requirements 
The MTCA threshold requirements for a selected cleanup action are as follows: 
 
 Protect human health and the environment 
 Comply with cleanup standards  
 Comply with applicable state and federal laws 
 Provide for compliance monitoring 

 

5.1.2 Other MTCA Requirements 
Other requirements for evaluating remedial alternatives for the selection of a cleanup action 
include: 
 
 Use of permanent solutions to the maximum extent practicable (WAC 173-340-360(3)).  

MTCA specifies that when selecting a cleanup action, preference shall be given to actions 
that are “permanent solutions to the maximum extent practicable.”  The regulations 
specify the manner in which this analysis of permanence is to be conducted.  Specifically, 
the regulations require that the costs and benefits of each of the project alternatives be 
balanced using a “disproportionate cost analysis.” 
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 Provide for a reasonable restoration timeframe (WAC 173-340-360(4)).  MTCA places a 
preference on those alternatives that, while equivalent in other respects, can be 
implemented in a shorter period of time.  MTCA includes a summary of factors that can 
be considered in evaluating whether a cleanup action provides for a reasonable 
restoration timeframe. 

 Consider public concerns (WAC 173-340-360).  Ecology considers public concerns by 
making draft copies of remedial decision documents available for review and comment. 

 
The overall protectiveness that a cleanup alternative provides depends on its ability to meet 
cleanup standards for Site chemicals of concern.  A cleanup standard consists of a cleanup level 
and the point at which the required concentration must be demonstrated.  The selected cleanup 
action for the East Landfill AOC is compliant with cleanup standards and ARARs (identified in 
Section 3) within a reasonable restoration timeframe to the maximum extent practicable.  The 
following sections discuss the various studies Ecology used to select the components of this 
selected final cleanup action. 
 

5.2 Studies Supporting the 2003 Interim Action 

Per the requirements of the 1990 Agreed Order, Alcoa completed a Feasibility Study to evaluate 
remediation options for the East Landfill (Hart Crowser 1994).  Eight remedial options that met 
the minimum threshold requirements of a MTCA cleanup action were developed and reviewed.  
The cleanup remedies were designed to protect human health and the environment through the 
management of the most significant risks posed by the landfill areas and associated potential 
contamination.  These risks included potential contaminant discharges to surface waters such as 
the Columbia River, impacts to groundwater, and direct contact with waste and contaminated 
soil and groundwater.  In terms of the soil remediation, the goals were to reduce, eliminate, 
and/or control direct contact exposure to workers within the top 15 feet of the soil, inhalation 
exposures, and constituent migration from the soil to the groundwater.  The objectives of the 
remediation in the context of groundwater were to protect workers, aquatic life, and human 
health. 
 
The remedial options as presented in the Focused Feasibility Study included (Hart Crowser 
1994): 
 
 Alternative One:  No Action.  This alternative did not satisfy MTCA requirements.  

Natural processes would require an extensive time to achieve cleanup levels without 
source control. 

 Alternative Two:  Containment.  An Engineered RCRA cap would be placed over the 
East Landfill and monitoring would occur. 

 Alterative Three:  Off-Site Disposal of Hot Spot Soils with Containment.  Soil hot spots 
exceeding the indicator chemical cleanup levels in the landfill would be excavated to an 
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off-site disposal facility.  An Engineered RCRA cap would be placed over the East 
Landfill. 

 Alterative Four:  Off-Site Disposal of All Soils Exceeding Indicator Chemical Soil 
Cleanup Levels.  All soils exceeding the indicator chemical cleanup levels in the landfill 
would be excavated to an off-site disposal facility. 

 Alternative Five:  Stabilization of Hot Spot Soils with Containment.  Hot spot soils from 
the East Landfill exceeding the soil cleanup levels would be excavated and asphalt would 
be incorporated into them.  The excavated material would be transported to the East 
Landfill and an asphalt cap (RCRA equivalent) would be placed over the East Landfill. 

 Alternative Six:  Thermal Treatment/Incineration of Hot Spot Soils with Containment.  
Hot spot soils from the East Landfill exceeding the soil cleanup levels would be 
excavated.  On-site thermal treatment and incineration with on-site landfill disposal of 
ash would be conducted.  An engineered RCRA cap would be placed over the East 
Landfill. 

 Alternative Seven:  Thermal Treatment/Incineration of All Soils Exceeding Indicator 
Chemical Soil Cleanup Levels.  All soils in the East Landfill exceeding cleanup levels 
would be excavated and treated with on-site thermal treatment or incineration and on-site 
disposal of the ash. 

 Alternative Eight:  Thermal Treatment/Incineration of All Soils Exceeding Indicator 
Chemical Cleanup Levels and Groundwater Pump and Treat.  All soils in the East 
Landfill exceeding cleanup levels would be excavated and treated with on-site thermal 
treatment or incineration and on-site disposal of the ash.  Residually contaminated 
groundwater would be pumped and treated ex situ. 

 
In 2003, Ecology selected a containment source control activity and groundwater monitoring as 
the most practicable interim remedy for the East Landfill.  Performing the encapsulation of the 
East Landfill waste above Site groundwater (refer to Figure 2-3) and isolating the waste from 
infiltration under the Agreed Order prior to final Site-wide closure accelerated the degradation of 
TCE-impacted groundwater.  Monitoring data collected verified that source control activities 
were effective and that natural attenuation of residual TCE in groundwater is occurring. 
 

5.3 Supplemental Studies and Practicability Evaluations 

In 2008, an RI/FS was conducted in support of Site-wide cleanup prior to the sale of the Alcoa 
and Evergreen properties to the Port of Vancouver (Anchor 2008).  This report summarized the 
groundwater monitoring data that were collected after construction of the East Landfill 
engineered cap.  As discussed in Section 2.3, these data demonstrate that the engineered cap has 
been an effective source control measure, as maximum concentrations of TCE have decreased in 
the Intermediate and Deep Zones. 
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Although TCE levels persist above the groundwater cleanup level, the reductions in the 
concentrations of TCE and the production of degradation products (e.g., vinyl chloride) 
demonstrate that: 
 
 Natural attenuation/degradation of TCE is occurring. 
 The landfill is no longer impacting groundwater, as the source of TCE has been 

effectively isolated. 
 
As previously stated, based on the post-source control groundwater monitoring and supplemental 
field investigations, the interim remedy provides sufficient source control to protect human 
health and the environment through the various potential exposure pathways.  Limited TZW 
monitoring in 2008 indicated that TCE is below cleanup levels while the TCE degradation 
product, vinyl chloride, was found to be above the surface water criteria in one of sixteen 
samples collected (although the 95% UCL is 0.017 µg/L).  Compliance monitoring at the 
groundwater/surface water interface in the Columbia River or in shoreline groundwater 
monitoring wells adjacent to the East Landfill will be conducted to confirm and demonstrate that 
surface water resources are protected. 
 
In 2008, Alcoa examined additional site alternatives and performed a disproportionate cost 
analysis (DCA) to determine if the additional remedial actions could be practicably implemented 
to reduce the groundwater restoration timeframe beneath the East Landfill.  Specifically, the 
DCA considered the practicability of treating residually contaminated groundwater beneath the 
East Landfill to meet the requirements of WAC 173-340-430.  The MTCA regulation defines the 
procedure by which an interim action may be demonstrated to serve as the final cleanup action 
for a site.  Accordingly, the DCA followed the procedures in WAC 173-340-360(3)(e) – the 
primary test to determine if a remedial alternative uses permanent solution to the maximum 
extent practicable.  The 2008 analysis evaluated in situ zero valent iron technology and 
groundwater pump and treatment as final groundwater treatment alternatives. 
 
The specific alternatives for groundwater restoration considered in the 2008 disproportionate 
cost analysis included: 
 
 Alternative One:  Monitored Natural Attenuation.  This option would consist of long-

term monitoring to document the natural attenuation process, as well as institutional 
controls to prevent the use of Site groundwater. 

 Alternative Two:  Groundwater Pump and Treatment.  This option would consist of 
installing and operating a groundwater recovery system to remove impacted groundwater 
from the Intermediate and Deep Zones, focusing primarily on the Intermediate Zone.  
Horizontal wells would be required to preserve the integrity of the landfill cap.  
Groundwater pumped from these formations would be treated using a combination of 
activated carbon absorption and reverse osmosis prior to discharge to the Columbia 
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River, although a small volume of reject water from the reverse osmosis system would 
require disposal at an off-site facility. 

 Alternative Three:  In-Situ Groundwater Treatment.  This option would also consist of 
installing and operating a system of horizontal wells; however, in this alternative the 
wells would serve as injection points.  Zero valent iron and nutrients would be used to 
break down TCE using reductive dechlorination. 

 
A summary of the DCA evaluation including environmental benefit scores for each alternative is 
provided in Table 5-1.  The DCA concluded that continued monitoring of the groundwater 
natural attenuation processes occurring at the East Landfill AOC would provide a similar 
environmental benefit as other potential remedies to address the groundwater beneath the East 
Landfill (i.e., the DCA environmental benefit scores for the three alternatives were not 
substantially different).  Therefore, the monitored natural attenuation remedy was determined to 
provide the greatest environmental benefit in relation to the cost associated with additional 
remedial action.  In addition, other alternatives with shorter projected restoration timeframes will 
not provide equivalent reductions in on-site risk.  Figure 5-1 provides a graphic summary of the 
analysis.  In accordance with WAC 173-340-370(7), natural attenuation of hazardous substances 
is appropriate at sites where: 
 
 Source control has been conducted to the maximum extent practicable; 
 On-site contaminants do not pose an unacceptable threat to human health or the 

environment during the restoration timeframe; 
 There is evidence that natural biodegradation or chemical degradation is occurring and 

will continue to occur; and 
 Appropriate monitoring is conducted to ensure that the natural attenuation process is 

taking place and that human health and the environment are protected. 
 
Groundwater data collected before and after construction of the East Landfill engineered cap 
indicate that contaminants are naturally degrading.  Observed reductions in the levels of TCE in 
groundwater are consistent with predicted values for natural degradation of TCE to vinyl 
chloride and ultimately to carbon dioxide and water.  Accelerated degradation of TCE to vinyl 
chloride in the intermediate groundwater zone indicates that the cap is isolating the waste from 
surface water infiltration and limiting TCE and vinyl chloride exposure to groundwater. 
 
Preliminary monitoring of TZW and surface water indicates that contaminants are not entering 
the Columbia River at levels that pose an unacceptable risk to human health or the environment.  
Compliance monitoring of groundwater and surface water in the vicinity of the East Landfill will 
ensure that the natural attenuation process continues and that human health and the environment 
are protected. 
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Ecology has determined that the selected final cleanup action for the East Landfill AOC meets 
the conditions of WAC 173-340-370(7) and -430, providing an alternative that is permanent to 
the maximum extent practicable and protective of human health and the environment. 
 
Public participation and outreach is also an important part of the remedy selection process.  
Ecology considered public comments submitted during the 2003 Agreed Order, the Site-wide 
CAP, and CD processes in making its preliminary selection of a cleanup alternative for the Site.  
Ecology will continue to consider public concerns with notice of this SCAP. 
  



Table 5-1 Summary of East Landfill Disproportionate Cost Analysis Supporting WAC 173-340-430 Requirements

Protectiveness (30%)2 Permanence (25%) Long-Term Effectiveness (20%)

Overall protectiveness of human health and the environment, 
including the degree to which existing risks are reduced, time 

required to reduce risk at the facility and attain cleanup standards, 
on-site and off-site risks resulting from implementing the 

alternative, and improvement of the overall environmental quality.

The degree to which the alternative permanently reduces the 
toxicity, mobility or volume of hazardous substances, including the 

adequacy of the alternative in destroying the hazardous 
substances, the reduction or elimination of hazardous substance 
releases and sources of releases, the degree of irreversibility of 
waste treatment process, and the characteristics and quantity of 

treatment residuals generated.

Long-term effectiveness includes the degree of certainty that the alternative will be successful, 
the reliability of the alternative during the period of time hazardous substances are expected to 
remain on-site at concentrations that exceed cleanup levels, the magnitude of residual risk with 
the alternative in place, and the effectiveness of controls required to manage treatment residues 

or remaining wastes.  The following types of cleanup action components may be used as a 
guide, in descending order, when assessing the relative degree of long-term effectiveness:  

reuse or recycling; destruction or detoxification; immobilization or solidification; on-site or off-site 
disposal in an engineered, lined and monitored facility; on-site isolation or containment with 

attendant engineering controls; and institutional controls and monitoring.
Institutional controls are easily implemented to prevent on-site risks 
during restoration.  However, the potential for exposure is slightly 
higher than the other alternatives due to a relatively longer 
restoration timeframe.  Therefore, this alternative is ranked slightly 
lower than the others.  No off-site risk is expected

With respect to groundwater, natural attenuation of TCE is a 
permanent and non-reversible process.  No treatment residuals will 
be generated.

Approximately 30 to 35 years will be required for groundwater contaminants below the East 
Landfill to naturally attenuate to below cleanup levels.  During this time, institutional controls 
would be implemented to protect human health and the environment from exposures associated 
with drinking on-site groundwater. 

8 9 8
With respect to on-site risk reduction, this alternative meets the 
criteria to a slightly higher degree than Alternative 1 as the 
restoration timeframe is expected to be shorter.  However, 
implementation of the alternative will generate residual wastes 
annually and therefore ranks slightly below Alternative 3 on an 
overall environmental quality basis.  Off-site risk associated with 
treatment residuals can be sufficiently managed with best 
management practices.

This alternative provides an active solution to reduce contaminant 
mass within a shorter timeframe than Alternative 1; however, 
during construction and annually thereafter, treatment residuals 
would be generated and require off-site disposal.  Therefore, the 
benefit scores of Alternatives 1 and 2 are relatively equal.

While this alternative employs treatment in efforts to reduce restoration timeframe, the degree of 
certainty to which this technology is expected to achieve this goal is questionable due to the 
geologic and hydrologic conditions at the Site.  Therefore, the benefit scores of Alternatives 1 and 
2 are relatively equal.

8 9 8
With respect to on-site risk, this alternative removes the most 
contaminant mass from the Site within a shorter timeframe.  Off-
site risk associated with treatment residuals can be sufficiently 
managed with best management practices. 

With respect to on-site risk, this alternative provides the greatest 
on-site contaminant mass reduction within the shortest timeframe 
in comparison to the other alternatives.  However, during 
construction, treatment residuals would be generated and require 
off-site disposal.  Therefore, the benefit scores of Alternatives 1 
and 3 are relatively equal.

This alternative includes more of the higher ranking cleanup action components as listed in the 
column heading above in comparison to the other alternatives.  Therefore, this alternative ranks 
most preferred for this category.

9 9 9

Notes:
1. Consideration of public concerns is not addressed in this table since the public has not yet had an opportunity to provide comments.
2. Each of the DCA criteria listed were weighted such that the overall DCA score would be influenced by criteria directly relating to protectiveness and effectiveness.  A score of 10 represents an alternative that satisfies the criteria to the highest degree.
3. Although allowed, costs were not considered in the environmental benefit scoring.

Alternative 3 - 
In Situ Treatment

Remedial 
Alternative1

Alternative 1 - 
Monitored Natural 

Attenuation

Alternative 2 - 
Pump and Ex Situ 

Treatment
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Table 5-1 Summary of East Landfill Disproportionate Cost Analysis Supporting WAC 173-340-430 Requirements

Alternative 3 - 
In Situ Treatment

Remedial 
Alternative1

Alternative 1 - 
Monitored Natural 

Attenuation

Alternative 2 - 
Pump and Ex Situ 

Treatment

Short-Term Risk Management (10%) Technical and Administrative Implementability (15%)

The risk to human health and the environment associated with the alternative during 
construction and implementation, and the effectiveness of measures that will be taken to 

manage such risks.

Ability to be implemented including consideration of whether the alternative is technically possible, availability of 
necessary off-site facilities, services and materials, administrative and regulatory requirements, scheduling, size, 

complexity, monitoring requirements, access for construction operations and monitoring, and integration with existing 
facility operations and other current or potential remedial actions.

This alternative results in the least disturbance of contaminants and accordingly poses the 
least short-term risk; therefore, the alternative meets the criteria to the highest degree.

This alternative is the most technically and administratively implementable alternative and consists of remedial action 
components that are regularly implemented at cleanup sites.

8.8 $1M

10 10
During well installation and development, impacted soil and water will be generated 
requiring off-site disposal.  The annual volumes would be relatively small and can be 
reasonably managed using best management practices.

This alternative relies on a relatively well proven groundwater technology; however, success is variable from site to 
site.  At this Site, challenges are present with respect to the discharge of treated groundwater.  This FS assumes that 
permitting an outfall to the Columbia River for clean water would be successful and that technologies would be able to 
achieve the required surface water criteria.  Some portion of the water would also require discharge to the City of 
Vancouver Publicly Owned Treatment Works.  An alternate scenario may be to pump all water to the Publicly Owned 
Treatment Works, but this is highly dependent on the capacity of the system.  In additional to these administrative 
challenges, the system may require regular pump rate adjustments to ensure the wells effectively extract water from 
the contaminated zone and not continually from the adjacent surface water.  Because physical barriers are not 
technically feasible at the Site, the effect of surface water infiltration would not be fully understood until operation 
commenced.  This may also require periods when pumps are halted so that steady state monitoring is permitted.  
These cycles could also extend the restoration timeframes used in this analysis.

8.0 $24M

8 6
During treatment injection, impacted soil will be generated requiring off-site disposal.  The 
annual volumes would be relatively small and can be reasonably managed using best 
management practices.  Because treatment residuals will be generated at a lower 
frequency than Alternative 2, this alternative ranks slightly higher.

This alternative relies upon groundwater technologies that are applicable to Site contaminants and have shown 
effective results at nearby sites, but have not yet been demonstrated on this Site.  A pilot study would be required to 
verify the full-scale viability of this alternative.  Success of the technology would be limited by the geologic conditions 
beneath the East Landfill.  In addition, because the Site is tidally influenced, the potential for infiltration of elevated 
dissolved oxygen bearing surface water to interfere with the anaerobic process exists.   Because this technology can 
be implemented through a greater density of injection points (increasing accuracy of coverage) rather than horizontal 
wells, it is more implementable and ranks slightly higher than Alternative 2.

8.9 $22M

9 8

Notes:
1. Consideration of public concerns is not addressed in this table since the public has not yet had an opportunity to provide comments.
2. Each of the DCA criteria listed were weighted such that the overall DCA score would be influenced by criteria directly relating to protectiveness and effectiveness.  A score of 10 represents an alternative that satisfies the criteria to the highest degree.
3. Although allowed, costs were not considered in the environmental benefit scoring.

Environmental 
Benefit Score3 Probable Cost
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6 SCHEDULE 

An outline of the schedule for implementing the remedial action activities for the East Landfill 
AOC is shown below in Table 6-1. 
 

Table 6-1 
Schedule for Implementation of Cleanup Actions 

 

Action Timeframe 

Source Control Remedial Action Completed 2004 

Upland Groundwater Monitoring and East Landfill Engineered 
Cap Maintenance 

Ongoing per Plans 

Restrictive Covenants Completed March 2009 

TZW Investigation Summary Report East Landfill AOC  
(Data collected 12/2008 – 1/2009) 

Completed February 2010 

Draft East Landfill AOC SCAP and Amended CD out for Public 
Comment 

 October  2010 

Extension of Public Notice Period  November  - December 2010 

Response to Public Comments June 2011 

Final East Landfill AOC SCAP and Amended CD June 2011 

Develop TZW CMP Summer 2011 

First TZW Sampling Event Fall 2011 

Five-year Review (per 2009 CD and CAP) January 2014 
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Appendix A ‐ Table 1
Monitoring Well Cluster 35
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November 2003 DRY DRY DRY DRY DRY 20 0.5 U 14 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.7 0.72 17 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U
February 2004 16 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 13 0.5 U 11 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.795 0.72 17 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U
May 2004 41 0.5 U 0.51 0.5 U 0.5 U 16 0.5 U 13 0.5 U 0.5 U 1.1 0.7 18 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U
September 2004 DRY DRY DRY DRY DRY 13 0 5 U 10 0 5 U 0 5 U 0.88 0.68 18 0 5 U 0 5 UJ 0 5 U 0 5 U 0 5 U 0 5 U 0 5 UJSeptember 2004 DRY DRY DRY DRY DRY 13 0.5 U 10 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.88 0.68 18 0.5 U 0.5 UJ 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 UJ
December 2004 DRY DRY DRY DRY DRY 13 0.5 U 10 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.7 16 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U
March 2005 DRY DRY DRY DRY DRY 15 0.5 U 11 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.59 17 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U
May 2005 14 0.5 U 2.5 0.5 U 0.5 U 13.5 0.5 U 10.5 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.64 18 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 Uy
August 2005 DRY DRY DRY DRY DRY 14 0.5 U 11 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.57 15 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U
November 2005 DRY DRY DRY DRY DRY 14 0.5 U 10 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.51 13 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U
March 2006 12 0.5 U 4.5 0.5 U 0.5 U 10 0.5 U 9.1 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.52 13 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U
M 2006 11 0 5 U 5 9 0 5 U 0 5 U 9 3 0 5 U 7 6 0 5 U 0 5 U 0 5 U 0 5 U 13 0 5 U 0 5 U 0 5 U 0 5 U 0 5 U 0 5 U 0 5 UMay 2006 11 0.5 U 5.9 0.5 U 0.5 U 9.3 0.5 U 7.6 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 13 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U
August 2006 DRY DRY DRY DRY DRY 12 0.5 U 9 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 11 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U
November 2006 11 0.5 U 0.62 0.5 U 0.5 U 12 0.5 U 9.3 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 14 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U
February 2007 11 0 5 U 28 0 5 U 0 5 U 12 0 5 U 9 3 0 5 U 0 5 U 0 5 U 0 51 13 0 5 U 0 5 U 0 5 U 0 5 U 0 5 U 0 5 U 0 5 UFebruary 2007 11 0.5 U 28 0.5 U 0.5 U 12 0.5 U 9.3 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.51 13 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U
May 2007 10 0.5 U 20 0.5 U 0.5 U 8.8 0.5 U 7 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 10 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U
September 2007 DRY DRY DRY DRY DRY 9.9 0.25 J 8.3 0.43 J 0.13 J 0.5 U 0.45 J 11 0.19 J 0.09 J 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.04 U
December 2007 DRY DRY DRY DRY DRY 8.9 0.15 J 7.2 0.25 J 0.07 J 0.5 U 0.49 J 14 0.2 J 0.12 J 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U
March 2008 6 0.5 U 12 0.5 U 0.5 U 7.25 0.16 J 6.5 0.26 J 0.08 J 0.5 U 0.43 J 11 0.19 J 0.1 J 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U
May 2008 DRY DRY DRY DRY DRY 10 0.23 J 7.9 0.41 J 0.11 J 0.5 U 0.48 J 13 0.22 J 0.11 J 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U
August 2008 DRY DRY DRY DRY DRY 36 0.5 U 1.2 0.12 J 0.5 U 8.6 0.23 J 6.5 0.37 J 0.08 J 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U

bNovember 2008 DRY DRY DRY DRY DRY 9.4 0.18 J 6.8 0.22 J 0.5 U 0.08 J 0.41 J 11 0.19 J 0.1 J 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U
February 2009 DRY DRY DRY DRY DRY 8 0.19 J 5.8 0.27 J 0.09 J 0.5 U 0.32 J 10 0.15 J 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U
May 2009 DRY DRY DRY DRY DRY 6.9 1.0 U 5.4 1.0 U 0.2 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 14 1.0 U 0.2 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 0.2 U
August 2009 DRY DRY DRY DRY DRY 6 6 1 0 U 6 1 0 U 0 2 U 1 0 U 1 0 U 13 1 0 U 0 2 U 1 0 U 1 0 U 1 0 U 1 0 U 0 2 UAugust 2009 DRY DRY DRY DRY DRY 6.6 1.0 U 6 1.0 U 0.2 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 13 1.0 U 0.2 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 0.2 U
November 2009 DRY DRY DRY DRY DRY NS  NS  NS  NS  NS  1.0 U 1.0 U 12 1.0 U 0.2 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 0.2 U
February 2010 DRY DRY DRY DRY DRY 7.2 1.0 U 7.1 2.4 0.2 U 1.0 U 2.9 10.3 2.3 0.2 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 0.2 U
June 2010 DRY DRY DRY DRY DRY 6.3 1.0 U 5.8 1.0 U 0.2 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 9.4 1.0 U 0.2 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 0.2 U
September 2010 DRY DRY DRY DRY DRY 6.8 1.0 U 6.6 1.0 U 0.2 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 9.5 1.0 U 0.2 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 0.2 U
November 2010 DRY DRY DRY DRY DRY 5.6 1.0 U 5.4 1.0 U 0.2 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 9.1 1.0 U 0.2 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 0.2 U

NNotes:
Gray highlight ‐ Result shown is the average of the primary and field duplicate sample.
Bold values ‐ detected
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Appendix A ‐ Table 2
Monitoring Well Cluster 41

November 2003 DRY DRY DRY DRY DRY 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5  U
February 2004 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5  U
May 2004 DRY DRY DRY DRY DRY 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5  U
September 2004 DRY DRY DRY DRY DRY 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5  U
December 2004 DRY DRY DRY DRY DRY 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5  U
March 2005 DRY DRY DRY DRY DRY 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5  U
May 2005 DRY DRY DRY DRY DRY 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5  U
August 2005 DRY DRY DRY DRY DRY 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5  U
November 2005 DRY DRY DRY DRY DRY 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5  U
March 2006 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5  U
May 2006 DRY DRY DRY DRY DRY 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5  U
August 2006 DRY DRY DRY DRY DRY 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5  U
November 2006 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5  U
February 2007 DRY DRY DRY DRY DRY 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5  U
May 2007 DRY DRY DRY DRY DRY 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5  U
September 2007 DRY DRY DRY DRY DRY DRY DRY DRY DRY DRY 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.042 U
December 2007 DRY DRY DRY DRY DRY 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U
March 2008 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U
May 2008 DRY DRY DRY DRY DRY 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U
August 2008 DRY DRY DRY DRY DRY 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U
November 2008 DRY DRY DRY DRY DRY 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U
February 2009 DRY DRY DRY DRY DRY 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U
May 2009 DRY DRY DRY DRY DRY 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 0.2 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 0.2 U
August 2009 DRY DRY DRY DRY DRY 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 0.2 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 0.2 U
November 2009 DRY DRY DRY DRY DRY DRY DRY DRY DRY DRY 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 0.2 U
February 2010 DRY DRY DRY DRY DRY 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 0.2 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 0.2 U
June 2010 DRY DRY DRY DRY DRY 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 0.2 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 0.2 U
September 2010 DRY DRY DRY DRY DRY 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 0.2 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 0.2 U
November 2010 DRY DRY DRY DRY DRY 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 0.2 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 0.2 U

Notes:
Gray highlight ‐ Result shown is the average of the primary and field duplicate sample.
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Appendix A ‐ Table 3
Monitoring Well Cluster 46

November 2003 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 2.2 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5  U
February 2004 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 2.9 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 0.5  U 0.5  U
May 2004 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 1.3 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5  U
September 2004 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.74 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5  U
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December 2004 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 2.1 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5  U
March 2005 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 2.7 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5  U
May 2005 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.93 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5  U
August 2005 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 1.5 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5  U
November 2005 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 2.1 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5  U
March 2006 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 2.4 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5  U
May 2006 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 1.8 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5  U
August 2006 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 1 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5  U
November 2006 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 1.5 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5  U
February 2007 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 3.1 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.63 0.5  U 0.5  U
May 2007 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 2.4 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5  U 0.5  U 0.5  U
September 2007 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.04 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.97 0.5 U 0.04 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.87 0.5 U 0.17 J
December 2007 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.05 J 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.96 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.31 J 0.5 U 0.18 J
M h 2008 0 5 U 0 5 U 0 5 U 0 5 U 0 5 U 0 5 U 0 5 U 2 5 0 5 U 0 5 U 0 5 U 0 5 U 0 93 0 5 U 0 16 JMarch 2008 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 2.5 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.93 0.5 U 0.16 J
May 2008 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 2.1 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.28 J 0.5 U 0.34 J
August 2008 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.09 J 0.5 U 0.5 U 1.3 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.45 J 0.5 U 0.5 U
November 2008 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.18 J 0.5 U 2.9 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 J 0.5 U 0.17 J
February 2009 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.16 J 0.5 U 0.5 U 2 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.3 J 0.5 U 0.14 J
May 2009 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 0.2 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.4 1.0 U 0.2 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 0.2 U
August 2009 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 0.2 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 0.2 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 0.2 U
November 2009 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 0.2 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.1 1.0 U 0.2 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 0.2
February 2010 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 0.2 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 3.7 1.0 U 0.2 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 0.2 U
June 2010 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 0.2 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.5 1.0 U 0.2 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 0.2 U
September 2010 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 0.2 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.6 1.0 U 0.2 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 0.2 U
November 2010 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 0.2 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.4 1.0 U 0.2 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 0.2 U

Notes:
Gray highlight ‐ Result shown is the average of the primary and field duplicate sample.Gray highlight ‐ Result shown is the average of the primary and field duplicate sample.
Bold values ‐ detected
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Appendix A ‐ Table 4
Monitoring Well Cluster 94‐1

November 2003 1200 27 4600 12 660 24 15 1100 5.1 150 1.2 0.5 U 4.0 0.5  U 0.5 U
February 2004 730 19 4700 13  U 440 35 14 1200 3.5 120 1.0 0.5 U 3.3 0.5  U 0.5 U
May 2004 765 20 5650 13  U 510 40 22 1600 5 U 170 1.2 0.5 U 3.0 0.5  U 0.5 U

September 2004 590 12 4800 23 270 NS1 NS1 NS1 NS1 NS1 1 0 0 5 U 2 1 0 5 U 0 5 U
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September 2004 590 12 4800 23 270 NS NS NS NS NS 1.0 0.5 U 2.1 0.5  U 0.5 U
December 2004 490 10  U 4400 10  U 130 8.7 4.4 540 2.6 21 0.9 0.5 U 2.5 0.5  U 0.5 U
March 2005 660 10 5000 14 330 8 11 1000 3.75 110 0.9 0.5 U 1.9 0.5  U 0.5 U
May 2005 1100 30 5100 14 660 12 21 1700 6.6 220 0.9 0.5 U 3.3 0.5  U 0.5 U
August 2005 720 13.5 6150 14 450 1 2.6 530 8.9 14 1.0 0.5 U 2.5 0.5  U 0.5 U
November 2005 640 10 U 5200 14 250 1.3 2.2 310 1.9 16 0.7 0.5 U 1.8 0.5  U 0.5 U
March 2006 510 D 5 U 4600 D 8.2 D 52 D 0.53 3 500 D 2.7 21 1.1 0.5 U 2.6 0.5  U 0.5 U
May 2006 580 D 10 U 4800 D 11 D 150 D 1.1 1.7 325 D 2.35 6.5 0.8 0.5 U 2.8 0.5  U 0.5 U
August 2006 525 D 10 U 4100 D 11.5 D 14.5 D 5.1 0.71 22 1.1 0.5 U 0.7 0.5 U 2.1 0.5  U 0.5 U
November 2006 600 D 10 U 4900 D 10 D 130 D 0.72 1.8 280 D 1.9 11 0.8 0.5 U 2.3 0.5  U 0.5 U
February 2007 630 D 10 U 4800 D 15 D 130 D 2.3 D 3.3 D 680 D 3.0 D 22 D 0.7 0.5 U 2.1 0.5  U 0.5 U
May 2007 420 D 10 U 3700 D 10 U 25 D 1.0 U 2.0 D 440 D 2.5 D 5.7 D 0.6 0.5 U 1.8 0.5  U 0.5 U
September 2007 620 13 4700 11 280 7.2 4.4 580 2.6 39 0.5 0.5 U 1.4 0.5 U 0.042 U
December 2007 750 13 5500 10 280 11 37 4000 8.0 J 460 0.7 0.5 U 1.7 0.5 U 0.07 J
March 2008 410 3.8 3300 8 37 8.7 6.0 760 3.3 49 0.4 J 0.5 U 1.0 0.5 U 0.5 U
May 2008 960 24 5300 17 510 2.9 17 2100 6.0 170 0.8 0.5 U 2.1 0.09 J 0.1 J
August 2008 610 10 J 4700 9.3 J 94 7.1 6.7 1000 6.5 74.5 0.6 0.5 U 1.8 0.06 J 0.5 U
November 2008 690 9.8 J 4500 8.4 J 210 5.9 11 1300 4.1 100 0.7 0.5 U 2.0 0.06 J 0.5 U
February 2009 590 8.8 3900 7.7 190 2.65 1.75 415 1.6 6.25 0.6 0.5 U 1.9 0.5 U 0.5 U
May 2009 435 8.4 3700 7.7 90 5.0 1.1 534 1.7 0.2 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 3.4 1.0 U 0.2 U
August 2009 377 1.0 U 3390 5.9 7.5 7.2 6.5 1180 3.3 62 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 0.2 U
November 2009 486 5.6 3920 7 63 2.3 6.3 955 3.2 55 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.6 1.0 U 0.2 U
February 2010 474 5.9 3770 7.1 21 1.1 3.9 765 4.1 9.2 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.9 1.0 U 0.2 U
June 2010 438 4.9 3350 6.1 1.7 1.2 6.9 1530 3.5 80.1 1.0 U 1.0 U 2.5 1.0 U 0.2 U
September 2010 512 8.0 3550 6.7 9.2 2.0 U 3.2 753 3.3 13.7 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 0.2 U
November 2010 336 6.1 2520 5.7 5.1 1.6 6.0 649 3.4 60.3 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 0.2 U

Notes:Notes:
Gray highlight ‐ Result shown is the average of the primary and field duplicate sample.
Bold values ‐ detected
1 Well could not be sampled due to access issues related to landfill construction activity.
NS = no sample
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Appendix A ‐ Table 5
Monitoring Well Cluster 94‐2

November 2003 17 4.7 1300 7.8 9.2 2.5 U 10 1400 6.6 30 0.5 U 0.5 U 2.1 0.5  U 0.5  U
February 2004 19 4.0 1200 7.7 9.7 5 U 10 1300 6.5 32 0.5 U 0.5 U 1.4 0.5  U 0.5  U
May 2004 12 4.4 1500 11 10 2.5 U 11 1700 8.7 34 0.5 U 0.5 U 1.6 0.5  U 0.5  U
September 2004 5 4 3 4 1200 13 6 2 5 U 9 1400 8 5 26 0 5 U 0 5 U 1 7 0 5 U 0 5 U
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September 2004 5.4 3.4 1200 13 6 2.5 U 9 1400 8.5 26 0.5 U 0.5 U 1.7 0.5  U 0.5  U
December 2004 5.3 3.2 1300 7.3 4.7 5 U 12 1600 6.5 30 0.5 U 0.5 U 1.1 0.5  U 0.5  U
March 2005 9.7 3.2 1200 9 4.9 2.5 U 11 1700 7.6 31 0.5 U 0.5 U 1.2 0.5  U 0.5  U
May 2005 4.5 3.8 1300 11 4.5 2.5 U 10 1700 8.9 34 0.5 U 0.5 U 2.4 0.5  U 0.5  U
August 2005 7.2 2.5 U 950 8.8 2.5 U 2.5 U 11 J 2000 13 36 0.5 U 0.5 U 1.2 0.5  U 0.5  U
November 2005 8.7 3.1 1300 7.8 3.2 2.5 U 12 J 1900 8.5 36 0.5 U 0.5 U 1.2 0.5  U 0.5  U
March 2006 24 D 3.6 D 1300 D 15 D 4.0 D 2.5 U 12 D 2000 D 9.4 D 52 D 0.5 U 0.5 U 1.3 0.5  U 0.5  U
May 2006 12 D 2.9 D 1100 D 9.7 D 2.6 D 5 U 16 D 2100 D 10 D 49 D 0.5 U 0.5 U 1.5 0.5  U 0.5  U
August 2006 4.8 D 2.5 U 700 D 10 D 2.5 U 5 U 12 D 1800 D 9.7 D 35 D 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.81 0.5  U 0.5  U
November 2006 8 D 3.0 D 1200 D 9 D 2.5 D 5 U 13 D 2100 D 10 D 36 D 0.5 U 0.5 U 1.6 0.5  U 0.5  U
February 2007 9.6 D 3.1 D 1400 D 10 D 2.5 U 5 U 15 D 3200 D 12 D 51 D 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.99 0.5  U 0.5  U
May 2007 8.2 D 2.5 U 1100 D 8.2 D 2.5 U 5 U 14 D 2400 D 9.6 D 45 D 0.5 U 0.5 U 1.2 0.5  U 0.5  U
September 2007 4.9 0.92 J 610 6.9 1.8 5 U 15 2000 9.6 38 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.62 0.5 U 0.0 U
December 2007 5.6 2.8 1300 8.9 3.3 5 U 17 2900 12 55 0.16 J 0.5 U 1.6 0.5 U 0.1 J
March 2008 17 2.6 J 1100 6.8 2.4 J 5 U 15 2200 10 48 0.5 U 0.5 U 0.87 0.5 U 0.5 U
May 2008 7.2 2.9 1300 15 2.5 J 5 U 18 3000 14 62 0.17 J 0.5 U 1.1 0.5 U 0.08 J
August 2008 7.1 2.2 J 850 8.6 1.8 J 10 U 16 2800 13 58 0.13 J 0.5 U 0.99 0.5 U 0.5 U
November 2008 5.3 1.6 840 6.2 1.5 5 U 17 2800 12 54 0.12 J 0.5 U 0.83 0.5 U 0.5 U
February 2009 6.6 1.5 850 6.3 1.4 0.8 J 14 2600 11 46 0.12 J 0.5 U 1.2 0.5 U 0.5 U
May 2009 3.3 2.2 887 9.3 1.5 1.0 U 20 2780 15 46 1.0 U 1.0 U 2.1 1.0 U 0.2 U
August 2009 3.4 1.0 U 1220 7.9 0.2 U 1.0 U 19 3140 15 88 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 0.2 U
November 2009 8.3 1.9 997 8 2.4 1.0 U 17 3420 15 72 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.3 1.0 U 0.2 U
February 2010 10.9 4.4 1400 9.2 1.9 1.0 U 15 3820 13.1 77.5 1.0 U 1.0 U 2.6 1.0 U 0.2 U
June 2010 5.3 2.3 1460 7.6 2.4 1.0 U 15.7 3305 13.9 85.4 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.7 1.0 U 0.2 U
September 2010 6.1 2.3 1360 10.4 1.7 1.0 U 18.1 3625 19.6 60 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 0.2 U
November 2010 3.5 2.1 993 9.3 2.2 1.0 U 19.9 3245 17.8 87.9 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 U 0.2 U

Notes:Notes:
Gray highlight ‐ Result shown is the average of the primary and field duplicate sample.
Bold values ‐ detected

Alcoa/Evergreen Vancouver Site 
East Landfill Area of Concern

  Final Supplemental Cleanup Action Plan
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Return Address

Department of Ecology
P.O. Box 47600
Olympia WA 9E504-7600
Attention:

Documeat Title{s) (or transactions contained therein):

l. RestrictiveEnvironment¿lCovenant

Rcferclce Number(s) of Ilocunenis assigned or releascd:
(on page 

- 
of documents(s))

Gr¡ntor(s) (Last name first, th€n first name and initials):

t. Evergreen Aluminum LLC

Gmnte€(s) (Last name frst, then first nam€ and initials):

t. Stat€ of Washington, Departnent ofEcology

Irg¡l description (abbreviat€d: i.e. lot, bloch plat or sectioq township' range)

Sec. 18, Township 02 No¡tb, Range 0l E¡sq
Sec. 19, Township 02 Nortb R¡¡ge 0l E¿st

Sec. 13, Townshþ 02 North, Range 0l West

[l Full legal is on pages 7-12 of document

a

Assesgo/s Property Tar Pa¡ccUÂccount NlmbcÌ

152799-000, t 5290?-w0, 152t01-000, 152t05-000, 152t03400
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Restrictive Env¡ronmental Covenant

Evergreen Aluminum LLC ("Granúot') hereby binds Grantor, its successors and assigns to

the land use reshictions identified herein and grants such other rights as are described in this

environmental cov€nant ('Covenant") made this day of 
D.¿rC ,"rt . , ãf 2008 in favor of the State

of Washington Depætnent of Ecolory ("Ecologf). Ecologr shall have frrll right ofenforcement of
the r¡ghts conveye.d under üris Covenant pursuant to the Model Toxics Conhol Act, RCW

70.105D.030(lXg), and the Unifo¡m Envi¡onmental Covenants Act, 2007 Wash. Laws ch. 104, s€Æ.

t2.

This Decla¡a¡ion of Covenant is made pursuant to RCW 70.105D.030(lXÐ and (g) and WAC

I 73-340-440 by Grantor on behalf of itself ar¡d its succÆssors and assigns, and Ecolory on behalf of
itselfand its successors and assigns.

G¡antor is the fee owner of certain real property (the'?roperty") located in the County of

Clar( State of Washington. The Property is legally described in ErhibÍt A and made a part hereof

by reference. A remedial action ("Remedial Action") occuned at the Property and is described in

Enforcement Order No. 4931, August 7, 2007. This document is on file at Ecology's Headquarters

Office in Lacey, Washington.

This Covenant is rcquired because lhe Remedial Action used Industrial Cleanup Standards

and resulted in residual conce¡tations of polychlorinated biphenyls (?Ctss") which exceed the

Model Toxics Conaol Act Method A Cleanup Lævel(s) for soil established under WAC 173-340-740

on a portion of the Property described in this Covenant as thè Ingot Plant Capped Area.

The Ingot Plant Capped A¡ea is cove¡ed by an Ingot Plant C¿p (úe "Cap') and is leplly

described in Exhibit B made a part hereofby reference. The Ingot Plant Capped Area is depicæd for

reference purposes only in Erùibit C.

Granto¡ makes the following declamtion as to limitations, restictions, and uses to which the

Property and the Ingot Plant Capped Area may be put and specifies that such decla¡ations shall

constitute covenants ûo run with the land, as provided by law and shall be binding on all parties and

all persons claiming under thent" including all cunent and futu¡e owners of any portion of or interest

in the Property and the Ingot Plant Capped Area C'Owner").

PACE 2
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Section I .

l. The Property described in Exhibit A shatl be used only for traditional industrial uses,

as described in RCW 70.105D.020(14) and deñned in and allowed under Clark County's zoning

regulations codífied in the Clark County Washingúon Unifr$ Developmenl C,ode as ofthe date ofthis

Covenant.

2. The Ingot Plant Capped Area contains soil contaminated with PCBs located under tfte

Cap as describe.d in Exhibit B. The G¡antor shall not.alter, modiÛ, or remove the existing Cap in any

manner that may result in the release or exposure to the environrnent ofthat côntâminated soil or

create a new exposure pathway without prior written approval ftom Ecolory.

Any activþ on the Ingot Plant Capped Area that may ( I ) rcsult in the r€lease or exPosure to

the environment ofthe contaminated soíl that was conteined as part ofttp Reme.dial Action or (2)

create a new exposure pathway is prohibiþd. Some examples ofactivities that are prohibited on the

Ingot Plant Capped Are¿ include: drilling digging placement of ury objects or use ofany equipment

which deforms or stresses the surface beyond its load bearing capabilþ, piercing the surface with a

rod, spike or similar item, bulldozing or e¿rthwork.

Section 2. Any activity on the Ingot Plant C€pped Area that may inærfere with the inægrity of

the Remedial Action and continued protection ofhuman healtå and tl¡e environment is prohibited.

Section 3. Any activity on the Ingot Plant Capped Area thal may (l) result in the release or

exposure to the environment of a hazÀrdous substance fiat remains on the Ingot Plant Capped Area as

part ofthe Remedial Action or (2) create a new exposure pathway is prohibited without pr¡or written

approval from Ecolory.

Section 4. The O\rner must give thirty (30) days adva¡c€ rvritten notice to Ecology ofthe

Owner's intent to convey any interest in the Property. No conveyance oftitle, eas€ment, lease, or

other interest in the Property shall be coGummar€d by the Owner without adequate and complete

provision for continued monitoring, operation, and maintenance of the Remedial Action.

PACË 3
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Section 5. The Owner must lesFict leases to uses and activities consistent r,vith the Cov€nant

and noti$ all lessees ofthe restictions on the use offte Property.

Section 6. The O.r ner must notif and obøin approval from Ecology prior to any use ofthe

Property that is inconsistent with the terms of this Covenant. Ecology may approve any inconsistent

use only afrer public notice and comment.

Section 7. The Owner shall allow authorized representatives of E€olory the right to enter the

Prop€rty at ¡easonable times for the purpose ofevaluating the Remedial Action; to take samples, to

inspect remedial actions conducted at the Prop€rty, to detemine compliance with dris Covenant, and

to inspect records that ar€ relat€d to the Remedial Action.

Section 8. The Owner resefves the right under WAC 173-340-440 to reco¡d an instument that

provides that tlis Covenant shall no longer limit use of the Property or be of any ñlrther foroe or

effect. However, such an instument may be recorded only if Ecolory, afrer public notice and

opportunity for comment, c.oncurs.

EVERGREEN ALUMINUM LLC
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STATEOF WASHINGTON
DEPARTMENT OF ECOLOGY

Oaæ¿: iA'J3'0{
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STATEOF MONTANA

COUNTY OF

2008, before me, the undersigned a Notary Public in and
for the Stâte of Montar4 duly commissiòned and swom, personally appeared Charles D. Re¿li to me
known to be the person who signed as Vice President and General Manager ofEvergreen Aluminum
LLC, the limìted liability company that execut€d the \ ithin and foregoing instrument, and
acknowledged said instrument to be the free and volu¡øry act end de€d of said limited liability
company for thc uses and purposes the¡ein mentioned, and on oath stated that he was duly elected,
qualified and acting as said officer ofthe limited liabilþ company and that he was authorized to
execute said instrument.

)
)ss
)

o",ti.grsLìt
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(Print or stamp name of Notary)

NOTARY PUBLIC in and for the Staþ
of Monø¡4 residiîgat C-¿ll /t ^rl -

My appointnent expires: ¡fl /e 3flll/4

IN WITNESS WHEREOF I have hereunto set my hand ¿nd ofñcial seal the day and year fißt above



Exhibit À
Legal Description of the ProPertY

PAÊCEL I:

Ths6Ê porüonÊ of th€ ,þhn H. trhlh€t{s Donadoa lfld Cl€h ard Fatrid( Mà¡tets DÒnallon

[End db[n sluaEd h s€(üons 16 dñ.t lE, TotËdrþ 2 Nsrlll, AdlgË ] ÊaÊl of ths Wülsnelte
Mðrldan , h qaft Oouflry, W€dingÈofi. fte p(Ílü d b€glrTlig b6[rg fto S€úüfl ooÛ¡s(

commtn ro €€csonç 17;ls. 1¡. Êlîd 20 h is To{m:tir â tlmh, Eangâ i Eü¡ of tlË
WtlattrnE Llsrt¡sn, that ls morï¡ll€r{€d úü B 1-tæ' ho. pþe 6¡s P¡oinctlng 5.6 bsl álov€
ûround: Éåld Eocfon corn6r b€ðlø Sol.ltl O¿EürâÉ Wg€r 270¿Ê ls€t ffürl ã oorffii tard
ðhim come" comnran io lh€ Pâùck lkrk€yt E d tt Van Ahå Oüaìâlür tårÍt C¡Efll¡ lhål b
Êro. ¡m€ded *iÈ a l-trã irm pþ dre pr$cfftg 10.6l€€t a¡ot¡E 0Íound;st¡d poÍ¡olË morË

pá¡ddÉrry d€66rlbsd as a grigls pårL'el ås lollûrvs:

lThe tdblrlno co(,t|¡e¡ arÊ on s ût¡d üeârhg lva¡ñhqloo Sbþ Cordnato Sy6l€m, l'¡olh
Àrne¡can fnium lgt. A rcålÊ ind alsvåüm fadord l.@0'ß hás beðn aFlþd lo thê
mú€årod fiËb dldffa€s.)

gÊG$NF{G al sail Sootion CorÈr: üdlcG ironn 85€95r wær 2$1&10 t6Êr to a s8" lron

rø *tr a Cælc c+ ås thÊ Ttt¡t Poi{ ol B€gËrlng' eald Tft! Point o! tsgfÛlhB Þdno Sdrth
4l 

"4'5¡1" 
i¡y€€l {gl:18 låË( tûfl th€ Bdlnqdþ Fq{rr Á¡fr lrdlrEdon S!¡òêtaüon 3tre nìost

a{orù€ív Eom€r ûtd Hfiú{cksotl Donrfoñ l¡tt GIE¡fl conËf üìoncg Sol¡ü ?¡t?0'96- woâl
436Æ liæ{ doÍg üe lrrd dde ql I ¡rovql ftt tÉrË lo å str'lrql rod lrlth fi !Þ$c c¿pì

lhÉflco Soulh 6É-"7t¿' ErÉt 109.72 fee4 €lo 0 å lxovsn wirs ftrEs to a S8" im nd wllh a
ôkrdc cæ: tlstú Sor¡ü 19É6'2r ËÊsr É&¡tf Îe* alone å wtúðn rt/ils tÈrÉÊ ro 8lêâd€d b¡as€

ic¡e* sai ¡n co¡tcrAe: ütôñoÉ !,164ü1 65ælË" Wqlt 2e,68 t€|€t þ tr læilâd õ.rÊÊ Êcl€t¡, E€l Ù¡

cmcrete: thgllce Sûrl¡ 24"2ïf ured 2!ß's0 fsdþ e 5¡A mn rod !¡llh phtl6 cåp; theme
Sôuùr 65€5.42i E st 4¡(t.€0f€itþcgt'tor¡ rodÏEù aCastc cåp; ¡hücs Sol.ltì 24?2!l'
w€Él ¿l{¡,01 têsl lo 15ffron rud ¡Ylh s É8Êl¡c a€F; tltg|cs s ür 65?921' Ëßl22.491€ol to
a str' iúó rod lrlh a dâslb câoì Ërsnoê Sd¡ñ 24ZW Wê9. 

"14:ll 
l€er to a li'8" Eleel Pkr

rif¡ b6rd ossr þpi üEnos Sotrtl æ'l{i6i Eflr se.oe råsf b clåd Fll ullh bêr¡€l oeat 1o9;

nence so,in eEÈg+gn Éád ¡l8gål lbsl þ a 51tr too rcd tÚt plædc capi lt€nc. soüth
æ?azf Wést æa,58 L€l to å 5/g iql rtd sfth a pþ¡dc câp: tlãlcÊ !'¡oru| 65'183:l- W€sl
áriO net ro s gt'tron Þd '¡ür É# oaei fiq|s rhdh 24äg Est,l7.?? f€êr to ä 5i8'
¡rql rod ritù phÊtlô cap: herEË Áhr$ 65€¡4r w€d ¡l$ .3e k þ I 5,/l!f iþn md wüh dgstlc
cao: ttlsftÉ Ëd.fi 24 ¿¿+W W¡a S8¿.æ l€êl l0 â 5Ë' Lon rd wlh dåglÈ Espi th æ Norlñ

óõ-1þfÞ vvsd 337.10 tËl b ¡ 5/f ¡rcfl rd ü{lh plaálc c€F; u€rË Hoíh ¿1 fÚ'sf EaÉl

SS-ti5 t€€r to a FnE km fod Íl$tr pla¡lb 4: ürnaâ Nqù @'lO?í¡' WêÉl-æ.63 l€ot lo a 5/g"
rÁn rø v¡n pmm c¡p: lh€{râ åotfü a4ùã56" wsÉt 53.171æl þ ¡ 176'kon rcd r¡lh plâsth

c¡o: tlrsn f{orñ É6Èi'oa wr* go¡s l€'{ lo r 5,s ¡El' rod ilì dsdia c¿D; ü€tcs soutt
á'€Ztø wea e.f¡ ¡srl b e Hd ffi s€r; fteîcc t'lorü 66!â2r wét 3¿3 fê€l to I
-¡nr ¡r¡ue gú. 3SA om€tê lhe t'¡ûtfftr*dy cornsr d Hde- 36i [¡srãr Snú 235732"
we¡r te.eS f6d-to a pd,i ¡{qütiÉd{y d lhË So{üEástÊtry cÛmÊl ol 

-gld0r- 
364: theflca l'loín

66.1859'w€d ?52i lbsú þ Ê þslsd 6læ scrEr: th€rEo Soúh a¡1*352É'Wæ11e0'{€ l€€t

10 a 5¡ú' tm rod rdh fl¡clc t¡Þ; $ünæ frq.ü¡ 66rgs'/s Wcd !9q5Ê E{ lo a 5,8 rm rcd
rtlh plEslb cEp bf irË-¡¡orttati gHlrpog: ütottoo thù ¿5ri$ãt' ErÊI 8'01 lml tÛ åtr hside
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ldE coÍì€. ffid a 510" hon rd tr|t,r flasflc e; ñsto ¡5rlh €6$62y wæl l5l.(E lê€l
slorlg ¡ *orãr dre lfic8 b å íf ton rDd rtr Édc q+i ülattco Stfñ 2450'¡l{t'WsEl
7,1-95 H lo s 5/8¡ ûw to{t rft Ê¡81- c€pí üþtEs Sodh 24Élt¡{f Wås* 21130 f3*, n¡ors or
ltrs, lo ¡ha pút d ffi ürüh úF ash¡Ébd Joln H. rrithlF DomÄo¡r t and C{dm ünÊ

úkñ b tlorñ 65G3? W.á l3l7¡e k kll th¡ Solñæt ff¡s thcGol; ûo]Ét l,¡odn
65lpg Wd e68.t6 liát, íE€ o.lo3¡, alflc ldd tbrüî tand c8î b a pol souÍl
6úTglf EU l¡61,0e lgsr tr r Úle Souûtrsl ccmer úÈl'àd; dËno. t¡orft l0tg'È7' EÊsl
Z5¡r-0E l6!t' mor€ or l€6s, þ a sr8'ion md rdh Fbtdc 4; üstcê t\h{th lo1$'l," Eá$
25714 f6¡t to á 5Æf hm rod rift ¡ Cer& o¡p rdrË þ s ffiËo rdr€ t€lloo: Úlsr:ó Ndú¡
t0€¡35' Elc 5æ.9 &d alone alEìßo *ltu ts48 b E bsbd Fa¡e ü,€w al â €ünsr lfl€ê
poC ad u¡: poir ot ürô rûyüñ çlrÉ blæi ttàtt t{ôrü. Zlcßtlr4 Ëü.ú2ñl:16ld âhE r
rssr Ítr ieflÈ t e 5/t. koo rd r¡ür Þb!üc ¡âo d a rouüì rdíâ l6ìoa ûñêr; útelrcs t¡orrh
¿{3g1lf Esl ¡81,19 fcÉ* þ Ê U,s.C,e 

'lþlllr$fit 
n kod '\rÞS; liÇrÞ l{orlh 04zgf

Eðt 960,e1Ëol b a U.S.C.E t¡lûrmül fiülcd 1/}7í hwo doog a 1175.n hol tâ*r8
arve frf 37t,gi fr{ 'Íhor. 

¡rE áo'd åetri t¡6rù 7árl6t?' Eld g16.9r H to a U.S.C.E
tr¡hrrí.ñt m¡dr¡(,'1ll'6{; tl|cs Norlh æ'1426'Ed ISC.S hrt b â 58" Ítrt rbd rnith pklÈ
oS át ¿ po¡ñû üì ùå ûrye d tE rt rt d wef ¡ß ol C¡otr¡{€y lrrrffirô CdP. åcaost r@d;
thds on å 1 1 7.lxl fool râú¡s o¡rnr€ !o lhâ ld ¡lôr¡0 srü rblrr d way ||re 66.51 logl, ûûoee
tong dErd b.sE Norlh sgqfiIl E*165.€¿ rrd þ a ?K' fd afll rl{¡€r rn¡rlfiq lhÊ po ol
r€lríso sr{ì¡e d a 30.0O loqt ref u! aürtÜ lo ûr ridli ügrE on !¿¡d !{t dt lo0l rlduÊ cur€ to
th€ rtg{f rlong s¡¡d rifFt ol rEl ¡íõ 7l,7{ torq slors hg Glord Þcút l{g.ür 87n 5'lf E&tl
65.74 l€d to a'Pß'nsÍ snd 3t{rËr mrtho üÉ bêgtïúg oú ü¡'rt€ ålottg rell dgll ol vey lirr;
thêrice Soüü 5fl1n3t Ead 2t8.18 f€st lo s srf }tn ¡E l çür F@c 4 b s pd ol
ûErrúT ol a qrn s b lhe Ltl or t¡Þ æ!s road lo ùô hrr¡r dacJþsd pgt€l; ü€nqe No*th
3l¡?s¿5' E¡¡t 3Z¡Xl H ¡frË¡ d rËht ol *ey rú ü8 po¡l of la¡Eþftf on l¡€ l{ofürdly
frlt ol ifiy [la ol r{d rrd þ â 5nr hoo fod r|lft I pbd¡c câp: üæ sor¡ft €635'19'Eaár
5ê¿.00 !êåt io üË Trl.É Pôñt ol 8ågilmflg ol üró lËßtl d€rsörd pllcð|,

FANCEL II;

tu ûdrddld El¿ ffifl.l llt ül. fotqftl atöoô6d Ëopecy:

(fhe to[oiring couræ r¡Ë ü r S5 hsùe WüûìCütlr S*a C6oúl.þ qü.fi. tbÍh
A¡hãl€n O¡irn 1963. A r*áñddrdÌn fæbr011¡ülO{S htrûËfl rppled tothå
rÌËffi¡sdlhEdEffi.l

A ponbn ot üe Púbk f¡{k F oonsdofi l¡rÍl Clrhl h Sacdûo t9. Toì,nslip 2 tlorñ, Rarqs
I EÉl d ftc l¡Tlm.tb ¡rqüar, h Cblr tdfiry. Wæhlngaon;

Scflf*E d fu &din ærnü drflrHt b SGolbË 17. r& t0. uú ?0; ftg*c 8or¡ür
SErt w trd lsTSg ltlt þ &. Tír Folil ûf B.ghr*{i ¡ld t# h !üe üe
NCúËfiþdt üì6t d t¡Ë trt coñÊFd Þ V¡¡HrrËl 9rl.llrg rrd hEEû, tÞ., drEcrtrd ¿s
a adùy ü.ü* t sün îtds* h sdlêúß E€ h aÍrf¡ldr Flâ tlo. Ez.E5ol f5, Cbrk
Cd'tt Fsdi *rme Soüú 24l8Ïlf W€d ¡lng fta E dlnsd¡.E!*rÊpF parca a
(fit¡rc. of tz5.ct kÊt þ ütr tu¡üi ll. lûrof; ürn6 l{qû 6557Gf wscr doíg l¡e sads
th! of l.¡fl¡rïrdrÉ Fl r daltËd lE¿25 H b úr wc¡l hr thr€oû thræ. túrúl
ã*Talf El't dolE üË ïY.d ltË 0f dlr w cflìtpûûd â dr¡tþE (f 1?â€8 hêr bü3
t{rlh 11. th.nol¡ ünrË Sodr 36Ë710f E i É¡ry ülr l¡orrh l¡lt of raH..sü F+alrl F rd
¿ dbEr¡ d 137.t8 leot to ü. Tn e fidü d 6sghr*U.
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PAÊCEL ll:

A f€n t of proPÊty h lha,tolrr H¡lhss Dñdlon l¡td üafn a¡d the tilfo¡n rhrÚid¡sor
Eirrs¡þn tffd (xdm h tlË €c¡lltrl qü.rH d Sdst ll¡,Îçl¡rfiþ 2 i{orfi' Fglgr I w8$
ar.f tho gaÍhwt SJarEr ol 8rcüoñ 18, Toúi.üþ 2 f{ûr{r, RqngÊ 1 Ea3t ôt dìË lEm€Íe
irorkirn h Cl$k CdÍüy, Wd*rgbn, düciÙ3d å8lold,l:

(ItÞ b{or*E cotrDês ðE m sgrld bærkg Ws¡fù6oÍ Sds Coddhå!ê StsEr¡r, Norîlt
Amalcfi D!ùfl lgqt. A rcaþ arld €þuslidt fâc¡n of i.oo(Pag hEs begì @f€d lô th€
m€å$r€rt lþld dÉtË¡^*l I

COI¡rEt'lOFtg al ÍE tlodlËd corñ€r d ftâ SÊllhqd qltrl8 of S€(tbn lz, Toìird¡p 2
No.lh, ßrr9r I wrlt Ullffialþ t¡låddü, l¡Ë Norü'Låd cûNmÌ to b*{ lhc,¡lorü!¡Et
ærmrol rnb WIIEî thltsr frmdtr Lird CldÐ, ü. rdr ha d oats lhü4r Ofidbn Lsnd
cùdJn bÉÉrttg soüû 60"919' lvâd; drffi sodr ?olltstl' Ea¡t 6Ê16.€0 t6sl to -A 1ú"
*åftn r0 + 55.06, 75.ú t l tldf, a5 nor WBDII pþí5 lor SR ã01, VôrÞd¡rêr L*e b
Phß6Ér A}rr¡¡É in Fftoñdd rgF 6r!d t¡by l¿ 10t€: üooca S€lIh 36Ë7¡ly Wd pã¡¡81
nlft !åld % lhê' ùl å Soi.lürlËþllf €fl|€ns¡n Eãæ|, 298-&¡ hca þ û. c€îbrtm ol Lou'r
Ehff Ro¡at: {È{Ë 6d/ü Slt¡{t" Wàd sloflg thtSor¡thaddt elÊ ol ¡hd ûd cq eyed ls
îdrxít r E¡ïrqfllitd õwfæe, hc, !f ¡le*l mÉr# 

'Jfds 
fudþt/$ Ho l,þ. Sl0{2S@87

ot CIU( C(rny oooÈ 1@Ê71Ët þ t ¿26'00lbot lrCú ân Ê þ ü* tlglttr{h a eúT6nl
!.arho ot Sodh 8l q85¡ Ìf¡t hb ss¡d 225.00 bol rduE qÍYo ¡| tlþ pô¡fi ûÉrEq slong
¡dd Sonlh€*dy fß and ¡rqfit 5dd 225.00|bd rdlls curve lo ür rlghl ¡l{l@ lest ù\€nc€
co.E ¡* Soll0lgrr€rtr flm rfri 88ffiWo.l3@¿F krq ÛãEe dong 8€Ë
Êôuñmr¡dy hr goullr ErÐtzglF wed lt,ss lsst lo a ¿195.æ lcot raú/8 qfrß lû üle þn \fl h
a tal'6rt !ÖâfIþ d sn¡h æ?0?f lYast h¡o dd ¿68 æ böt fådf¡s d¡ìrú ôt th¡i po¡rt
úËrB dor¡g d¡d Soll*t*rlf lne alld ffimd sr¡d ets.ol@t rdhß çlrye lo üË ld æ0.52
fcçl; thgn Sol.|Êr 49tl?f VYd dorE rdd EouÜroÊ!€rly &to {¡8.75 fËcl þ an fl|glô pdnl
¡n 3a¡dTdrwEþ. t!Êt ù€lEê ¡ibû 6$?6'5Gf ÌVo{ tlflC he sôtúl¡dy ¡ae of la5 Tkþw¿tèr
faEl 6{5.61 fo€ü úü16ü Soun! 255t'¡ly Wb¡r ls$fü t*l Sôlfi.rlf ltrô 690.æ hr¡ þ lhc
Trur F6h ôf 8{iüÚ!!l trlE Sord| zt5l'¿ltr Wd 37l.@ úâ€t ÚtcrE tltñ 6,119'l t'
lued 96.651åaq dËtce So(dr ã/?tt6: Wd ¡t9¡8 hat; lrãê Srth ,6t19'54'w€st 30.39
brt thsrËb 8oütl @13t4'lvd a0,6ls€li ísÈo sq'l't Û+!482E" weg ?&92 f€€li lh€ncs
f{üür æEEtEa ulof ¡è0.{9 bÍl ûrlË itÛr 7tq¡'1s w6l æ,tt loôt ül€rE fifih
7?!g,ll0'w!d 4^67 Lrt $æ sdrh æ'44'41¡' Ívcc gc¿l tE4 ülüE tbdhffnsl4'
ItV€.t 7gr¡9 hËt þüs go(frr6Erry *ü d sül'ndnrâh ûæt ülilEa I'hft ãtï458- Eær
Ébro ü!d S(r¡ú,qrtslt llô. 6l{,1õ fort lq s pdrú qû¡dt b€rtE t'þú 66t6'2¡f Wâ4 lrûm thà
În¡e Folr{ d AôClnnhS; ltlrrcr Souür 655t24' Eg Slt.8O Fa o Úl€ Tn¡o Poam ot
&dnr¡rq.
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FARCEL IV:

À prål of percpsrty {0.(¡(¡ bsr çldð b€hl 2o.d¡ Èd dt 9dt _4qâ or tÞ rdlÛtrttg dê5crH
cçre*r¡e ¡t ttn '¡Orn l¡lrthffi Oonãdon lárd Olah and llré l'filhm Heîdrldtson tlor¡ãlÍxl
Lånd Oùr h ga Soúîæ¡t ç¡$61 6l S€cdon 13 ¡trt Úte Norhs¡g qtstsr ot Sedloft 44.
T ûd*r 2 Nodtt. Rffqå | uic¡l afÚ ltþ soüül h¡ll of s€clim t8 and ffr ¡'lo.ûtest quaner ol
SeCøn is, roiltlt$ 2-l.lorû, Felge I tui ol üe t{Eame[ð llâlHåî lî üaa County'
wdùrgþfl, dc€crÈ.d as foloqF:

{Ihg folowlrig corr!€a ar€ on a gr5 bêâ¡tu W¡¡tthg¡oû StÞ çqûrdhåb Sttlero' t{oilh
Am€dcah DdrJfô f 003. A ù€dè ånd êbüdiôû fffi ol l.oom4g lEs b€rÍ 4p¡€d lo thê
m€6rúsd {sld dlt¡l[EsE.,

CÍ)iåIENCI{G st üE },lo rs¡ @trs ol üÞ SqitHt qsrter ot Secdur 12' Tûufühþ 2

Nd{h. RÍg. I lto€t, WfflìÊ Mil¡d¡n, il5 llodhä{ cdlBt *o bilrE lhe fi¡orthsed
calË ø me Wman hagr ¡rondon Lúd O*lt, lhe türft Fne al Éril lid3n Dor¡atbn Lånd
Chülr b.srhg Sdrth 6'ã1¡l. Wüi lûsê Souh 20Ít6l' East 6G16.9O feet tq 'A ¡¡€'
rtdþî l0 + 55,@, 75.00 Lrl rl¡tÈ .¡ É€r W€tl !&ÚE lor SE 5Ol , Vûìø¡vsr l¡kð lo
Þbn.rr Arsûre ¡1 ãitFt!5,lFund May t7, lgæ; !ttq!!q lqrh 3EÉ74f W€c CfrsÍ5|
vr$ll5'Afrl€' üat3-SclHaÞrlyssd*nl¡r.ld, æ.æ h.aloüËolltÞ.ür€ol t¡rËr
Rlver Fod; thcrË Solcl 36ã149 lvd s|ong üË €ot¡ñråd€rt ¡lte of h hsE{ odÌ€l€d. to
îdill4êf Eñrkilnúñtú ffi. 8t by ûdi rËÉtttd trdâr tudlcas Fþ ¡¡û. Et0{Í19ü187
d Oflt Co|t|fr tw|rb lO.C? H loræl'æræl râá¡ srF b ulÉ rtCl rii[l å bngÊn
brårtp ot gorih El il05¡É lvd hlo r¡b 225.00 foot rsdlF qr€ aI üf6 poht üî€noe alorq
sÉ Sðrltr¡mh ün¡ end ñttd sdd ¿6.0Û fuol radir¡s qltìl to üls d!ft {0.00|€ot ttErrco
aq¡ fl5 Sorfiordy lhe lûü 88qluf W6d 01p.26!ôí;0ìmct åhí0 3ets
sriarærù fre Soúh 80?16Í Wðt ll:30 f66t t' ¡ 28S.O tool re&lg ãfirrÊ là ütå hlt s{h
a brgod bl};rtp d Suô æä25' ì'Ve6¡ tu Ëd 20!i00 M rú¡s cr¡n s d ÙúE Polnlf
ttrcrcr *o¡rg s¡Ú Sornrer¡ny Fç an¿ *tt¡td ¡¡d e05.ü¡ loo{ rd¡E d¡rvÊ b üs þt 2m-52
t6€t !Err8-sd.Û 49tl2r wH *n! rdd Soldr€âdùry [lè {0ð.75 þ€t lo En ar{ûe poiol
ln gátd ÎUÉrùrþr rüh tr€tË l.trüt 0úã5fl ìvd doflg h€ Souftrrt ffiå ot ÉûH fit¡¿itaier
ßroÊl ô15.6t þot ltl€rE lnr¡fto rats Scfüsly lflc $oü gSEtl4S lále€¡t Ð7'iJ8 lô61;

il€rEê Norú dl$'l t" WËl Sól lssq 6cícs 8ot¡th ?z?glq Wd ¡fe.Eô leet; lh€ffe
Sbúh 4019Ë4 wflr gtât l¡c û.ræé Sôlô 68Tst4" Wal ¿l{t'{}g l6cl} {ûtoa Soulh
&l {E?f WsE 2E,æ ls€Í ÛþrÞ t{oú t8ãg:ff Wcrt 2sl9 lo.t: ürnu lt&.ü r8af 'lS'
wod 2S.76 lc€C üFrEe f{trtt ?2Ea'3f Wd æ.07 @ ÚEfir soúì 23{'t"l6r w6t gllt
l5€l; üËrsa l{úfi €ß'15'14' Wcct 54llÐ f€e¡ ¡o ¡ údrì¡ga Pþe ånd th. True FoùÙ of
EsgNtnF[: tl*cÉ Sû¡ñ ãrt$lf waÊr sþE mld ¡þe ¿21.96 l€€l b the llo¡tl¡eet ba* ot
llîe Cotnùlô HvÊr rd thÊ ffd d lhã úùE ûsrfibd ce rftt.
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PARÊEL V:

Â pErë€l ol pmps'ly h üÊ ¡ùí [¡Hl€lYÊ Dolrålhî t rLl Ct¡¡rî dld0r€ Wmarn Hs¡Ûlckson
oón¡¡on t¡ind cùfn n üú SotdËsst ${bro. S€olhn lg Tonrllt& ¿ t'loflh FalEÐ ¡ vf e€t
trú úre Sa(Ñnrs*l q¡f,1ht oÍ S¡(|br lE, fflulsl$ 2 ldî' RarEe I Easl ard lhe tlo.lhsE6t
qrãls d gËlix| f a, Towrdúp e ?{d0Ì nsrEt f EaEl o{ üF fiafütãtt tl€ridsn in Cl t
Cornty, washiElon, daúatu ä lold¡E;

{Tho folþrlrg ao¡rs¿s arÞ on t $ld Þ6attu Wdllldofi S¿ûo C0qdh8l0 SÏglm' }lorfi
Ã¡redsr Dðí¡m 10ß. A E(de *ìd €þ'rEúm ffi ol t.000oag hË bê€n amlt$ to Ùt6

fitóslfd lbb dlrlanc€8,)

COü¡AÆfiCfìlo d ûa orû6r.úld d ttþ Sd¡ü€øl $tsriEr oa Sécúoo 12, Tt!¡rÍsq) 2
Hõ$, fiü9É I W€ô|, Würñdlô iiþllüat, 6aE tlo.$oütt cûËr åbo b6'ltS lhç tùfh€rs1
ülls at üro Wf,ün fHdr Ooflüfoí Lùìd C*n, ll'l3 fSrú fit o{ 844 }fqütfl Donsüori l-ånd
qrtn boæhf Sd¡lh 60?S19 wd; lft6rË soúh ãt$til'Ed 8616s0 fðt 10 

.A lioc'
sÎ¡lhn t0 + 55.0€, 75.@ hot rtfil, æ psr wslÞl ptsc lor sfi 501. vetcû¡¡if Ldtâ lo
P(r¡€sr Avsn¡o ¡r Rldgpl¡g|í, apFot¡sd r¡sy 17. 1966; ttsrEs Sclsl 36É7F{9' W€c. pÊrdlel
wlh sa¡d 'A ¡ne' afld asôl¡th$rdldy e¡dåltlon ürrd. 2S8.t5 E€l þ t¡e adlledm ol Lo¡¡er
RtuEr Éo€.r: ümlaô Sol.dì 965fil$ werc amp ü. Sor¡l@3ly ft! d ü¡¡l l¡ad cofntlytd 1o

Tifetidff ÉlrFøtrsflf S€rì,&âs, lm þy rþed rm(ü ui(lgr ¡tlfüdô Fle No' 9104¿gGA87

ol qa* CouüI fm.ds lm.07læl lo a 22óm ho¡ rdJB dtr€ to dlê rbnlilñ-a lðUoltl
b€ûtlg ol Sd¡û Sr .æÉ?. W€d füo ¡aLl ¿25¡O foot Ërlue qflvs ot Úis Poetli lhsltae along
sdd 8djürèarbrly ¡o. and eü¡Jnd ltld ¿ãt.tolûd..ú¡r (|r¡Þ lo ah. tlglt 40.00 hoq ütenos
âho 8od sqrfutr.tr [n. fr¡ofh 80.ütu' wrdl 3æ¿0 f€€l; [ì.ncâ dorE 8åH
Sañ¡satv llr¡ Sorrtr 892$f6r Wd 11,39 hd b ¡ zES,@ bst rd,ls 6nrE to lÌe lêfl wllh
a il¡cü ¡**rtng ol Sõfi 48"0'¡f Wall ho ¡¡tl 24i.00 lbot l¡rlE cr¡rve at fib !dnt;
ü¡ne€blq c!5 Soúrf,dpdt IË d 8uÍd.rld ¿86¡0 bol rd.r oünc b tlË þft 2m-52
lrrq hdEs Sollfl {e!tg¡ tt ú dd! äld Sol¡ftËðlil'llf rûo ftÞ r#ffsd lo as ¡€'a'
lffii lËrffiil 4t8.75 f€Ét to Èt üglÊ Foht h r€¡d TÉ6frfr üüt ülolta Í{qtll 65?556' wê6t
dong ûe So.thsry lhe d srts ÌdeiÈ&r t8¡t È{5'61 l¡el; lhtlEr Soldl 25'51'¿10" WGsl
léarùrt l'¡d Sêtúêfy Ìho 0g{0t 

'öol; 
dìülc. Sürh 6ÊÉl'tf Eâst 219¡5 þÊri tfi€nae Soúh

6a16'0f Ea!¡ 5¿.0a ts b üle SodtÍrltfttrly ottãr¡¡fi oÍ ldL, lftr'F üd ülè Truê f'o¡ít ot
B4tü{fig; ft€ñcê sot.llt 6r1õF EÉl l12"Zl hel: triroÊ Sc|rft lËtl !t EaÉ¡ | 15,94 le€li
ihrrc. Sõuü¡ 51 Ë5C E¡Él ø.?t {e.q tûrÉ Sãû ¿0Tä11- E¡èl 8ôs8 Hì ths(ro
Sqtñ 79?5illt Êår 2a.m f*t b fi€ llIóå|êrlf ¡Iç or ülat||!El oÐvq,ad þ vanooüvet
Ûtldûf ¡nt hooq hc. Or rffi lo h sdftdÈ 

^l 
ût dÉsd r€ørd€d ußF A¡(ñdb Fre

No. Ê?ú¿ff1f 5 ot Oslk C ¡ryn$rdsi tltmo Sd¡iì 10€¡126' W€c ¡bñg s* wættrly
Ene 4t¡.í6 tssl (l{l RsoolÚol Sn q, 8od( 22, Pô08 15{ Soüft ælD'xr W-Ðl ttFlq
Sqtlì l0{A5F Sbt sþÍg r¡E Wod€df &þ 2ta4t þêl (|f, F€co.d ól Stf¡Ét' 80d. ?¿
Fsge 164 Sqú@tÛ4lf Ú/þcl¡ üeæs f'þlh ¡É16'16" wÉt u.gt l8€l;trflca tor$r
ß?4'44'ìY€Gr €0¡7 1€4 üqÞ fffii l{!ltiH' E $ 2lt6 beq üfiBI'ldül mltll$'
Wort lß25lost fiaþ¡ l{o|üt28.ldl1'W.d Êt.91 hrtr[âts f{dü 5t lqsf Ws€l
310.60 h: thñ€ lHr |tg.ol Ü WoÊl I I l S6leer; tltlrtã tur 64n0{06' Utet t¿¡'E¡
loolto F.90lÉìrÌçãÊü qF hl ol É# fns'g"; Úsrce t{orú ¿lg'oizf Eæl abng eatl
SqËrrstsly rxtrÉon 43.S l€ol lo ün Truð Pot d SagÚIt[rq-
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Exhibit B

T.EOÂL DESCRIPNON FOR ÉVERCREÊN AIIJMIM,M
. ¡ltÛI Pú¡lE o¡rsc ¡s

SÇ.Gñb.r !12006

^ 
ôürd of l¡rd ldcd i¡lltúd lùc Jdìr H. Mdùcwr 'oûr.lin tsd Cl¡i!| iE lhc

Ndrùnrr'ii¡rü of S.dÈr lq forUft f ì¡o.ltt, RqÊ t E¡r of fl. Mlledc
f.fdd[, h Grt Co¡¡[tt, Wdúq¡o, tü¡ pú* of cuuowl tú4 tlæ tcch corÉ
rúño to S.dc! lt l!, 19 d æ ¡¡ tdd Tot¡dt¡p 2 l'leñf' fe¡Þ I Elt of úc
Il ffi M¡ùÍú, üË h uttrúÊd rüh r tl/z' üt tiF riE F(|¡ælia 5.ó G.r
úovc rroüli d¿ tldo.t uu ùd4 sorrtr tP !ü 12' scrl2TJló ftd tq¡ r DoodÍ¡a
L¡d dd¡¡ q¡¡r æ¡ þ ltc Pti.t M¡f.y .¡td H V¡r 

^lh¡¡¡ 
ttt¡dir¡ L¡d Cüin

ahd ¡r rñ¡llüd s¡ü r !-llf'&oo pþ dzc prqi.dl¡! 10.ó fr¡t Sovc glu¡od; ¡Ë ¡¡¡td
üd¡rf |tËrFrücrtlr¡lyd*iù.¡!.¡ ftllorrr'

Ík É[odhf 6ãÉ rû ü I ltld btrtq wdriuhr st! ffiú Sytaqt¡.

f{oll¡ imlcra ¡ro¡rlr t913. Â ¡crle u¡l dc¡'dial fr.aor of ].üruO ft¡ bc.rl did to

ûc ñGr¡¡rüd 6dd drs!er¡')

COtIME¡,,lCtMl f llE t{otlb!.d d¡Erof sil Sdl6 ¡9i

THENCE Sdrb ?tr tl' {5' wør 32¡þro &rr 6 ¡ t/¿'tq! Érl eiñ ydlq* plÃtic

"çn t¡.¡'q¡Of¡ effo PI,s l76le ¡düc'rnuB FOINTOF gÉOlN!'lIl(¡:

THEI¡CE Horlù 66' Ol' Ûl' Wd ! d¡{æ of 6t6J6 fcd þ t lll' iþn rod sidt
ydhw¡bdc ctrut¡d rOtlóN BNO PI.9 l?6Úó':

TI|ENCE Sôü 24' t? Itt' l,ãr ¡ d!h!ç of 20t.Û¿ ftÉl lo l,f ¡¡0û @d *llù
ydbvr dõÉcq$ ú.d þßo lt{G ?ul l?6t6'i

TtEl{CE Sôiú 6È' 5t !f Êld t dúlloc of ó15.q¿ fèd lo l2' ¡rú rod widr

ydlon d* cpufd ro[lo¡l El{C PU¡ t?6¡6':

lHEl{CE No¡rh 24o 3l'O?' El¡l ¡ dillùrc! of 22196 ftã lo dte TRUE FOINT OF

BEcÍNNINO
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Exhibit C
Diagram Depicting the Property and the Site
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